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The materials i~tilised in this work are original manuscripts, which I 
exatnilled during my several research trips to Tajikistan as a PhD stu- 
dent at Cambridge University. Most of those manuscripts, belonging 
to Mubsrak-i Wakhiini, have never before been the focus of silstai~ied 
research coverage; indeed, their very existence was known only to a very 
restricted circle of Mubsrak's relatives, and some local scholars, who 
have hitherto been unable to either study or analyse them in any great 
depth. Therefore, the origiliality claitned for this work is in its attempt 
to be the first introductory study of Mubiirak-i WakllZitii atid his contri- 
bution to 1s1n~'iIi thought and the Persian poetic tradition. It advances a 
broader argument concer~~ing tlie impact of cultural and religious diver- 
sity on tlie composition of the Isms'ili tradition, a dimension of IsmBcili 
studies hitherto largely overlooked by liistoria~is and lsla~nic specialists. 

It is worth clarifyi~ig at tlie outset that tlie term 'Pamir' and its adjec- 
tive (Pamiri) is deployed in  the context of the modern autono~nous 
provi~ice (vilijyat) of Tajik Badakhshan (Gor~io-Badakhsliat~) or VMKB 
( Vikijyat-i Mukhtijr-i Kuhistijn-i Badakhshan), which was establislied in 
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1925 on the basis of its ethno-cultural differences four years prior to the 
formal creation of the Soivet Socialst Rebulic of Tajikistan as an equal 
member of the USSR. 

Pamir, a mountainous area in the southeast of Tajikistan and northeast 
of Afghanistan, is the only region in the world where the ShT'i Ism8'ili 
Muslims have subsisted compactly in their homogenous historic land 
since the eleventh century. Demographically, Gorno-Badakhshan is a 
unique place for the Ism8'ilis, as they are in the majority and formally 
constitute a semi independent political entity within the Republic of 
Tajikistan. 
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Tlie sclienie of transliteration that has been adopted for the Arabic, 
Persian (Tajik) and some Russian words in tliis study generally agrees 
wit11 that of tlie latest edition of the Encyclopaedia of lsla~n ( 1  997) with 
tlie following modifications: 

j instead of clj C 
q instead of k G 
v instead of w 3 and diphthong au instead of aw 9 (in Persian 

or Persian ised words) 
ch instead o f t  q 
Likewise, the following letters are used without being underlined: 

kh (i), (&), &I (j), &I (A) and (t)  and & (j). - 
All lion-Englisli words, except some well-known Arabic and Persia11 

tenns, such as Allah, Mulia~n~nad, Muslirn, Islam, Imam, Imamate, Sunni, 
Sufi, Tajik, Afghan, Badaklislian and Palnir, are italicised (except people and 
places' names) and transliterated. In addition, several new words and expres- 
sions are deployed in this work, eitlier originating from or used in Tajik and 
Waklii languages. The pronunciation of those words follows Englisli usage 
with a few exceptions. For instance, 6 is to be pronounced as in 'door'. 





AKDN 
'A li 
AN SSSR 

BSOAS 
11s 
JBBRAC 

JRAC 
M 11 bgra k 
Niisir 
RAN 

RAS 
USSR 
VMKB 

Aga Khan Development Network 
'Ali b. Abi TZlib 
A kadernii Nauk Soyza Sovetskikh Sotsialisticheskikh 
Respublik (the Academy of Science of USSR) 
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 
The Institute of lsmaili Studies 
./ournal of the Bornbay Branch of the Royal Asiatic 
Societys 
Journal ofthe Royal Asia t ic Society 
Mubsrak-i Wakl~iini 
Nssir-i Klii~sraw 
Rossiyskiy Akademii Nauk (the Russian Academy of 
Science) 
Royal Asiatic Society 
Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics 
Vilriyat-i Mukhtrir-i Kuhistin-i Badakhshrin (in Russian 
GBAO-the Autono~noi~s Region of the Moi~ntainous 
Badakhshan) 









The name of MubIrak-i WakliIni ( 1  839-1903), a Persian (Tajik) mystic 
poet, musician, astronomer atid Is~iiI'ili religious scholar from Badakli- 
sha~i, is hardly known in modern academic circles related to Persian and 
IsmZiCili studies. Despite his importance to IsmICili esoteric thought in 
general and tlie IsmICili tradition of tlie peoples of the Patnir Mountains 
in particular, Mubfirak has received only scant atte~itioti from ~noderli 
scholars. 

One of the ma-jor reasons for Mubiirak's relative obscurity is probably 
tlie geographic location of 11 is homeland and its socio-econom ic, politi- 
cal and i~ltellectual environment. As MubIrak's pen-name (WakliZini) 
indicates, lie came from tlie valley of WakhIn-a remote area located 
between the high mountains of the Pa~nirs to tlie north and Hindukush 
to the south. The valley is divided by tlie river Panj, the main source of 
the Amu-Daryii (Oxus), into Taji k and Afghan Wakhln. Although, his- 
torically, the Wakliiin corridor was one of tlie trade routes of tile famous 
'Silk Road', it did not have a substantial ecoliolnic impact on tlie region. 
For Waklifin was a co~nlnercially insignificant market, and tlie route 



merely served as a short and safe passageway for Chinese and Central 
Asian merchants travelling from China to Badakhshan and then to the 
other parts of Central Asia and vice versa. The region, thus, remained 
economically undeveloped until the establishment of the Soviet reign 
in Tajikistan. Its dominant agrarian economy entirely depended on ani- 
mal husbandry and a small portion of its cultivated land (almost 98% of 
its territory is mountainous), the products of which were merely meant 
for domestic use. There were no higher education institutions, such as 
madrasas or mosques, except for a few home-based private schools to 
which very few people had access; thus, the majority of the population 
was i l l  iterate.' Hence, due to its geographic locat ion and economic back- 
wardness, the region remained almost inaccessible to and ignored by 
foreign scholars and politicians until the late nineteenth century when 
the first open interaction with Europe began. However, this interaction, 
which occurred towards the end of Mubarak's life, commenced during 
the Anglo-Russian political and military contest of Central Asia, known 
as 'the Great Game' that consequently worsened the situation of the 
Wakhis. The region was subjugated by the Afghan troops of 'Abd al- 
Rahman Khan  (d.1901), who spread a reign of fear and terror throughout 
the region. The Ismacilis of Wakhan, like the rest of the Pamir principali- 
ties (Rushan, Shughnan, Ghiran and Ishkashim), endured both political 
and sectarian persecution from the Sunni Afghans. This situation con- 
tinued until the Russians took control and divided (in agreement with 
the British) the entire Pamir region into the Tajik and Afghan provinces. 
For the inhabitants of the Afghan Pam ir, the re1 igio-political persecution 
continued. 

With the establishment of the VMKB, however, to which Wakhan 
was included as a district, the Soviet government modified the region's 
economic infrastructure and transformed it into one of the more prosper- 
ous oblasts in the USSR by the post-Second World War period. Several 
educational institutions and academic research centres were established, 
including schools, colleges, universities and the Taji k Academy of Sci- 
ence with its specific research branches. Nevertheless, the anti-re1 igious 
atheistic policy of the Communist government, which had strict control 
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over all academic institutions, restricted tlie study of religion in general 
and religious scliolars in particular.* Several famous Islamic mystics, 
scholars and theologians, like Rudaki, Niisir-i Kliusraw, Hiifiz, Rumi, 
Kliayyiim and many others, were portrayed only as 'national' Tajik 
poets, wliose poetry, as the Communist scliolars be1 ieved, expressed 
'anti-feudal sentiments' and promoted ideas sucli as 'equality', 'free- 
dom' and 'patriotism', in order to support the dogmatic Communist doc- 
trine of tlie class struggle and inequality in tlie feudal oppressed society. 
Their religious aspects were almost ignored, because religion, as sucli, 
was interpreted like Karl Marx, as "tlie opium of tlie people". Tlie case 
was far worse for local religious scliolars like Mubiirak, wliose Ismii'ili 
esoteric pliilosopliy was probably, in fact, less 'communistic' than tliat 
of otlaers. 

Tliere are few references to Mubiirak in  Tajik and Russian sources 
tliat only mention his name and some of his major works. Tlie first writ- 
ten reference to him detected so far occurs in his own manuscript enti- 
tled Tarjan~at a/-Bayan (the Clarity of Meaning) which is written in a 
poetic panegyric style by the local Badaklisliani historian, Fadl'ali Bek 
Surkliafsar. He praises Mubiirak for his devotion to tlie cliosen path? 

0 Mubiirak, praise be upon you! 
You deserve the nymph of paradise and eternity. 
0 tlie pious Inan, you have taken lessons, 
And wrote pages of whatever knowledge you obtai~ied.~ 

Bertels was tlie first Soviet orientalist to introduce Mubiirak's name to 
tlie academic world. During his research project in Pamir (1 959-63), 
Bertels compiled an index of the region's old manuscripts, in which 
seven books of Mubarak were also i~icluded.~ Altliougli there is not 
~nucli evidence about Mubiirak in Bertels' report, tliis may be one of tlie 
first scholarly references to the poet's name and works. I n  1984, Bertels 
gave a series of lectures on the Is~nii'ilis of Badaklislian, their history, 



culture and tradition, at the Institute of Ismiicili Studies in London. In 
one of those lectures, which were audio recorded, while discussing the 
local Badakhshani literature, he briefly refers to MubBrak and some of 
his works. Appreciating Mubiirak's intellectual capacity to cope with 
the sciences of his time, Bertels describes him as an extraordinary per- 
son and 'the Avicenna of his time'. Nevertheless, as Bertels himself 
acknowledges, he did not have sufficient time to study the vast works 
of MubBrak or even publish one of them.6 Relatively serious attention 
to MubBrak was paid by a Tajik scholar, Abibov, who in his encyclo- 
paedic monologue, Ganj-i Badakhshifn (Treasure of Badakhshan) and 
later Az Tifrikh-i Adabi~ift-i Tifjik dar Badakhshifn (A History of Tajik 
Literature in Badakhshan) briefly presents a descriptive account of the 
pre-Soviet poets of the region. He also touches upon some moments in 
Mubiirak's life and works. Abibov did a remarkable job in highlighting 
Mubiirak's name and his major works, but it seems that the political situ- 
ation of his time did not allow him to break down the ideological bar- 
riers and look deeper into the religious message conveyed by MubBrak. 
Thus, both his autobiographic and bib1 iographic accounts of MubBrak 
remain very narrow in both form and meaning.' 

It, thus, remains a fact that, hitherto no serious scholarly research 
has been done on MubBrak's life and works, and this book attempts to 
be the first introductory study on the subject. The principle goal is to 
provide a systematic presentation of a seminal Islamic figure. In order 
to establish an accurate biography of MubBrak, and to render his often 
confused IsmBcili-Sufi ideas as lucidly and coherently as possible, this 
study concentrates on assessing his life and thoughts in their historical 
and religious context. It explores how far MubBrak's works represent 
the indigenous Pamiri perception of IsmB'ilism and where he stands 
in relation to general IsmBcili thought. Likewise, through the study of 
the works of MubBrak, it seeks to explore the distinctive elements of 
Pamiri IsmBcilism, which itself is an interesting, but relatively neglected 
area in religio-cultural studies of the minor nations within the former 
Soviet Union. Very little scholarly attention has been paid towards 
the study of the religious history of the peoples of Pamir and their 
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ilitellectual representatives. This, liowever, does not mean tliat tlie 
subject is unimportant; on tlie contrary, case studies of particular indi- 
viduals, like Mubiirak, show tliat tlie popular religious tradition of the 
people of Pamir was strongly supported by tlie constant intellectual con- 
tributions of its em inelit scliolars. 

At tlie risk of labouririg tlie obvious, it is important to note that when 
the word 'Isml'ilism' is attached to any adjective derived froin a name 
of a locality, such as 'Palniri', it not only cl~ariges tlie meaning of tlie 
adjective from a geographic to a religious sense, but also redefines 
tlie application of Ismii'ili beliefs and practices accordingly. Here, tlie 
phrase 'Pamiri Ismii'ilism' is employed in relation to tlie Ismii'ili reli- 
gious tradition, its historical developmerit and doctrinal enhancement 
among tlie mountain people of WakIiBn, Islikiisliim, GhiirBn, Sliiikhdara, 
Sliugliniin, Bartang, Rusliiin and partly Murgliiib and Darv i i~ .~  It is true 
that the core principle of tlie Ismii'ili doctrine-the belief in an unre- 
stricted religious authority and rightful guidance of tlie Ismii'TIi Imam, 
whose authority is based on the concept of ahl al-bayt (tlie family of the 
Prophet Muhammad tlirougli liis daughter Fiitima and his cousin and 
son in law 'Ali)--is what unifies tlie entire Ismii'ili comlnuliity around 
tlie world. Nevertheless, tlie practice of tlie faith had always varied from 
one cultural tradition to another, depending on each tradition's liistori- 
cal and geographic backgr~und.~ Tlie practical application of tli is local 
diversity can be observed in a variety of rites and rituals, such as mad6 
(derived fro111 Arabic mad/?, i.e., praise, a devotional poetic and musical 
performance), Chariigh-Rishan ('Candle Lighting', an action associated 
wit11 tlie funeral ceremony), xshuri  (ten days of moaning in honour of 
llnaln Husayn) and many others in tlie context of Pamir. For its tlieo- 
retical expression, nevertheless, one sliould consider tlie works of the 
local intellectuals, like Mubiirak-i Wakliiini, who indeed is a window to 
understanding tlie colnplexities of tlie Pa~n iri IsmI'ili tradition tlirougli- 
out 11 istory. 

In  order to determine liis place in tlie diverse Isml'ili tradition of tlie 
people of Pamir, tlie first chapter of tliis study presents a brief liistorical 
survey of tliis tradition since its establisli~ne~it up until tlie time of MubBrak. 



The history of the expansion of the Ismii'ili da'wa (mission) in Pamir and 
Badakhshan remains obscure. It is not known when exactly Isml'ilism 
arrived in the region and whether it was the first Islamic branch to accom- 
modate the variety of indigenous beliefs and practices (veneration of the 
sun and the moon, cult of spirits, and elements of Zoroastrianism, Bud- 
dhism and Shamanism) of the pre-Islamic period in its doctrinal frame- 
work. Nevertheless, it is a matter of historic fact that in the eleventh century 
an Isml'ili diici (missionary) and famous Persian poet-traveller, Nilsir-i 
Khusraw (d.lOSO), arrived in Badakhshan and spent the rest of his life there 
preaching the Fltim id Ismii'ili d a ' ~ a . ' ~  Moreover, it is with his name that 
the local Isml'ili tradition identifies itself, regarding him as the Pir (the 
re1 igious guide) of Ku h istln (i.e., Badakhshan and Pamir). It is, therefore, 
argued in this study that, although unique cases of conversion (usually 
that of the rulers) to either Islam or Ismii'ilism could have occurred before 
Nlsir-i Khusraw's trip to the region, the actual course of Islamisation, as a 
long and continuous process of shifting identities, started with his da'wa in 
the eleventh century and was continued into the post-Alamut period (thir- 
teenth through the fifteenth centuries) through other missionaries. 

This study presents a brief historical account of the religious develop- 
ment in the mountain regions of Pamir from Nlsir-i Khusraw's mission 
until the nineteenth century. More specifically, it examines the historical 
development of Isml'ilism in Pamir during its two main periods, which 
are identified here as the period of Da'wat-i Niisir (Nlsir's mission) and 
the period of Panj-Tani (the Fivers) faith. It should be pointed out that 
this terminological application has an empirical rather than a theoretical 
implication. Although these two historical periods witnessed substan- 
tial doctrinal differences, the religious significance of the terms always 
remained the same. The term Panj-Tani is derived from a common 
Shi'i perception of 'the five pure persons' (panj tan-i piik), including 
Muhammad, 'Ali, Fatima, Hasan and Husayn, whose names feature in 
the Ism8'ili hierarchy of sanctity. These names were, of course, the key 
elements in Nasir-i Khusraw's mission itself and remained the sacred 
codes of religious conduct henceforward. Likewise, the term Da'wat-i 
Niigr did not arbitrarily lose its religious importance in the post-Niisir 
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period, when Pamiri Is~nii'ilism was strongly influenced by tlie Twelver 
Slii'i, Sufi and other lsla~nic doctrines. NBsir-i Kliusraw was indeed tlie 
main preacher or in  tlie local context 'tlie holy guide' (pir-i qudus), who 
embodied tlie core Ismiicili (FBtimid) principles in the diverse frame of 
tlie indigenous religious beliefs and practices and laid tlie foundations 
of tlie Ismii'ili community in Badaklislian. It is, however, argued here 
tliat his ideas were popularised and their interpretations harmonised 
with tlie beliefs, rituals and practices of the indigenous people. More- 
over, during the course of Ism8'ili history under certain socio-political 
circumstances the Da'wat-i Niisir faced changes as well as challenges. 
Theoretically, therefore, tliis term is perceived here as a symbolic short- 
cut to the wliole religious tradition of tlie Pamiris since their conversa- 
tion to Islam, but historically it covers a period from Niisir-i Kliusraw's 
mission until tlie middle of the thirteenth century. One of tlie reasons 
for this chronological division is tlie reactivation of tlie IsmB'ili (Nizari) 
~nission in Pa~nir after tlie fall of tlie Alamut strongliolds. 

The Mongol invasion of tlie Islamic world, which led to tlie abolisli- 
melit of tlie Alamut strongliolds, was followed by the persecutio~i of tlie 
Ismfi'ilis througliout the Middle East and Transoxiana. Consequently, 
many Ismfi'ili dii'is were forced to take political refuge in locations far 
from the Mongol invaders and their local collaborators. Hence, tlie pro- 
cess of Islam isation or rather tlie indigenisation of Islam in the region 
was strongly influenced by and increasingly activated during the asylum- 
seeking movement of the post-Alamiit period. The IsmB'ili missionar- 
ies acted in  accordance witli the new strategy employed in  the general 
Ismfi'ili context; tliat is, usul a/-taqiyya (a ~netliod of precautionary dis- 
simulation of tlie true religious beliefs), and introduced new ideas con- 
nected witli Sufism and tlie Twelver Shi'ism. Gradually, these ideas 
became an intrinsic part of tlie new indigenous faith, that is, tlie Panj- 
rani, a term wliicli unt i l  recent years was a matter of religious iden- 
tity for the Pamiri Ism2'ilis. Here tlie Panj-Tani faith is understood as a 
combination of certain elements of tlie pre-Islamic rituals, imbued with 
Isla~n ic meanings, tlie Fitim id da'wa (NBsir-i Kliusraw's teachings) and 
post-A la~nut taqiyya ideas. 



The organisational structures as well as certain doctrinal features 
of Pamiri lsmBcilism clearly indicate that it was deeply influenced by 
Sufism. However, little scholarly attent ion has been directed towards the 
Sufi phenomenon in IsmBcilism in general and in Pamiri IsmBcilism in 
particular." It is worth noticing that this phenomenon is clearly apparent 
in the works of Mubirak. 

As far as the religious context of MubBrak's time is concerned, it was 
entirely based on the single-faith domination of Pamiri IsmB'ili ortho- 
doxy with its strong institution ofpirship, a socio-religious network of 
the higher religious hierarchy,piran (religious guides) and their deputies 
(khali$as). Although Mubfirak, as a respected scholar, was necessarily 
involved in the religious and educational activities of the network, he 
never restricted himself to its basic local philosophy; he went far beyond 
the concerns of local Ism8'ili belief, and became engaged in a wider 
philosophical discourse about Islamic mysticism. 

It is, therefore, intended in chapter 3 of this study to provide a cohe- 
sive examination of MubBrak's theosophical discourse in the light of 
Ismfi'iti esotericism and Sufi mysticism, as a remarkable example of the 
reconciliation of these two doctrines in the local Pamiri religious con- 
text. More specifically, this chapter explores MubBrak's approaches to 
certain issues relating to Sufi epistemology, ontology and psychology, 
such as knowledge, unity, truth, illusion and love. Likewise, it discusses 
the relationship of Mubfirak's works to and their influence by the works 
of other poets and mystics. An examination of his various works reveals 
that he was mostly influenced by Riimi's philosophy of love, al-HallBj's 
applied asceticism, ' Attar's mystic symbolism, Hfifiz and Bidi 1's roman- 
tic language of the expression of love ('ishq), beauty ( jamio and majesty 
( j ~ l ~ l ' ) . ' ~  It is true that MubBrak's ideas are strongly influenced by the 
mainstream of Sufi mysticism and IsmB'ili esotericism. Nevertheless, his 
thoughts are original in their own way, for he was able to deploy the core 
principles of Sufi ideas and methodology, symbols and language in order 
to create his own system of thought, a fusion of Sufi and Ism8'ili ideas 
applied in a sophisticated way in a local religious context. 
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Love ('ishq) is tlie central tlienie of all his works, and the ultimate 
destiny of his spiritual quest; it is understood by Mublrak as being 
a divine power that brings the universe illto existence, motivates the 
activity of every creature and wells up in the Iiuman lieart to establisli 
unity in the midst of multiplicity. This study is mainly based on three 
of his major books, namely Divan-i Kulliyir, Tilib al-Matlub, and 
Hijit va Munijit, of wliicli the latter is in prose form. It questions 
Mublrak's notion of tlie meanings and functions of love, and its power 
and creativity in the light of Isml'ili esotericisln and Sufi mysticism. 
The divine love that lie glorifies tends to be less suprasensory but more 
real than it is assumed to be in the general Sufi context. In other words, 
it is not silnply a love for an extraordinary, lion-human entity called 
'God', but it is a cult of divine beauty expressed in the concrete form 
of a human being. Viewed froin a slightly different sectarian angle, it 
is a love for God, whose pliysical attributes-manifested in a liuma~i 
body of the Imam of the Time (Imani-i Zaman)-are as important as 
his spiritual attributes. Co~nbilii~ig Sufi ideas with the IsmZi'ili esoteric 
(bitin) doctrine of God, lie creates the object of this love in the persona 
of the Ism3'ili Imam. He employs the Sufi language of love to express 
his ideas about tlie nature of, as lie calls it, the Trutli (al-haqq) as tlie 
spiritual representation of the divine essence in the pliysical body of 
the l~naln of the Time. He uses Sufi methods, both practical (detacli- 
ment from the pliysical world's passions; exercising dhikr, chilla- 
nishini, rnadh) and tlieoretical (the path of gliosis and love), to achieve 
liis ultimate goal, that is, to be worthy of the Beloved. His mystical 
poetry, therefore, seeks to establish a state of equilibrii~ln between 
IsmB'ili atid Sufi pliilosopliy expressed in the finest form of tlie ~nysti- 
cal spirit. The i~lti~nate goal of liis spiritual path is to be adequate for 
the Beloved's spiritual vision (didfir). At the heart of Mublrak's notion 
of didar, wliicli is a sigliificalit elelne~it in Ismii'ili ritual practice that 
is meant to e~iibrace the very moment of tlie Imam's physical congre- 
gation with his devotees (muridan), lies the Sufi idea of union with 
God or annihilation (fanay) in the divinity of the divine unique." Wliat, 



nevertheless, makes MubBrak's approach different from that of Sufism 
is the equal importance of the physical vision (didifr-i jusmifni) of the 
Beloved with its spiritual manifestation (didifr-i ruhifni) occurring in 
the mystic's imaginative consciousness. In other words, there did really 
exist an IsmB'rli Imam of the Time for whose didiir Mubiirak could 
have hoped in the realm of the physical world besides the quest for his 
spiritual vision. 

In an effort to balance the IsmB'rh esotericism and Sufi mysticism, 
he developed the existing 'Sufisised' (to use Ivanow's expression)14 
IsmBrilism of Pamir in terms of intellectual representation and doctrinal 
canonisation. MubBrak was probably one of the pioneers of the indig- 
enous religious literary tradition; he not only codified the oral tradition, 
but also evaluated and put it in an intellectual framework. This argument 
is mainly presented in chapter 4, where one of his famous books, the 
Chihil Dunyif (the Forty Worlds), a didactic narrative poem (diistifn), is 
examined to show the indigenous perception of such Islamic notions as 
creation, prophethood and sainthood (or Imamate). 

MubBrak's poetic legacy constitutes over sixteen titles, including 
sixty thousand verses (bayts) that have been detected so far. His works 
cover a wide array of topics, of which a brief summary is provided in 
the next section. This is, thus, the first attempt to explore the hitherto 
unheard voice of MubBrak, which may be regarded as that of a caged 
nightingale in Persian poetic heritage. MubBrak was a prolific Persian 
writer, who also had a good command of the Arabic language. Never- 
theless, his writing is also noticeably influenced by the Badakhshani 
dialect of the Tajik language (his native language).I5 The words taken 
from this context, which are present in MubBrak's works and which 
have been employed in this study, are explained appropriately through- 
out this work. 

Note on the Sources 
Modern scholarship on Badakhshan is very short of documentary materi- 
als, that is, archives, account books and other relevant historical documents 
concerning NBsir-i Khusraw's journey to and his mission in Badakhshan 
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in particular and the spread of Islam in the region in general. Tlie only 
exceptional historical evidence tliat proves tlie fact of liis presence in 
the region are some of liis own poetic verses from tlie Divan-i Kulliyiit 
(Collection of Poems) and tlie Jarnical-Hikmatayn (Tlie Sum of Two 
Wisdoms). I n  tliese works, Nssir-i Kliusraw merely refers to his exile 
spent in Yumgsn (a valley in modern Afghan Badakhshan), and noth- 
ing is said about his movement around tlie Pamir principalities and the 
kingdom of Badaklisha~i.'~ Ironically, there is not much evidence in 
either of these or other genuine works by NZtsir about his convertees, 
apart from some complimentary verses dedicated to a local ruler, 'Ali b. 
Asad." The gap in tlie historic evidence, nevertheless, is filled by 
the vast amounts of indigenous legends and anecdotes about Niisir- 
i Kliusraw's life as well as his mission in Badakhshan. These sources 
are presented in both oral and some written forms, although tlie num- 
ber of tlie latter is very restricted. Among tlie conversion narratives, tlie 
most remarkable one is Gawhar-Riz (Treasure-fall), wliicli was falsely 
attributed to Nssir-i Kliusraw, but gradually canonised by several local 
authors subsequently. Although tlie problem concerning tlie autliorsliip 
of the mani~script still remains obscure, by examining various copies of 
it, one can affirm tliat it does not belong to Nisir-i Khusraw. Firstly, tlie 
language of the book is closer to tlie Badaklisliani dialect of tlie Tajik- 
Persian language, which is mostly used in places like Jurm, Zebak, Bgrak, 
GhHran, Islik~sliim, and sollie villages of Wakhin. Similarly, tlie book is 
not co~nposed in Nssir-i Kliusraw7s elegant linguistic style, but rather 
in the popular manner of story narration. Secondly, in one of tlie two 
versions of tlie manuscript, wliicli 1 canie across in Badakhshan, certain 
authors or most probably scribes (kGtib) are named. Tlie first, Musan~n~a 
bi Gawhar-Riz, is in tlie private collection of a khalrjco named Kliwaja 
< - 
Arif from Shugliniin (Barkliaragli). An examination of this manuscript 
shows tliat it is a popular narrative tliat tends to be a collective work of 
some lear~ied men of tlie co~nmunity, who over the centuries, have tried 
(0 collect oral traditions and present them in written form. Tlie writing of 
the book was probably commissioned at a special meeting in wliicli the 
representatives of two fatnous local families of the khiijaIB clan decided 



to compose the history of Sayyid Suhriib's family, to which they claim 
to belong: 

The sons of Davlatshiih and Shiih Khwiija gathered in the Gul-bakaf 
village of Munjiin, in Faqirshah's session (majlis) to express their 
concerns about not having alive any eldest (saf id-rishin) members 
from Siihrab's family (avlid), who could knew our past. But 
DavlatshBh's son told them that there is Gawhar-Riz. He [prob- 
ably Davlatshiih] asked 'when [he or it] is going to come up with 
the words (b i  sukhan)?' The case was like that, so by the grace 
of Muhammad, may peace be upon him and his family, I was 
inspired [to write] (f. 75). 

Although the name of the author is not clearly expressed, it is highly 
likely that he belonged to the family of those khiijas and used the term 
Gawhar-Ri. not only in the title of the book, but also as a personal nick- 
name. For instance, he comments that, "Gawhar-Riz is the brother and 
the obedient slave (ghulim-i halqa-bargush) of Khwaja-Jan (a localpir)" 
(f. 75). In one of the concluding paragraphs, the author states that he com- 
posed the book in a poetic style (ba nagn durust kardam). This opens 
up the possibility of assuming that the book was originally composed in 
prose (nathr) form before its transformation into a poetic style (napn). 
The author asserts that it took him five years to complete the work. The 
date of the completion of the manuscript ( 1  24611 830) is provided in both 
number and letter forms in the last pages. It also ends by providing some 
historical events of the year and stresses the author's membership of the 
family of the khiijas. Two quotations from the manuscript will suffice to 
illustrate this point. 

1 finished this book on Thursday of hijrat-i h u r -  ghayn, r i ,  mim 
and w&. It was the time when the people of Yumgan forced 
Sulayman Khan into exile, when Muhammad 'Ali Bek, the lion of 
the battle, was crowned in the castle of Jurm (f. 75).19 

Thanks to God that this copy (nu,~kha) was completed before the 
news of my death. It i s  the end of the book Gawhar-Riz writ- 
ten by the son of Khwaja 'Abdul Nabi, son of Khwaja Siilih-i 
Yumgi from the family of the khzijas, whose line, through several 
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generations (pusht), goes back to Sayyid SiihrBb-i Vali, in the year 
of 1246 in Jurln (f. 79).20 

The most popular nickname for tlie later scribe in the manuscript is 
Gulziir-Khiin, a Khwija fellow from Sucliiin (a district in Shughniin). It 
may be assumed that it was lie wlio copied the manuscript in Jurtii and 
then later somebody brought it to Shugliniin. The prologue of the manu- 
script clearly presents its thematic content, which includes stories about 
the creation, tlie prophets, the eighteen branches @riqa ') of Shi'ism and 
the genealogy of tlie IsmBcili Imams up to Shah-i Din Hasan, who seems 
to be tlie first Aga Khan, Hasan 'Ali Shiih ( 1  804-1 88 1). This ~na~iuscript 
demonstrates a local tradition of co~itinuous contributions to a particular 
story, where the scribes update certain stories about the later religious 
developments and genealogical tables of tlie Imams and tlie local Khwijas. 
For instance, the latest addition to the manuscript was made on June 28, 
1988, by a member of tlie same family, Shiih Khurtik tlie son of Shiili 
Banda, who also updated tlie genealogical line of the IsmB'ili Imams and 
his family tree up to his time. 

The manuscript narrates several legends and stories of Shici nature in 
both poetic and prose styles. It consists of sixteen chapters (referred to 
as Gawhar-diina) dealing with the stories of creation, the six law-giving 
prophets (Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus and Muhammad), the 
Shici I tnalns (both I smii'il is and tlie Twelver Shi'is), Niisir-i Khusraw 
and his disciples in Badakhshan. One of tlie most interesting features of 
this manuscript is its centrist position concerning tlie genealogy of the 
Shici Imams of the Itnami (the Twelver Sliicis) atid IsmBciIi (including 
late schism) branches. It does not make a sectarian judgment colicern- 
ilig tlie genealogy of the Shici Imams. On the contrary, it attempts to 
reco~icile those two lines of Imams, first tlie ltnalnis and tlie Is~nii'ilis, 
the11 the 1smiicili branches of the QBsim-ShBhi (tlie present followers of 
the Aga Khan) and tlie Mul~ammad-SliBl~i.~' This recoliciliation is made 
on the basis of the classic IsniB'iIi concept that justifies the break in 
the line of tlie Imamate by classifying the Imams into mustawda' (lit. 
trustworthy) and i~ius/aqarr (lit. established) types, of equal religious 



In order to compare the various copies of the manuscript in various 
parts of Pamir, I employed a different version of the Gawhar-Riz found 
in the private collection of Nurmamad Rochibekov in the Yamg village 
of the Ishkashim district. The main subject of this version is Ngsir-i 
Khusraw's missionary activities in various parts of Badakhshan and the 
Pamir principalities; it narrates stories about the spread of the Ismiicili 
da'wa in the region. This version is written vertically on the right hand 
side of another book called Divan-i Nasir 2li. This is probably due to 
a lack of paper. The first page of the book is in a very poor condition, 
which makes it difficult to read. The year 1344 (1924) is shown as the 
date of copying. This version closely resembles a book called Bahr 
al-Akhbar, which was published in 1992 on the 990th anniversary of 
Niisir-i Khusraw's birth. It is a small version of the Gawhar-Riz. The 
editor claims that the author of the book is a native of Munjiin, Sayyid 
Jalsl, and that he (i.e., the editor) obtained a copy of the manuscript writ- 
ten (kitahat) by S h ~ h z ~ d a - M ~ h a m m a d . ~ ~  However, there are no further 
comments about the authorship and date of the manuscript. 

There are also two other local historico-hagiographic works with 
the same title Tarikh-i Badakhshan (History of Badakhshan), which 
provide relatively descriptive surveys of the general issues relating 
to Badakhshan and Pamir's politico-econom ic and dynastic history. 
The two copies of the first manuscript were found by Russian schol- 
ars in  FarghHna and AndijPn, cities of modern Uzbekistan. It was twice 
edited and translated into Russian by Boldirev; first in 1959 and again 
in 1997.24 The main author is called Sang Muhammad Badakhshi, who 
narrates the historical developments of Badakhshan from 1068 (1657) 
until 1223 (1809). However, the scribe, who is also the second author, 
Fadl'alT Bek Surkhafsar, continues describing events up until  the early 
twentieth century. The second book was written by two teachers from 
Khorog (the capital of Pamir), A k h u n  SulaymPn and Sayyid Futur-Shah, 
in the late 1 9 3 0 ~ . ~ ~  This book, like its predecessor, describes the political 
and economic history (based on the oral tradition) of Pamir, mostly the 
ShughnPn principality, from early times up until the advent of the Soviet 
government in Pam ir. Although both histories lack comprehensive 
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information concerning tlie history of religion, they do mention some 
important moments in  the religious development of Pamir, especially 
in relation to establishing the genealogical lines or dynastic trees of the 
local rulers and religious clans of ShuglinBn. This issue will be further 
discussed in chapter 1, but, for now, it will suffice to say that tliese two 
works are tlie only representatives of tlie local historiography prior to 
the Soviet reign in Pam ir and, therefore, one cannot underestimate their 
historical importance. 

Tlie primary sources for this study are Mubiirak's manuscripts, wliicli 
were collected, read and analysed by the author during several research 
trips to the region. Most of the original manuscripts are kept in Mubiirak-i 
Wakhiini's museum in Yamg, but some of tliese are kept in  a private col- 
lection belonging to tlie poet's relatives. The total number of the manu- 
scripts is twelve, wliicli contain more than one book (risila), yet one 
cannot root out the possibility of discovering otlier manuscripts in the 
region, especially in  tlie Afghan province of Badakhslian. Tlie exist- 
ing manuscripts, wliicli have leather bindings, are preserved in a very 
good condition. I t  is believed that the paper was produced by MubBrak 
himself, using a special mechanical tool. Some of liis relatives claim 
that, during the 1960s, tlie maclii~ie was taken away by scholars from 
St. Petersburg. The handwriting is beautifully presented, mostly in 
nasfa'liq script, and contains elements of Islamic art, such as geometric 
figures and vegetal orna~nentation. Tlie main scribe (ki t ib)  is Mubiirak 
liimself, but some of the books were drafted by one of liis students, 
Mirzii 'Abid, from tlie Ti~gligiiz village of WakliBn. 

I t  is necessary to mention tliat tlie manuscripts are not marked with 
categorical numbers and that there is no official library catalogue, either 
in the museum or in tlie private collections. Here, therefore, a numerical 
catalogue is created for each of tlie twelve ~nanuscripts, wliicli is shown 
as 'MSS' followed by numbers (one to twelve respectively), in a strict 
order relating to their year of composition, some of whicli are clearly 
indicated by MubHrak in tlie last pages of the manuscripts. There are 
also some manuscripts whose date of composition is not yet clear, but it 
lnay be assumed tliat they were composed sometime between 13 1011 893 



and 132011902. Mubiirak's earliest work appears to have been composed 
in 1893, and his last one in 1902. As he himself in the concluding part 
of his Divin-i Kulliyit asserts: "On Saturday 1320 (1902) while 'id-i 
Qurbin ('id al- adhii) was in progress, I stopped writing poetry". He 
died in the following year. 

Almost all of Mubiirak's books have the same title format, a combi- 
nation of geometric and decorative vegetal patterns, and the following 
common opening phrase in Arabic: "This book is (title) of MubBrak-i 
WakhBni". The statistical data about Mubiirak's poetry is provided on 
the basis of his museum-shrine's chronicle accounts, with the author's 
introductory remarks. 

MSS 01, Qalb al-%fi'(the Heart of Purity) is said to have been com- 
pleted on the 39th day of Mubiirak's chilla-nishini (forty days of spiritual 
meditation in a cave) on the fifth of Rajab, 1310 (23/01/1893). It is a lyrical 
poem consisting of twenty-seven chapters with 5003 bayts (distiches) in 
233 folios. The first twelve folios contain a prose prologue. The manu- 
script is in the museum. 

MSS 02 (1310/1893), Kalim-i- Sacidat (the Book of Felicity) is a huge 
collection of poems dwealing with the interpretation of the famous Umm 
al-Kitib. It consists of 384 folios and is preserved in the private collec- 
tion of Lutfullah Zaraboev in Yamg.26 

MSS 03 ( 1 3 1 31 1 896), Pand-Namii-yi Risilat (the Prophet's Pearls 
of Wisdom), is a relatively small collection of ethical poems and some 
ghazals, derived from the Prophet Muhammad's hadith. In this book, 
MubPrak transforms the sayings of the Prophet from prose into poetry. It 
consists of an introduction, 2 1 chapters (bib), each representing a single 
bdi th concerning certain Islamic moral issues, and 5 additional chap- 
ters (fasi). The original manuscript is preserved in the museum. 

MSS 04 (1 3 141 1896). Kashf al-Salavit (Unveiling the Prayers) con- 
sists of five chapters (called manzil), including 10087 bayts in 354 folios. 
This poem discusses how humans praise the divine essence, which, 
according to him, can be demonstrated only through strong moral- 
ity and the regular fulfilment of religious duties. It also deals with a 
number of moral issues in which the three main human qualities are 
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emphasised: patience (sibiri), asceticism (parhizkari) and gratitude 
(shakiri). The original manuscript is in the museum. 

MSS 05 (131511897) consists of two books (162 folios), @lib al- 
Matlub (A Seeker of the Sought) and Hijar va Munijat (Needs and the 
Inward Prayers). The former is a poem consisting of 1785 bayts, which 
deals with divine love and compliments concerning the divine essence. 
The latter is also concerned with the same issues, but this complimen- 
tary work is written in prose form, with the addition of some poetry. 
The manuscript is kept in the museum. 

MSS 06 (1 3 1711 899) is a theological discourse named-Tarjamat al- 
BayGn (the Clarity of Meaning). It includes 1 1 chapters with 224 1 verses, 
in which 17 Qur'anic verses are interpreted. It is mainly concerned with 
the refutation of Evil and the role of the six eminent prophets (i.e., Adam, 
Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus and Muhammad) and tlie Ism3'ili Imams 
in tlae physical world. The ma~~uscript is in tlie museum. 

MSS 07 (131811900) contains Distin-i Tafiir-i Ayit-i K a l h  dar 
Haqiqat-i Mujidiila-yi Iblis va  Adam (Commentary on the Qur'Bn ic Verses 
Concerning the Truth about Satan and Adam's Dispute). This poem con- 
sists of 12 chapters (fasl), including 2241 bayts, in which 59 verses from 
the Qur'gn are discussed and provided with commentaries (tafiir). These 
commentaries mainly deal with the general theological issues, such as 
Satan's disobedience and refutation of God's command, Adam and Eve's 
banishment from paradise and the inorality behind these events. The orig- 
inal manuscript is located in the museum. 

MSS 08 (132011902) also includes two of his major works, Risila- 
yi Chihil Dunyi (Treatise of the Forty Worlds) and Qatrat al-Bahr 
(A Drop from the Ocean), which are composed according to the classic 
IsmS'ili principle of the exoteric (ah i r )  and esoteric (bitin) meanings 
of religion. The main topic of the former is the lsml'ili concept of the 
Shari'at (religious law), the Tariqat (spiritual path), the Haqiqat (reli- 
giolls truth), and the Ma'riJal (divine knowledge). The first poem con- 
sists of six introductory subsections called shahidat dar wiliyat-i 'Ali  
(Testimony on the Sainthood of 'Ali) and four main chapters with a total 
number of 768 bayrs. The key theme of this book is a Shi'i interpretation 



of the Mi r i j  of the Prophet Muhammad and his spiritual &dir with 
'Ali, who is described as the essence of prophethood (nubuwwat) and 
the Imamate (Irnirnat or wiliyat). In the second poem, which consists of 
eighteen chapters (1 800 bayts), the discourse is articulated around some 
theological issues, such as the creation of the world and human beings. 
Mubarak's main argument is that a human being is a drop (qatra) in the 
ocean (bahr) of divine light and that it surely will return to its origin 
sooner or later; therefore the essential obligation of the human being 
is to remember (dhikr) the Lord constantly in order to make that return 
easier. The original manuscript is in the private collection of Hasan 
Abdulatkhonov from Yamg. 

MSS 09 (1320/1902), Divifn-i Kulliyit (Collection of Poems) is 
Mubarak's essential lyrical composition on various topics, which 
includes 192 rub& (383 bayts), 883 ghazals (84 17 bayts), 5 qasida (228 
bayts), 8 tarj7-band (4 1 5 bayts), 30 rnukhamrnas (688 bayts), 6 rnukham- 
mas-mustazid ( l252), 34 rnunqabit (532 bayts), 5 nimabuc(904 bayts), 
13 rnustazid (407 bayts), and 1 siqi-nirna (255 bayts). The original manu- 
script is in the private collection of Lutfullah Zaraboev from Yamg. In 
19 12 one of Mubarak's students, 'Abid-i-Tughg~zi, edited the poet's 
Kulliyrit into a form of Bayiz, including 12 tarji-band, (792 bayts), 
5 mustazid (270 bayts), 22 rnukhamrnas (638 bayts) and 97 rnunqabit 
( 1 242 bayts). 

MSS 1 0, Divan-i Ash'ir (Collection of Poetry) is a collection of lyric 
poems, mainly consisting of ghazals (4950 bayts) and rubi'is (206 bayts) 
on different topics, including divine love and the human effort required 
to gain it through selfless devotion and asceticism. The original manu- 
script is with Zaraboev, and an early photocopy of it is preserved in the 
St. Petersburg Institute of Oriental Studies, under the class mark C-1559. 

MSS 1 1 is simply called Diviin, and is a collection of various poems, 
including one of Mubarak's complementary poems, Tughri-yi Sultini, 
which concerns the forty eighth Ism8'ili Imam, Sir Sultan Muhammad- 
Shah (1 877-1957). In addition to poetry, the manuscript also contains 
some panegyric invocations (munifjit). The original copy is in the pri- 
vate collection of Lutfullah Zaraboev from Yamg. 
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MSS 12, Kitiib-i TarjTat (the Stanzaic Poems), is a relatively small 
book (290 pages) of poems, whose main topic is divine love, an extraor- 
dinary sensation, whose ultimate goal is the perfectioli of the liuman 
soul through selfless devotion and which is experienced only by a cho- 
sen human heart and expressed tlirougli liis/lier thoughts and deeds. The 
original manuscript is witli Lutfullali Zaraboev in Yamg. 

The references to tlie selected poetry in Mubsrak's various works, which 
are used and translated in this study, are made in tlie followi~ig way: MSS, 
the manuscript number, the folio number, and its division into 'a' and 'b' 
from right to left (e.g., MSS 01, la). I n  order to distiliguish between tlie vari- 
ous forms of the quoted poetry, it uses various types of formatting. 

I n  addition to tlie primary sources, this study elnploys several other 
secondary materials, which deal witli general issues relating to Sufism, 
Ism~'ilism, and tlie history of Badakhslian and tlie Pa~nir principalities, 
in English, Russian, Persian and Tajik, as recorded in tlie bibliography. It 
is notewortliy that the materials (reports, chronicles, travelogues, essays 
etc.), which were produced in the nineteenth century, constitute tlie main 
body of the written sources on the history, geography and ethnography 
of Pamir. For tlie nineteenth century was a significant epoch in Pamir7s 
political as well as cultural life. It was tlie beginning of tlie scientific and 
scliolarly discoveries of tlie region by foreign travellers, especially Euro- 
peans and Russians. Of the early European travellers, tlie most impor- 
tant were J. Wood (in 1839), T. Gordo~i (in 1873), 0 .  Olufsen (in 1898) 
and A. Stein (in 1901), all of wlioln later wrote travelogues on Pa~nir.~' 
These researchers give very general descriptions of the religious life of 
the Patniris. For instance, Olufsen describes tlie shrine culture of the 
region and its coexistence with Islamic beliefs. He also offers an accu- 
rate description of tlie spatial composition of tlie Shrine of 'Ali (Shih-i 
Mardiin) in Wakl~Bn.~~ In the travelogi~es of Stein, who visited al~iiost 
all parts of Pamir, there is useful information concerning tlie geography, 
climate and archaeology of the region. As for the latter, he describes the 
aforementioned pre-lslamic forts in Wakh311.~~ 

An ilnportant role in tlie ethnographical and historical studies of Pamir 
was played by tlie nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century Russian scholars 



like I. Zaroobin, W. Ivanow, A. Semyonov, A. Bobrinskiy, M. Andreev, 
V. Barthold, A. Bertels, A. Snesaryov, A. Stanishevskiy and many oth- 
e r ~ . ) ~  These scholars mainly deal with the ethnographic and linguistic 
aspects of Pamir. Similarly, they touch upon certain general religious 
issues, such as IsmiiciIi religious philosophy, the life and thoughts of 
Niisir-i Khusraw, and stories about the pirs (religious leaders) and mirs 
(political leaders) of Badakhshan and Pamir. Although these authors con- 
tributed greatly to the cultural study of this region, several important fac- 
tors of religious life, such as the spread of Isml'ilism, its religio-cultural 
and historical contexts, and the further impacts on the lives of the people 
of the Pamir mountainous regions remain unresolved. 

Methodology 
Taking into consideration the complicated and obscure nature of the 
stories narrated in the indigenous sources, this study deals with the 
narratives from a-historical perspective. In other words, it aims to treat 
information in Gawhar-Riz and other conversion narratives system- 
atically rather than chronologically. It does not preoccupy itself with 
the 'historical evidence' provided by the narratives, but merely tries 
to examine the historical settings in which the various stages of the 
narratives developed. Yet, the spread of Isml'ilism in Pamir, as a his- 
torical phenomenon, is generally approached in chapters 1 and 2 from 
a historico-ethnographic perspective, on the bases of very restricted 
historical evidence, ethnographic accounts and their comparison with 
indigenous conversion narratives. 

The rest of the study is based on a textual analysis of Mubiirak's 
poetry in the light of Islamic mystical discourse in which hermeneu- 
tics is used as a tool for understanding Mublrak's philosophy, a com- 
bination of the Ismii'ili esotericism and Sufi mysticism. His 'Sufisised' 
Ismlcilism is a unique personal spiritual experience that went far beyond 
the actual traditional forms of religious practices of his time and place, 
but was still regarded, traditionally, as the 'true' practice of the faith. 
As a religious phenomenon, however, Mublrak's philosophy cannot be 
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reduced to merely personal boundaries as it was the manifestation of the 
commonly held faith: tlie Panj-Tani. It is, tlierefore, essential to interpret 
the linguistic arid symbolic expressions in MubBrak's works and their 
esoteric aspects in order to understarid the core principles of Pa~niri 
Ism~'ilism, to make a distinction between its popular and i~itellectual 
dimensions, and to perceive both as the inner experience of a living 
tradition of the Pam iris. 

An important point, wliicli one has to take into consideration when 
dealing witli MubBrak's poetry, is the use of the Persian language in  the 
local Badaklishani context and its influence by the local Pamiri languages. 
Altliougl~ MubBrak was u~~doubtedly well grounded in Persian, tliere are 
at least three reasons why one sliould exercise caution while reading liis 
poetry. Firstly, his Persian was Tajik, a language of the Eastern Iranian 
ethnic groups of Transoxiana, where 11 istorically the Persian language was 
born and to some extant remained 'classical' afterwards. In  addition, dur- 
ing the course of history, tliougli the official and literary language, it was 
significantly influenced by the Turkish languages (especially Uzbek), as 
Turkic nomad tribes have existed in tlie majority of Transoxiana and 
entire Central Asia since pre-historic times. It, therefore, stands to rea- 
son that tlie Ta-jik language, its vocabulary, grammar, morpliology and 
phonetics developed in a sliglitly different way to that of modern Persian 
(Iranian), and these differences do occur in  MubBrak's  poet^-Y.~' Likewise, 
the process of tlie development of Persian literature itself was accompa- 
nied by "regional peculiarities and characteristic distinctions" that led to 
the formation of different poetic styles (s. sabk), such as Khurasani, 'Iriqi, 
Hindi, etc." It is argued in  tlie present study's sub-section entitled 'Poet' 
that MubHrak's style tends to be in line witli the sabk-i Hindi. Secondly, 
MubBrak's native dialect had an oblique influence on his poetry. There 
are very few words and expressions of tliis nature that are observed 
ill his works and explained tliroughout tliis work. Altliougli MubBrak 
lived in Wak hiin, where the Wakhi (or in local usage khik) language, 
helonging to the Pamiri group of languages, is spoken by the majority 
of the population, one can not detect any vocabulary relating to tli is lan- 
guage in liis poetry so far.13 Thirdly, there are some verses in MubBrak's 



works that do not exactly follow the metric prosody (vazn) and rhyme 
pattern (qlifiya) of the classic Persian poetry. Yet the conveyed mes- 
sages in his poetry does not suffer in any way, whether he deliberately 
neglects the general poetic rule (as in the case of the latter poets of the 
'white poetry', shiCr-i saftd) or lacks its deployment. MubBrak makes a 
professional use of the Arabic language. He wrote several commentar- 
ies on the Qur'an and the Prophet Muhammad's aha'dith and translated 
them (in a form of prose) into Taji k. His Tafsir-i Ayiit-i Kaliim, Tarjamat 
al-Bayiin, Mujiidila-yi Iblis va Adam and Pand-Niima-yi Risiilat are the 
best examples of this. Similarly, several Qur'anic and hadith expressions 
are used in his poetry to create a balance between the applied meaning 
and the conveyed message. 

Translating MubBrak-i Wakhiini's poetry from Persian into English 
was probably one of the hardest parts of my research work. To reflect 
the intensely mystical dimension of his poetry, in which the Sufi and 
Ism8'ili vocabulary and technical terminology are jointly involved, one 
needs to go far beyond a simple literal translation. Likewise, Persian 
poetics, which is briefly discussed in chapter 2, has its peculiarities 
which are delicate to transpose into other languages. For instance, in 
Mubarak's poetry, synonyms are frequently repeated. And these rep- 
etitions may significantly contribute to the metric prosody (vazn) and 
rhyme (qiBya) of the Persian poetry, but do not always make sense in 
English translation. In some cases, therefore, my personal interpreta- 
tions are provided. These interpretations are based on my knowledge 
of the content (including language) and the context (historical, social 
and cultural) of the Persian-Taji k poetic tradition. Although the transla- 
tion of Mubarak's poetry tends to be a challenge and only possible with 
partial semantic and stylistic loss, this study tries to provide as accurate 
and meaningful an English translation of his poetry as is possible using 
both (where it is appropriate and necessary) the literal and literary meth- 
ods of poetic interpretations. This study seeks to suspend any kind of 
value judgement, either apologetic or polemic, based on one's personal 
ambition regarding the subject of study. 
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1.1. TI-IE SIBREAD OF T H E  ISMA'ILT MISSION 
I N  P A M I R  A N D  BADAKI-ISI-IAN 

It  is ge~ierally agreed among the scholars of Islamic history that 
Islam isation was not an overnight ca~npaig~i imposed by the swords of 
the seventh-century Arab soldiers, but a long process of sliifii~ig values 
and identities to which traders, Musli~n rulers and preachers (especially 
Sufis) of various Isla~nic backgrounds made significant contributions. 
111 tlie context of Central Asia, especially Badaklislian and the Pam ir 
principalities, conversion to Islam was ~nai~ily due to the missionary 
activities of the latter. According to Levtzion, the first preachers of 
Islam i l l  Transoxiana after the Arab conquest were tlie heterodox sects, 
~ L I C I I  as tlie Is~iii'ilis, who "propagated their creeds without tlie support 
of tlie state, and i l l  tliis respect, as well as working among tlie urban 
lower classes and rural and tribal societies, they preceded the Sufis".' It 



may still be objected, however, that some of the IsmS'ili-Qarmati di'is 
(missionaries), despite their failure, did gain support either from the local 
or central governments, as well as being patronised by certain foreign 
powers, such as the Fgtimids of Egypt and the Qarmatis. For instance, it 
is evident from some non-lsma'ili sources, such as Ibn al-Nadim (d.995), 
Al-Thacalibi (d. 1038) and NizFtm al-Mulk (d. 1092), that, during the reign 
of the SiimBnids (872-999), especially at the time of amir (king) Nasr 
b. Ahmad Sgmiini (9 14-943), an Ismii'ili (Qarmati) network of the da'wa 
(mission), led by Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Nasafi (or Nabshakhi, d.943), 
was very active in Transoxiana, especially in BukhiirI and Samarqand.2 
It succeeded in the religious persuasion of many political and intellec- 
tual figures of the SiimBnid court, including the amir himself, the vezir 
(chief minister) Balami, the pioneer (sar-dafrar) of Taj i k-Persian l itera- 
ture, Abdullah-i Riidaki, and others. In KhurBsan and Transoxiana, the 
Ismii'ili da'wa was a process of individual conversion (mainly of rulers 
and intellectuals) restricted to certain political goals. The da'is, after all, 
were not only the Ism8'ili preachers, but also the agents of the Fatimid 
and the Qarmati states. On the other hand, the political situation in the 
Siimanid court itself was gradually being destabilised by the increasing 
influence of the Turkish guards. which, through the support of the Sunni 
'ulamci', consequently led to the defeat of al-Nasafi's mission.' Thus, the 
spread of Ismiicilism in Transoxiana gradually decreased after al-NasafT's 
mission. This decline was mainly a result of the political cataclysms of 
the post-StimSinid period, when the Turkic dynasties of the Ghaznavids 
(962-1 186) and the Qarakhanids (later the Seljukids) took over Central 
Asia and began their j ihid against 'heresy' (i.e., Ismii'ilism).4 This can 
be seen as a key factor in the inevitable relocation of Ismii'ili da'wa from 
Transoxiana's sedentary zones to its isolated mountain areas, such as 
the Pamirs, where it was strongly connected with the name of Niisir-i 
Khusraw, a Persian-speaking poet and philosopher, whose mission was, 
if not on the direct orders, certainly the inevitable consequence of his 
interaction with the Fatimid state. 

Before progressing to a detailed exam ination of Nilsir-i Khusraw's 
mission in Pamir, known as the Da'wat-i Niisir, it is necessary to have 
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a brief look at the pre-Dacwat's religious life of the region. To date, 
Islamisation is a complicated issue, riot only in the context of Badaklislian, 
but in Central Asia as a wIi01e.~ Tliis colnplication is due to the lack of 
contemporary local sources on the subject. Altliougli, since tlie ninth cen- 
tury, there have been some ilidividual cases of historical writings (such 
as Narsliaklii's TGrikh-i Bukhara), in BukliHrH, Samarqalid and otlier 
sedentary zones of Central Asia, it is obvious that these cannot present a 
coherent and accurate picture of tlie process of Islamisation, wliicli was 
still underway. On the otlier hand, the local historiography developed 
long after (frorn tlie sixteentli century6) Islarn established itself in the 
region as the dominant religion. In Badaklishan and the Pamir princi- 
palities, this process was far slower (from tlie nineteenth century) than 
tlie rest of Central Asia. 

There are some earlier Muslim sources, wliicli refer briefly to tlie 
religious life of tlie Pa~nir principalities before NHsir-i Kliusraw's mis- 
sion. For instance, an early Muslim author, lstakliri (d.993), describes 
the people of Wakliiin and SliilglinHn as 'infidels' (kqfi~an).~ The fact that 
Islam did not become a widespread religion in tlie mountain areas until 
the tenth century, especially in WakliHn, is clearly expressed in a medi- 
eval Muslim geograpliical chronicle (982) Hudid al-'&am (The Regions 
of the World): 

The town of Sik3shim [modern IshkBshim on both the Tajik and 
Afghan sides] is the capital of the region of WakhBn (qasabi-yi 
nihijyat-i Wakhin). Its inhabitants are the fire-worshipers (gab- 
rakin) and the Muslims, and the ruler (malik) of WakhBn lives 
there. Khalndud [Khandut in modem Afghan WakhBn] is where 
the idol temples of the Wakliis (butkhfina-yi Wakhin) are l~ca ted .~  

These ideas are strongly supported in tlie indigenous oral and written 
tradition, as well as in the pre-Islamic arcliitectural and monumental 
heritage of Pa~nir. Before turning to the local oral and written tradition, 
it should be noted tliat, altliougli tlie pre-Islamic castles and temples of 
the region are not preserved intact, they tend to be the only reinarkable 
forms of architecture in that region at tliat period; there is no analogy 



o f  them in the Islamic period. For instance, in the Khandut village of 
the Wakhiin province o f  modern Afghanistan, there i s  a ruined temple, 
which some authors attribute to the Buddhist t rad i t i~n.~ Likewise, there 
are several half-ruined castles that belonged to the local pre-Islamic 
rulers in both Tajik and Afghan Wakhiin. The most famous i s  called 
'The King's Castle' (qara-yi Qah-Qaha) in Namadgut, the capital of 
Qah-Qaha.I0 The other castles are also named after their owners (who are 
believed to have been Qah-Qaha's brothers or relatives), namely Zamr 
'the fire worshiper' (atash-parast) in Yamchun, Zangibiir in Hisiir and 
Sapikh-Chiipiin in Afghan Wakhiin. According to the Soviet archaeolo- 
gists, these castles were built in the fifth and sixth centuries AC." 

The local tradition i s  dominated by a famous story about the Prophet 
Muhammad's cousin and son-in-law, 'A li's, campaign to Wakhiin and 
his battle against Qah-Qaha, who i s  described as 'the black-clad infidel' 
(kiiJir-i siyih-pfish).I2 To date, this story is  famous not only in Wakhsn, 
but also in the entire Pamir districts. The main point o f  the story is  that 
prior to the spread of  Islam, the population o f  Wakhiin were 'unbeliev- 
ers' (ki jran) who were converted to Islam by 'Al i  and his sons, Hasan 
and Husayn, who won the battle against Qah-Qaha.'%lthough there is  
an imaginary shrine to 'AIi (Mazir-i Shah-i Mardin) and the ruins of 
Qah-Qaha's castle in the Namadgut village o f  the Ishkashim district, the 
story does not fit within the chronology o f  the historical developments of 
Islam in the region. There is no revealing historical evidence about 'Ali's 
journey to Wakhsn or even Central Asia. The incontrovertible historical 
fact is  that during the reign of  'A l i  (655-661) and the lifetimes of  his 
sons, Hasan (d.669) and Husayn (d.680), Central Asia remained uncon- 
quered by the Arab troops. 

Concerning the religious beliefs and practices o f  the pre-Islamic 
Wakhi kings, it i s  claimed that they were gahrakin, who worshiped 
fire, wore black and married their own sisters and daughters. It i s  true 
that some similar elements of  Zoroastrianism, such as the veneration of 
fire and incestuous marriages, are believed to be the case in pre-Islamic 
Wakhan and the entire Pamir region. The lack o f  historical evidence, 
nevertheless, does not allow us to conclude whether or not these kings 
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were actually Zoroastrians, since tliese elements were not unique in 
Zoroastria~iistn, but common fonns of religious expression in the diverse 
frame of tlie pre-Islamic religious beliefs and practices of Pamir and 
Central Asia as a wl~ole . '~  

Tlie otlier story that deals witli the early period concerns Imam 'Ali 
Zayn al-'Abidin's (d.714) refuge in Pamir. It is believed tliat, after tlie 
events of Karbalii (680), when Imam Husayn was martyred by the troops 
of Yazid b. Mu'awiya, liis only descendant to tlie Imamate, 'Ali Zayn al- 
'Abidin, miraculously escaped to Paniir and spent the rest of his life in 
a village called Tim (close to Kliorog), where, until the present day, his 
imaginary shrine is preserved.Is Likewise, there are several other mytlii- 
cal stories in tlie local oral tradition narrated in tlie same scheme to deal 
witli otlier key Islamic figures of Slii'i importance, who are believed 
to have visited the region and performed miracles, such as Fatima bitit 
Muhammad (d.632) and one of the Fatimid Imam-caliphs, al-Mustansir 
BillBli.'6 Although, from liistorical point of view, all tliese stories are 
spurious, one cannot underestimate their doctrinal importance in the 
study of tlie indigenous Ismii'ili tradition in Pamir and its evolvement 
during the course of liisto~y. I n  Pamir, where tlie gap between the oral 
and written traditions was not filled until tlie nineteentli and early twen- 
tieth century, oral materials are considerably important in understanding 
and interpretation of tlie events of tlie past. What is particularly helpful 
~tbout tlie oral stories is tliat they presumably had to happen in and be 
elaborated by the community, wliicli was creating its religious identity. 
That is, it is a liistory of the community not necessarily how it happened, 
but how tlie people believe it happened. For the scliolars of Palniri stud- 
ies, however, it depends on the way in wliicli they employ oral material 
when creating liistory from stories. 

Returning to Nasir's ~nission in Badaklislian and Pamir, it sliould be 
noted that altliougli tlie fact of liis arrival and later death in the region is 
generally supported by some convincing evidence, there is no specific 
liistorical document dealing with his missionary activities. It is known 
that NBsir-i Khusraw, after the seven years (1 047-1 052) of his Middle 
Eastern journey, we1 I described in his famous Safarndma (Travelogue)'', 



returned to Balkh as the daci or the hujjat (lit. Proof of Imam) of the 
Khurlsln jazira (oasis).'* While travelling in Cairo, the capital-city of 
the Fltimid state, he met with the Isml'ili da'i al-ducat (the chief mis- 
sionary), al-Mu'ayyad fi'l-Din Shirlzi (d.1078), and participated in his 
re1 ig ious sessions cal led al-majiilis al-Mu'ayyidiyah. l 9  He was greatly 
inspired by the Isml'ili ideas and, upon his return, tried to propagate 
them in his own town, when the geopolitical situation of the time was 
not in his favour. As a predominantly Sunni region, Khurlsan was under 
the control of the Saljuq dynasty, which was one of the key political and 
religious opponents of the Shi'i Isml'ilis in the East. Their anti-Isml'ili 
campaign, supported by the 'ulama' and intensified under Nizlm al- 
Mulk (the chief minister from 1063), made many Isml'ilis leave their 
homes in order to seek refuge in safe places. Those who could not make 
it were persecuted and their land confi~cated.'~ Nlsir, therefore, had to 
leave Balkh for Badakhshan, where he is believed to have been invited 
by local ruler 'Ali b. Asad." At any rate, according to his Divan in 1064 
Nlsir was already in Yumgln to face the reality of his new life, which he 
would later condemn and praise in his poetry.22 It is true that the desta- 
bilised political situation of Balkh was one of the main reasons for his 
migration to Badakhshan. As Nlsir-i Khusraw himself clearly testifies: 
"when the disgraced (mal'un) captured my home, I could not find a bet- 
ter cave than Y~mgln".*~ Nonetheless, the question that arises here is 
whether his mission to Badakhshan was directly ordered by the Fltimid 
network of the da'wa (as the oral tradition claims) or whether it was 
a matter of personal security. One may assume that the former argu- 
ment could be a pretext for the latter, because, being well trained by 
the IsmlTlis &'T, the huj~at of Khurlsln, he had to promote their policy 
there and in the neighbouring regions of Transoxiana. Yet it seems that 
Na~ir's choice of the remote mountain areas of Pamir as the epicentre of 
his propaganda had less to do with the Fgtimid instructions than with the 
geopolitical situation of the time, which left the Isml'ilis with no option 
but to seek asylum in geographically suitable places like Pamir. This 
is not to say. of course, that the actual process of his mission to Pamir 
suffered in any way from the essentially involuntary nature of the motive 
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for his migration; for there was a strong sense of belief in the ideology 
professed by liim, which consequently brought enormous success to the 
Ismiicili mission in tlie region. 

Tlie historic gap between tlie facts of his arrival and death is, there- 
fore, filled with a huge quantity of elaborated oral and written anecdotes 
and legends of local importance. Tlie indigenous tradition describing 
Niisir's refuge as a significant religious mission approaches this issue, 
of course, from a sectarian apologetic perspective, where an attempt is 
made to create and then justify a new Pamiri Ismiicili religious identity. 
Now, while the issue of tlie historicity of the da'wa remains disputable, 
we have to analyse how tlie community elaborated its own history; not 
necessarily how it liappened in reality, but how it was believed to have 
happened. 

According to the aforementioned Gawhar-Riz, Ngsir-i Khusraw, as 
the huj~at of Khuriisiin or sometimes referred to as the Pir-i Kuhistan (in 
the sense of the Patnir Mountains) came to Badaklishan together with 
lmam al-M~stansir.*~ Accordingly, the lmam died in the MZh-i May vil- 
lage of the modem Darviiz district in Afghan Badakhsl~an.~~ The imagi- 
nary shrine to liim, wliicli is preserved in this village, is one of the most 
sacred places in the whole of Badaklishan, and is equally venerated by 
the Ismii'ilis and tlie Suntiis alike. 

Further, tlie narrative elaborates on Niisir-i Kliusraw's miraculous 
conversion activities in tlie various parts of Badaklishan. An interest- 
ing point about tlie story is that it mainly empliasises personal rather 
than community conversion. Tlie first converts, therefore, seem to be the 
local rulers and intellectuals, who later became tlie main agents of tlie 
da'wa. Tlie narrative presents tlie da'wa as a well-organised network, in 
wllich all of tlie lnembers had their clear functions appointed by NBsir-i 
Khusraw. For instance, the so-called ruler of Yumgiin Malik JaliBn-Shiili 
(renamed Biibii 'Utnar-i Yumgi after his conversion) and Sayyid Siiliriib-i 
Vali (sometimes referred to as Sayyid Alavi) are regarded as the religious 
guides of tlie commuliity. Tlie story also legitimises the future religious 
authority of their families, especially those of Siiliriib-i Vali, the khiijas, 
who continue to benefit from this claim to the present day. Tlie next 



member of the da'wa was called Shah Madani, the head (sardiir) of the 
Kr's army (lashkar). This very controversial position seems to refer 
to an idea of 'forced conversion', which disagrees with the nature of 
Niisiri Khusraw's teaching. However, the story does not provide any 
further explanations about this. The last three positions in the network 
are the heads of the abdiiliin (substitutes), qalandariin (dervishes) and 
dam-diiriin (the ones with miraculous 'breath'). This clearly indicates 
that the story was elaborated in the post-Niisir-i Khusraw's period, some- 
times during the IsmB'Tli-Sufi interactions. The first two positions, which 
originate from the Sufi hierarchy of sainthood (wiliiyat), were occupied 
by individuals called Shah Mahdas and Ahmad-i D i ~ i i n a . ~ ~  The position 
of dam-diiriin, which is held by BBbB Faq', is connected to local percep- 
tions about the 'extraordinary' power, which some saints are believed to 
possess when, for example, treating sick people. 

Ironically, the narrative does not mention the name of 'Ali b. Asad, 
who is praised in NBsir-i Khusraw's poetry. Instead of him, as an Ismii'ili 
ruler of YumgBn, the tradition names Malik Jahiin-Shiih, the son of Gev 
KaykBvus-i GhilBni, who, it claims, was a non-Muslim ruler of the same 
place (and accordingly, the same time). The name of the latter indicates 
the pre-Islamic Siisiinid tradition of referring to kings. Although this 
argument contradicts NBsir-i Khusraw's account of 'Ah b. Asad, it coin- 
cidentally tries to emphasise the historic fact that Islam did not become 
a widespread religion in the region until the eleventh century. Among 
the personalities named in the narrative, only Siihriib-i Vali tends to be a 
historic figure, but there is a huge historic gap between his lifetime and 
NBsir-i Khusraw's mi~sion.~' According to Ivanow, he lived in the fif- 
teenth century, and his famous work SahiJiitu 'un-Niizirin or Si va  Shish 
Sahifa (Thirty-Six Pages), which was written in 1453, "has nothing to do 
with Niisir-i Khusraw and does not even belong to his school, but coin- 
cides with the Alamfit traditi~n".~~ 

The other crucial point in the religious life of Pamir is the relationship 
between the Da'wat-i Nifsir and even the founder himself and the new 
changes in Ism8'ili policy (Alamiit state) and doctrine (da'wat-i jam 
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developed by Hasan-i SabbBh, commonly referred in the IsmBciIi circle 
as BZtbZt Sayyidang (d. 1 1  24), in Iran.29 It is claimed by tlie tradition tliat 
on his way home, from Cairo to Balkh, Niisir met Hasan-i SZtbbZth and 
was recognised by liim as a teacIier.'O Likewise, there is an attempt in 
the first version of the Gawhar-Riz to link NZtsir-i Khusraw to tlie NizZtri 
tradition by declaring him tlie huj~at of Imam Hadi (NizBr's son) in 
KuliistZin (Badakhslian), and Hasan-i SabbZth as tlie huj~at of Daylam21i. 
It is true tliat, in 1052, NZtsir-i Kliusraw returned to Balk11 as the buj~af 
of KhurSsZin to lead and propagate the FBtimid IsmZtcili mission in the 
region. However, it is difficult to establish the relationship between the 
two men and their influence on each other as well as the impact of tliat 
influence on the Da'wat-i Nisir in Pam ir. Historically, NZisir-i Khusraw 
died in 1080, ten years before the Alamiit state was formally established 
in 1090, and fourteen years before the NizBri-Musta'li scliis~n occurred 
in 1094.3' It, therefore, stands to reason tliat in tlie early Alaniiit period 
Is~nZi~iIi tradition in Pam ir and Badaklislian remained pro-FZitim id in the 
sense of NZtsir-i Kliusraw's teacliings and preachings. Although it is hard 
to speculate to what extent and how exactly NBsir-i Khusraw introduced 
the FZttimid IsmZi'ih doctrine to the diverse religious conimunities of tlie 
mountainous Badakhslian, his initial ideas were based on the FSitimid 
tradition of lear~iing and teaching; for it was tlie FBtimid IsmSiCilistn tliat 
inspired liiln to change his religious conviction and personal lifestyle. 
NZtsir, thus, while propagating the FZttimid dacwat, was trying to contex- 
tualise its doctrine in accordance with tlie immediate environment of tlie 
region; tliat is, to implant his teachings in the culturally diverse frame of 
the indigellous religious tradition. 

We lack liistorical evidence about the later relationsliips between the 
followers of the DaCwa/-i NGsir and the Nizfiris of Alatniit, however, cer- 
tain elements of tlie indigenous religious tradition indicate tliat it was 
stro~lgly ilifluenced by the NizZtri doctrines of tlie late Alamiit period 
(thirteenth century AD). An example of this infloence call be seen in 
the wide diffusioli of the literature of tliat time in Pamir, among which 
the most popular are Nisir al-Din Tiisi's Rawda-yi Taslim (the Paradise 



of Submission), Abu IshBq's Haft Bib (Seven Chapters) Kalim-i Pir 
(the Word of Rr) attributed to N@ir-i Khusraw, Matlzib al-Mzi'minin (the 
Faithful Believers's Sought) ascribed to Tiisi and many others.32 Hence, 
despite the historical obscurity, the Ismiiflis of the Da'wat-i Nisir were 
not completely cut off from the new forms of Ismiifli political and doc- 
trinal thought and practice represented by the NizZiris of Iran. 

In practical terms the Da'wat-i Nisir was renewed and developed during 
the course of history by various IsmZi'ili (and sometimes non-IsmZfli) 
di'i travellers, most of whom were displaced as a result of AlamM's col- 
lapse (1256). Their trips, like that of the founder of the Da'wat, were 
probably motivated by the political situation of the time. The Mongol 
invasion of the Islamic world in the thirteenth century and the abolish- 
ment of the Alamiit strongholds were followed by the persecution of the 
Ismii41is throughout the Middle East and Transoxiana. In Ismii'ili his- 
tory, this period is called dawr al-satr (the concealment period), which 
continued until the eighteenth century. Consequently, many lsmfilid5'is 
had to seek political refuge in places far out of reach of the Mongols 
and their local governors of native origins. It is believed that, after this 
case, three Iranian di'i brothers, ShB Khiimiish, Shah Malang and Shah 
Kiishiin, took refuge in Shughniin. At some point during this period, two 
other saints, Shiih Qambar and Shah lsam al-Din, came to WakhBn. Thus, 
while religious causes were undoubtedly one of the motivating factors in 
these di'is' visit to the region, one cannot dismiss the significance of the 
political reasons involved in their flight to Pamir. As one of the pioneers 
of Pamiri studies, Bobrinskiy comments: 

All those categories of people, who were oppressed by an evil 
fate, despot or conqueror, had to seek asylum in the mountains 
through the unequal struggle. All those displeased with either the 
new or old style of life, all the guilty and guiltless were pursued to 
leave their homeland for good.)) 
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Very few local histories refer to the visits of these new missionaries to 
Badaklishan and Palnir principalities, such as theaforementioned Tlirikh-i 
Badakhshlin. Although, for our purpose, this book does not provide much 
evidence, there are still some references to the religious developments 
in the region. For instance, it claims that the aforementioned Sliilh 
Kliilmiish (i.e., 'tlie silent king'), referred to as Mir Hasan Shilh, who is 
believed to belong to the family of tlie Prophet through Imam Husain 
and was an uvaysi sailit (waZi)j4 from his mother's line, migrated from 
Isfaliin to Sliughn~n in tlie fifth (eleventh) century, and that he was 
the ancestor of Sliughiin's pirs and r n i r ~ . ~ ~  This claim was partially 
confirmed by one of the well-known Shughnipirs of the last century, 
Sayyid Yusuf 'Ali Sliiih, whose family tree can be traced back to Sliili 
Khilmijh's brother, Shiih Malang, in his interview wit11 Bobrinskiy in 
1 902.j6 However, twenty-six years later ( 1  928), in an interview with 
another Russian scholar, Stanishevskiy, tlie pir claimed tliat there was 
a mistake in Bobrinsky's reference and tliat Shilh Kliilmtish was tlie 
ancestor of the Pamiri mirs but not t l~epirs .~ '  Moreover, there is another 
version of the story narrated in a local Parniri cliro~iicle called Sari-yi 
Dilrablih (Attractive Mansion), where tlie approximate time of the der- 
vishes' migration is shown to be tlie late sixteenth century.38 Although 
there can be no doubt that this story, as mentioned before, lacks histori- 
cal authenticity, especially data, its cliro~iology appears more feasible 
than tliat of the previous story. Firstly, there is no reliable liistorical 
evidence proving that, prior to Nilsir-i Khusraw, any Ismil'ili dli'is had 
visited the region. Secondly, the Inass migration of the Ismil'ili dGcis 
to safe places, like Pamir, commenced after tlie defeat of the Alamfit 
strongholds in the late thirteenth century. Thirdly, if SliiIi Malang is tlie 
ancestor of sollie Shugl~ni pirs, as tlie first story claims, then he defi- 
nitely came to Pamir after Nilsir-i Kliusraw. This is because all tlie Sufi 
term, such as pir (master) and n~urid (disciple), were not added to tlie 
Isln8'ili vocabula~y unti l  tlie post-Alamfit period. 

One of tlie main problems with these dli'is appears to be their reli- 
giolls (or rather sectarian) identities, which consequently had compli- 
cated the religious beliefs and practices of the Pamiris. Presumably all 



those traveller-diCis represented some kind of ShT'i ideas, but it is hard to 
speculate about their exact religious affiliations, which certainly had their 
impact on the formation of the indigenous beliefs and practices. From the 
historical point of view, in the post-Alamiit period, the Niziiri Ismii7lism 
was divided into the QBsim-ShBhi and the Muhammad-ShBhi branches.39 
Although the Muhammad-ShBhi Imams failed to survive until the pres- 
ent time, in political terms, they seemed to be more advanced than the 
QBsim-ShBhis. It is believed that the Pamiri IsmB'ilis belonged to the 
Muhammad-ShBhi branch until its extinction in the eighteenth century. 
Even one of the Muhammad-ShBhi Imams, Shah Radi al-Din, managed 
to visit Badakhshan and establish his political authority in the region for 
two years (1 507-1 509), until he was defeated by a local Timurid ruler, 
Mim The later development of the Muhammad-ShBhi branch 
in the region remains obscure due to the lack of historical evidence. Yet 
there is an attempt in the Gawhar-Ri. to indicate the possible amalga- 
mation of the Pamiri Muhammad-Shahis with the QBsim-ShBhis of the 
Aga Khan. It indicates the slow transformation of the region to the new 
branch of IsmBrilism. From the information provided in the manuscript, 
it appears that the process of unification started at some point in the first 
half of the eighteenth century. For instance, there is a historically signifi- 
cant story in the manuscript concerning the visit of one of the local pirs, 
Khwaja Sllih, who, in genealogical terms, is presented as the eleventh 
descendant of SiihrBb-i Vali, to the Imam's headquarters. It begins with 
a description of his visit in Sufi language, which is not unusual in the 
religious literature of post-Alamiit 1smB"iism. 

As the wine of divine unity (may-i w&dat-i iliihi) was handed to 
KhwPja Muhammad Salih, he began to look for the sun-face of 
MawlPnP. Afier some quests, he finally reached the Sun [Imam] 
and drank a cup of wine of divine unity in his session (majlis), 
whose pure name was MawIan2 Shah-i Din Hasan b. MawIan3 
Sayyid 'Ali.4' 

Besides this mystic description, the story coincidentally brings up two 
important historic facts, which helps us to determine the approximate 
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time of Siilih's visit, and also allows us to assume wliich Imam lie 
visited. Firstly, it asserts tliat Siilih visited the Imam in Kabul and stayed 
there as an honoured guest until tlie coming of Nadir Sliiili Afsliiir (GR. 
v. 1, p. 66). Historically, Nadir invaded Afghanistan in 1737; in June, his 
troops occupied Gliazni and moved to Kabul, whose sarbadifr (military 
chief), Ngsir Khan, was the vassal of tlie emperor of Dellii Muliammad 

Hence, if tlie story about Sglih's visit to Kabul is true, then one 
can assume that it took place sometimes in tlie late 1730s. Secondly, 
the story clearly indicates that tlie name of Imam, whom Siilih had met, 
was SIia11-i Din Hasan b. Sayyid 'AIi, a Qiisim-Shahi Imam, whose 
Imamate period (approximately 1730s-1740s) matches tlie time of Siilih's 
visit. In  addition, the manuscript describes Hasan 'Ali as the niustaqarr 
Imam (an Imam in whose line tlie Imamate continues) itself indicating 
liis acceptance by the Badaklisliani Ismii'ili community. It should be 
pointed out that the manuscript does not present an accurate genealogi- 
cal table (presented both in prose arid poetry) of the Qiisim-Sliiilii and 
the Muhammad-Sli~lii Imams, and several times confuses tlie name of 
the former Imams with tlie latter. Nonetheless, it stands to reason tliat, 
if Sllih had a chance to meet an Ismii'ih Imam, then it definitely would 
have been the forty-second Qiisim-Sli3lii Imam, Hasan 'Ali, sometimes 
referred to as Hasan Beg, but not a Muhammad-Sliiilii Imam, since it 
is evident that the Muhalnmad-Slifihi 11na1ii of that time was Amir 
Muliammad Musliarraf (d. 1 764). The Mul!ammad-Sliiilii Imams after 
Sh2li TBliir's departure ( 1  520) from Iran, which was caused by Ismii'iI 
Safavi's order of liis execution, established their headquarters in various 
places in India (Alimadnagar, Heyderabad and D e c ~ a n ) . ~ ~  

It is said tliat Hasan 'Ali moved liis headquarters from Kaliak to 
Shahr-i Biibak in tlie Kirlniin province of southeastern Iran because of 
the unstable political situation of tlie post-Safavid period that made the 
pilgrimage of the l ndian (khwija) IsmiiFlis diffi~ult.'~ Geograpliically, 
this move seemed to be suitable for the Badakhsliani IsmZi'ilis as well. 
Indeed, altliougli Hasan 'Ali's presence in Kabul on tlie eve of Nadir's 
invasion is obscure, including tlie exact date of liis Imamate, one can- 
not dismiss tlie possibility tliat lie or some of his di'is visited Kabul 



and received Salih. Politically, it was in the interests of the Qiisim-Shahi 
Imams to establish their sphere of influence among the politically dis- 
connected IsmB'ili communities, such as those of Badakhshan. 

The manuscript also demonstrates the integration of the local Badakh- 
shani community (jama'at) with the newly adopted Isma7li branch via the 
legitimate orders or guidance instructions, farimin (or farmin, the sin- 
gular and most used form) of the Nizari Imam, in whose induction to the 
newly appointed pirs Sllih is believed to have played a significant role. 
As it claims, Sglih met a Qasim-ShBhi huj~at named Mawlana YaCqGb, 
who gave him the Imam's farmiins to be followed by the lsmaflis of 
Badakhshan. In the course of time, he brought some farmins to the fol- 
lowing pirs; Khwiija Salman, Khwaja Badal, Shah Nawa (Zebiik's pir) 
and others, who later enhanced and strengthened the local Badakhshani 
institution of the pirship (based on the authority of the local pirs). This 
will be discussed further in chapter 2, but, for now, it suffices to note 
that pirship, as an authoritarian institution, was in control of religious 
as well as socio-economic aspects of life in Pamir. Thus, the time of 
Salih can be marked as a transitionary period in the religious life of the 
Pamiri Isma7lis from the Muhammad-Shah1 to the Qiisim-ShZhi branch 
of IsmZiflism. Although the specific reasons for this transition remain 
uncertain, it is possible to state that switching from one IsmZfli branch 
to another did not have any particular doctrinal importance because the 
main principle of the Ism5'ili lmamat remained the same. This transition 
was probably influenced by the political conditions of these branches. In 
the final decades of their existence, the Muhammad-Shahis faced perse- 
cution from the Mughul rulers of India (Awrangzib), and gradually lost 
their political importance. AAer Amir Muhammad al-Biiqir, their line of 
Imamate came to an end for unknown reasons.45 On the contrary, the 
QBsim-ShHhi Imams gradually achieved great political importance in 
the time of Hasan 'Ali Shah (1 8 1 7-1 88 1 ), who is referred to as Shahi 
Din Hasan, 'the needed judge' (qi@ al-hiijit) in the Gawhar-Riz. He 
married Sarv-i Jahiin, a daughter of Fath 'Ali Shiih Qiijiir (d. 1834). and 
received from his father-in-law the honorary title 'Aga Khan'. Likewise, 
he was governor of Kirmiin until his exile to India, where he was greatly 
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supported by tlie British rulers. This support was so enormous that it led 
certain people, especially the Russians, who were also involved in tlie 
expansionist policy in Central and Southern Asia, to accuse him and his 
successors of co-operation witli the British intelligence services.46 

In a doctrinal sense, the core principle of Shi'ism, which is based on 
the religious authority of the Prophet's houseliold (ah1 al-bayt), allowed 
the aforementioned missionaries from various Slii'i (and Sufi) back- 
grounds easily to implement their ideas in the context of Pamir, where 
its geographic isolation did not permit its regular transformation by later 
developments in Ismii'ilism. There was no regular contact between the 
Ismii'ili Imams and tlieir followers in Palnir from tlie post-Alamiit period 
unt i l  tlieir amalgamation with tlie Qiisim-Sliiihi Imams arid even until the 
time of the Aga Khan 111 (1  885-1957), when the first (and tlie last during 
tlie Soviet reign) actual contact was e~tablished.~' Therefore, those inis- 
sionaries' ideas eventually had an impact on tlie diverse religious tradi- 
tions in Pamir. Tlie missionaries brought not only Ism8'ilism, but also 
some elements of Sufi and the Twelver Shi'i ideas. These ele~nents are 
present in both tlie oral and written tradition of the Pamiris, in wliich the 
Twelver Slii'i Imams are praised and from which the genealogical lines of 
certain religious clans are derived. Tlie Gawhar-Riz, for instance, claims 
that tlie foremost ancestor of the local khzijas is Miisii al-Kiizim (d.799), 
the sixth Imam, whose succession to the Imamate actually divided tlie 
SliTis into the is~nii'ili and the Twelver Sli?is. Likewise, many Sufi mas- 
ters (Riimi, Sanii'i, 'Atfir, Ansiiri, etc.) are regarded as piriin-i ma'rifat 
(the masters of gnosis) of tlie faith. In other words, these Sufis, who pos- 
sessed divinely blessed knowledge, are popularly believed to be part of 
the esoteric tradition of Ismii'ilism. 

During tlie concealment period (dawr a/-satr), wliich continued in 
Ismiicili liistoty for several centuries (from the Alamiit's collapse until 
the Anjudiin revival), several elenients of tlie Twelver ShTi and Sufi 
ideas became mixed witli tlie Ismii'ili belief of tlie Pamiris. Their amal- 
gamation, then, gradually led to tlie establishment of a new indigenoils 
religious belief and practice called Panj-Toni (the Fivers), a term that 
logically combines all of these ideas into a single frame.4s Its underlying 



point, like the rest of Ismil'Tli doctrine, was the importance of the spiritual 
authority of the ever-present Imam (Imam-i Zamiin), who is believed 
to be from the family of these 'five pure men' (Panj Tan-i Pik). Like 
the term Da'wat-i Niisir, it is also a shortcut to the diverse beliefs and 
rituals which were added to Da'wat-i Nisir in the post-Nisir period. 
For instance, it is traditionally believed that Charigh-Rzishan (Candle- 
Lighting), one of the central rites of Pamiri Ismil'ilism, was probably 
introduced by Nisir-i Khusraw as a means of attracting people to attend 
his lectures.49 It is also called da'wat because it invites the believers to 
join in Nilsir's mission. Although its text and context do not contain any 
serious features, and have little to do with the deceased individual, it 
is performed only on the second night of a funeral ceremony. The cer- 
emony includes certain rituals based on a fixed text called QandTI-Nima 
(the Candle Book), consisting of certain Qur'inic verses and several 
religious lyrics (in Persian), which are claimed to belong to Nilsir-i 
Kh~sraw.~O There probably did exist a kind of preaching session like the 
Charigh-Rzishan during Nilsir-i Khusraw's mission in Badakhshan, or 
even a pre-Islamic rite involving candle 1ighting.l' However, the style of 
performing the ceremony and the context of the Qandil-Niima are closer 
to the post-Alamiit taqiyya ideas than to Nilsir-i Khusraw's Fqimid 
teachings. Similarly, from the context it is clear that Nilsir-i Khusraw is 
not the addresser, but the recipient of the message: 

0 insightful lover, join the mission of Nilsir! 
0 pious believer, join the mission of Nilsir! 
Niisir is from the family of the Prophet, 
He is truly the offspring of 'Ali. 

In the old copies of the Qandil-Nima, which were recently edited, the 
author was named as NTmat~lli ih.~~ One cannot be entirely sure whether 
this name refers to the founder of the NT'matullilhi Sufi order, Shah 
Nrmatullilh-i Wali (d. 143 1 ), although it seems that the text was strongly 
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influenced by tliis Sufi order.53 Most probably, tlie influence was tlirougli 
the dG'is, who came to the region in tlie post-Alamiit period, and may have 
belonged to this Sufi order. Likewise, in the higher levels of tlie liierar- 
chy, there was a very close relationship between tlie IsmZi'iIT Imams and 
Ni'matullBlii Sufis in the later periods. For instance, Imam SliiiIi Klialil 
Alliih 111 (d. 187 1) was married to the daughter of one of tlie Ni'matuIIiihi 
Sufis of Kirman, Sidq 'Ali S I I ~ I I . ~ ~  There are also some references to tlie 
Twelver SliT'ism in the old copies of tlie Qan&l-NGma, in which the pro- 
paganda about tliis branch is clearly expressed; for instance, it declares 
that tlie Twelver Slii'ism is tlie only true religion: 

The true religion is that of the Twelve Imams, 
It is completed in the divine law of the Prophet, 
Illicit are all those outside the divine law, 
Convey eloquent salutation upon the Prophet! 

The other sign of the Twelver ShT'i's presence in tlie IsmI'iIT tradition 
of Pamir is a rite called Shadda, a ten-day comrnemoratioli during tlie 
month of Muharram, when Imam Husayn (d.686) was killed by Yazid; 
hence Husayn is worshiped as 'tlie great martyr' (shahid ush-shiihadii) 
by tlie Sl~T' is .~~ It is clear from tlie context that tlie term shadda is con- 
nected to the word shahid (pl. shuhadii) in tlie case of Husayn, altliough 
it tends to have an obscure meaning wlien it is read in isolation. Even 
the local khalifas, some of whom I had the chance to interview, were not 
entirely sure about its terminological background. One way of approach- 
ing this issue, therefore, is to focus on its applied meaning as derived 
from the terminological corruption. In other words, one can argue that 
the term is a corrupted version of one of the following four Arabic or 
Persian words." Firstly, there is a similar word in Arabic, shadda, meaning 
'string' (of pearls, etc.), which appears to be unconnected to tlie idea of 
a martyr or any ceremonies. Secondly, tlie term may have been derived 
from the Islamic bipartite confessional word for faith, shahfidat ('there 
is no God, but Allah and Muhammad is His messenger'), which is one of 



the five pillars of Islam. It testifies not only the oneness of God, but also 
legitimises the religious authority of Muhammad, and, according to the 
Shi'is, the authority of his household (ah1 al-bayt), the most important 
of whom is believed to be Husayn, 'the father' (Padar-i Imrimiin) of 
the S h l  Imams. Thirdly, it is possible that the term shadda is derived 
from the Arabic word shadid (hardship), because, as the further exami- 
nation of the nature of the ritual shows, the ten days of mourning do 
really resemble a hardship. Fourthly, it may come from the Persian word 
shuda (happened), which refers to an event that has already occurred. 
Hence, shadda seems to be a localised version of an Arabo-Persian term 
that expresses the idea of a martyr in the Pamiri context, performed in 
this particular rite concerned with Husayn's death. Although this rite 
is almost forgotten in many parts of Pamir, it persists in Wakhgn and 
preserves its homogenous features that are completely different from 
those performed in the Twelver Shi'i communities. In Pamir, the cer- 
emony does not involve such extreme performances of self-mutilation 
as sina-zani (beating chests), shamshir-zani (sword-beating) and zanjir- 
rani (chain-beating)." It is rather a sober ceremony of self-devotion and 
communal remembrance of Imam Husayn as one of the most important 
Imams in the history of the Shi'is. During the ten days of mourning, it is 
forbidden to celebrate happy occasions, such as weddings, moving to a 
new house, or birthdays, or to engage certain activities, such as building 
a new house, slaughtering animals or cutting down trees. The tenth day 
of the commemoration, which is called iishirii, tends to be a happy occa- 
sion compared with the extreme activities of the Twelver Shi'i. On this 
day, both men and women take a ritual bath, don clean clothes and visit 
shrines, where the ceremonies of khudiiyi (serving free meal), qaMJid- 
khrini (singing religious songs) and qur'iin-khiini (qur'inic recitations) 
are held. 

Saints and Shrines 
Shrine culture is an important part of the indigenous beliefs and prac- 
tices associated with the rituals of shrine visitation and saint veneration.59 
Saints (bwurgiin) in Pamir are largely from three categories. To the first 
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category belong the saints of Shi'i and Sufi legend, who are not identified 
with particular tombs but are imaginary enshrined in a particular space, 
where they are believed to perform certain kinds of miracles. This cat- 
egory includes 'Ali, his wife Fatima, his horse Dul-Dul, Shi'i Imams, 
Nssir-i Khusraw and Khidr, the pious mystical prophet associated with 
the 'water of life'. The second category consists of the above mentioned 
traveller-dervishes. Finally, the line is completed by local pirs. All the cat- 
egories of saints are equally venerated and their memories are contained 
in brief tales of their wise precepts, virtues and miracles, traditions that 
comprise an important part of the local shrine culture. 

Shrines in Pamir occur in variety of forms, such as mounds of mul- 
ticoloured stones, holy springs, trees, half-ruined houses and in modern 
times as shrine-museums. The terms that are employed in local usage for 
the shrines come from either Arabic or Persian. For instance, if a shrine 
contains only trees or mounds of multicoloured stones, it is usually called 
istin (threshold), which exist in each and every village of the region. In 
some cases, tlie term maziv is used to describe the shrines that are iden- 
tified with tombs of particular saints. This term originates from Arabic 
verb zira (to visit) and the noun ziyiira (visitation), and its Persianised 
version ziydratg6h (the place of pilgrimage). The most important maziirs 
of Pamir belong to the second category of the saints, the traveller der- 
vishes SliBli BurhBn (in ShBkhdara) Shgh Qambar-i Aft~ib and Slllli 'Isam 
&Din (in WakhBn). The last commonly used term is qadamgih (lit. step- 
ping place). The shrines identified with this term usually belong to the 
first category of the saints, who are not buried there, but are believed to 
have visited tlie places and left their 'holy footprint' (qadam-i mubdrak) 
or sign (nishin) in the form of hot springs (chashnra), sycamore (chintir) 
and stones. For example, tlie persons of 'Ali, FBtima and Imam Zayn 
al-'Abidin are imaginatively enshrined in Namadgit, Yamchun and Tim 
villages of Pamir. NBsir-i Khusraw's qadamgiih, in tlie Porshnev village of 
Sllughn~n, is represented by a very old chindr and hot spring (chashma- 
yi Nisir). 

Likewise, there are several Persian words for shrines, part of which 
usually translates as 'place' as in drdmgdh (place of tranquillity), dargih 



(court or tomb of holy men) and ji-yi muqaddas (sacred place). These 
terms, however, are not fully applied in the local Pamiri context. In 
addition, there is another type of holy place in the region known as 'the 
house of orders' Varmin-khini). Here, a very special part of the house 
contains holy relics, including a copy of the Qur'gn, IsmB'ili books and 
books attributed to Ism8'rlism and the holy relics such as the orders or 
instructions (jiarrnin) of the Imam and his "blessed hair" (mu-i rnubirak) 
and "sacred picture" ('aks-i mubirak). 

In the past, the shrines were constructed by believers in order to have 
a more direct contact with supernatural powers at the places where the 
saints were buried or were believed to have performed some kind of mir- 
acle during their lifetime, and to receive spiritual blessing (barakat) from 
them. The relationship betweeen the devotees and God is connected via 
their relationship to the shrines and it is this underlying unity of a shared 
relationship that justifies the local idea of holiness and sanctity. 

Thus. it is evident that the Pamiri 1smS"ih tradition in the post-Alamfit 
period was significantly influenced by various Islamic beliefs and prac- 
tices, especially those of the Twelver Shi'ism and Sufism. These doc- 
trines were brought by the non-lsm8'ili traveller missionaries as well 
as the IsmS'ili di'is themselves, who under the political pressure from 
an anti-lsmii'ili campaign of that period had to conceal their true faith 
(taqivya) and seek refuge in remote places like the Pamir Mountains. 
Over the course of time, non-lsmii'ih elements were indigenised and 
accepted as part of traditional Ismii'ili beliefs and practices. 
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The nineteenth century was the epoch for the dramatic changes in the 
political life of Badakhshan and tlie Pamir principalities caused by the 
Russian and the British colonial policy of expansion. Both contempo- 
rary superpowers tried to expand their sphere of influence in each and 
every corner of Central Asia; at that point, it was Pa~nir's turn. The Rus- 
sians from tlie north (modem Kyrgyzstan) and the British from the south 
(India) became involved in  a political struggle, known as 'the Great 
Game'. Inspired by the British colonial rule in India (whose troops were 
forced to leave Afghanistan in 1880 following the second Anglo-Afghan 
war, although they retained control of tlie country's foreign policy), in 
1893, WakhBn, once a semi-independent principality (miri-gari), was 
subjugated by the Afgllall troops of the newly established reign of 'Abd 
al-Rahmin KhBn (1 880-1 90 1 ), as were the remaining ~nountain prin- 
cipalities, including Badakhskan, DarvBz, Vanj, RushHn, ShughnHn, 
GhBrin and lslik~shim. Hence, tlie new Afghan regime, based on 
religious discrimination and political terror, was stationed in that region. 



The administration was taken over by the Afghan clerics and judges of 
Pashto tribal origin and Sunni background. The Afghan occupation of 
Pamir was legitimised by the 1895 Anglo-Russian pact, according to 
which the aforementioned principalities were divided between Russia 
and Afghanistan.' As a result, the eastern parts of the Russian Pamir, 
including some parts of Wakhiin's territory, were left under the juris- 
diction of the general-governor of Turkistan, but its western parts were 
entirely given over to the Bukhiirl Emirate, a protectorate of Russia. The 
Bukhlris, like their co-religionists, the Afghans, tried to impose their 
Sunni way of life on the Isml'ilis, which consequently led to disagree- 
ments and later uprisings of the local people. For instance, in 1904, in 
several villages of Wakhiin, people refused to pay the newly imposed 
religious taxation, zakiit. This refusal ended in a revolt that consequently 
caused the Bukhiirii political administrators and tax collectors to leave 
the region ~ermanently.~ 

Pamir and Badakhshan 
It is worth emphasising that the misuse of the geographic term 'Pamir', 
originally referring to the entire Pamir Mountains, also started in the 
nineteenth century, most probably by the Russians. Later, its adjective 
Pamiri was applied in the ethno-cultural context of the historically sub- 
sisting regions of Rushiin, Bartang, Sughniin, Shiikhdara, Ishkiishim, 
Wakhiin and Murghiib with various linguistic backgrounds. It even 
became a matter of common ethnic identity for the inhabitants of these 
regions in the second half of the twentieth century. Similarly, there is 
still a misconception about the application of the term 'Badakhshan' in 
the context of those regions. The term itself is derived from the word 
Badakhshi, the name for an ethnic group of the region, who, contrary to 
the Pamiris, speak Duri and belong to the Sunni (Hanafi school) Islam. 
Historically, the term is applied to a political entity in the north-east of 
modem Afghanistan, where the kingdom of Badakhshan has existed 
since early times, either as a particular protectorate of the neighbour- 
ing super-powers or when enjoying temporary independence under 
strong local rulers, like Bahii al-Din (in the Timurid period ) and Yfir 



Bek (under the AsIitarkhHnids).' Badakhshan, therefore, altliough itself 
a semi-independent kingdom, has always held sem i-control over the 
Pamir principalities, a fact that co~iseque~itly led some modern scliolars 
as well as politicians to make terminological generalisations with regard 
to the mountainous regions of the Pamirs. On the other hand, as some 
sources in the local Pamiri oral tradition claim, there seems to liave been 
a sophisticated policy of religious and cultural assimilation conducted 
by the Sunni Badaklishani kings (and later BukhHrH envoys) to convert 
the local IsmHCilis to tlie Sunni faith. YazgulHm, for instance, once a SliT'i 
valley, was forced to follow the Sunni Shariat. Likewise, it is claimed 
that the rulers of Badaklislian not only imposed religious conversion, 
but also tried to change tlie vernacular languages of tlie Pamiri people 
into Persian. During tlie reign of YHr Bek (d. 1707), believed to have 
continued for fifty years with several short intervals, the supposedly 
Shughni tongue of the inliabitancies of GliHrHn, a valley in the modern 
Islikbhim districts of Tajikistan and Afghanistan, was forcedly changed 
to the Badakhshani dialect of Dari, altliougli, ironically, tlie lsmHCiIi faith 
of its population remained unchanged. Altliougli the authenticity of tlie 
story remains doubtful, one may assume that, if linguistic assimilation 
as such did actually occur, then it was more likely to liave been a natural 
process of language change caused by socio-economic motives rather 
than a forced and one-off cultural conversion. GligrHn, a Taj i k-speaking 
district in Pamir, lias been famous for its rubies (lac/-i Badakhshcjn) since 
the nin th  century, as mentioned by sources like Al-Biruni, lstakhri and 
the Hudud a/-'K/an~.~ The main ruby mine is located in the KBli-i LalC 
village (tlie rubies' mountain) on tlie Tajik side of the border. As tlie 
llistorical clironicles show, tlie mine was always under tlie control of 
tile Persian speaking rulers of Transoxiana, who probably contributed to 
the creation of tlie Persian-speaking environment in the region, possibly 
as a result of labour ~nigration.~ 

It is, tlius, evident that tlie applicatio~i of the tern1 'Badakhshan' in tlie 
context of tlie ~i~ountainous regions of Pamir lias political connotations 
lnotivated by colo~i ial superiority, just as tlie geographical term ' Pam ir' 
has ethno-cultural dimensions. 



An important factor in the religious context of the nineteenth-century 
Badakhshan and Pamir principalities was the existence of the institu- 
tion ofpirship, which was based on the religious as well as the socio- 
economic relationships between the ordinary believers (sing. murid) and 
the guides (sing. pir). Its authority, both religious and socio-economic, 
claimed to be based on the IsmBcili doctrine of the Imamate. Since the 
Imam 'physically' (jisrniini) was inaccessible, his will (farmiin) was 
maintained through this network, which preserved some ranks or, as it 
was called, 'the seven boundaries of religion' (haft hudiid-i din), from 
the Fgtimid and Alamfit  period^.^ The hierarchy consisted of seven 
ranks: Imam, huj~at (Imam's Proof); dGci(missionary);pir or mi'dhiin-i 
akbar (the senior licentiate); khaliJa (pir's deputy) also referred to as 
rni'dhun-i usghur (the junior licentiate); rnustajib (novice) and murid 
(the status of the ordinary believers).' The first three of these ranks 
(apart from the Imam) had a symbolic meaning only or actually did 
not function in the context of Pamir. The most active agents of the 
network, therefore, were the pirs and their deputies. From the religious 
point of view, they might have assumed their obedience to the author- 
ity of the Ism8'ili Imam, whose nature itself was complicated due 
to the aforementioned schism, and justified their religious author- 
ity under his name. Nonetheless, in practical terms, it seems that the 
Badakhshanipirs enjoyed relative freedom until the time of the first Aga 
Khan (1 81 7-1 88 I), when their integration with the rest of the NizBri- 
QBsim-ShBhi Imamate was completed. To date, although the institution 
ofpirship was formally dismantled by the late Imam, the Aga Khan 111 
(d. 1957) at the beginning of the twentieth century, it continued to func- 
tion in Tajik (until the 1930s, when the last pirs under the pressure 
of the communist regime had to migrate to Afghanistan) and Afghan 
Badakhshan until  the twentieth century. Likewise, several elements of 
this institution still survive in Afghan Badakhshan. 

Although the exact number of Badakhshani pirs in the nineteenth 
century is unknown. according to Bobrinskoy in his interview with 



Yisuf Ali Slifili, there were approximately fifteen pirs in Pamir and the 
neighbouring districts.* The entire region was divided into several reli- 
gious estates of tlie particular pirs, called khwzjagi (household), consist- 
ing of the numerous murids. One of tlie essential features of tlie network 
was its non-geographic distribution of tlie murids' houseliolds. A district 
or village could have murids of several pirs led by tlieir own khalSfas, 
but eaclipir had his own specific way of teaching religion and collecting 
taxation. The most famouspirs of that period were Sayyid Farriikh-Sliiih 
from Shugliniin, Sayyid Alimad from Shiikhdara, Sayyid Mursal from 
Sucliiin, Sayyid 'Abd al-Rahman and Sliiili Langar from Wakliiin and 
Yftqut-Shah and his son Sliiih-Zgda Lays (d. 19 16) from Zebak. 

The network had two main functions; namely, religious guidance and 
the collection of taxes (mil-i sarkik) for the pirs and, presumably, the 
Imam. A pir was also referred to as 'tlie trutliful teacher' (mucallim-i 
@dig), which clarified liis duty as tlie teaclier of 'true' religion. It was 
a pir's obligation to interpret tlie doctrinal principles of the religion 
and give instructions to liis murids concerning tlie performance of reli- 
gious rituals, and even the conducting of tlieir personal lives. A pir's 
occasional visits to Ii is estates, which were usually accompanied by an 
escort of khalrJfas and mustajibs, were momentous events in tlie ordinar-y 
murids' lives, as they perceived tlie pirs as tlie representatives of the 
Imam. In these ceremonies, in addition to religious guidance, the murids 
were allowed to touch the pir's clotlies (jiima) and receive tabarck 
(a sweetmeat with 'blessed' du'i 7. The murids worshipped and adored 
both the Imams and tlie pirs in tlie same way, believing them to be from 
the same source of guidance and salvation. A quotation from a local 
eighteenth-century poet RU biibi, who praises Imam A bfi at-Hasan and 
~ i r  Shiili Navii, will suffice to illustrate this point: 

The flower which is the glitter of the garden of religion, 
The seal-ring of tlie king of religion is Abu al-Hasan, 
0 king, towards your court I shall turn my face in supplication, 



For except your court there is no refuge for me. 
I am the one, who appeals to Shah Nava for help, 
With your blessing and under your pure and honourable name. 

Pir Sh2h Nava, who survived three Imams and died during the Imamate 
of Abu al-Hasan (d. 1792), was one of the first pirs of his clan to whom 
Mubfirak-i Wakhani's ancestors were related as the murids. 

In everyday life, however, it was the duty of the khalifas to guide 
the murids and lead the religious ceremonies concerning life and death. 
The khalij'ias were not only the local priests, but also the actual agents 
or collectors of the religious taxes on behalf of thepirs, who were sup- 
posed to pass them on to the Imam, retaining only a small portion for 
themselves. The amount of taxation was based on a normative portion 
of 'one in ten' (az dah yak), which meant that a murid was obliged to 
pay part of both his non-liable and liable goods to hispir. For instance, 
if he had ten sheep, one was meant to be miil-i sarkiir. Although the 
khalifas were not entitled to receive tax (they paid tax like the rest of 
the murids) or a salary, they had other methods of deriving income 
from the murids, based on the religious concept of alms-giving, called 
khayriyiit or nazurit. There were (and in some places these still exist) 
three main occasions for paying non-obligatory taxes by the murids 
during certain religious ceremonies led by the khalifa. Firstly, at the end 
of the aforementioned Chariigh-Rushin's ceremony, the custom was to 
offer gifts to the khalrlfa for his services. Secondly, he received some 
nazririit during the recital of the du'ii' in a charitable activity called 
khudiiyi (lit. 'God's portion') that was performed by a member of the 
community. Thirdly, a khalifa conducted his own annual 'bless-giving' 
sessions (duCii'-diidan) by visiting each khwiijagi under his jurisdiction 
to receive alms for his services during the autumn season. 

It is true that the network ofpirship was deeply involved in the social 
and political lives of the region and had close contacts with other aristo- 
cratic clans of the society, most of whom had a relatively secular nature. 
Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that, to some extent, religious life 
was separated from that of secular. The network of pirship potentially 



divided tllepirs and the other religious clerics from the rest of the social 
and political institutions represented by various groups and clans. I n  
addition to the aforementioned religious clans of the sayyids and khzijas, 
who actually supported the network, several other social groups were 
less involved in religious matters, such as the rnirs (kings), shanas (i.e., 
retired mirs), akZbirs (anny nobles) and navkars (guards).Io The ordi- 
nary murids' social status was raciyat (commoners), as its title suggests, 
but only the most pious religious devotees (rnustajibs) were involved in 
the actual activities of the network. 

The mirs constituted one of the main socio-political clans in the 
Pamir principalities up until the Afghan occupation. The title referred 
not only to the actual rulers, but also to the members of their clan, as 
shorthand for the 'royal family'. The most powerful principalities in 
the region were the nzirs of Waklliin and Shughniin on whom the other 
local mirs, such as Ishkasl~im, Rushiin and Shiikh-Dara, depended. A 
principality was usually divided into several districts, called sadda 
(lit. 'a hundred', which probably referred to the number of houseliolds 
living there), which were ruled by the rnir's sons or close relatives. 
For instance, Wakhln consisted of four saddas; namely Sarhad, Panja, 
Khandut and Ishtarkh, with a total number of 550 households." Impor- 
tantly, the mirs have a very negative image in the memories of the 
ordinary people. In the oral tradition, they are described as ziilirn 
(oppressor) and khzinkhrir (lit. 'blood-sucker'), which reflects the degree 
to which they exploited tlle raciya/. I t  is said that the nzirs could sell 
an ordinary ra'iyai (mostly children) as a slave or to give them as a 
gift to other mirs or kings of Badaklishan. They occasionally exe- 
cuted a raCiya/ for petty crimes. For example, a contemporary witness 
llamed qadi Khujam, who was present in the rnir's court, relates how 
the last ruler of Wakliiin, 'Ali Mardiin (reign, 1877-1 883), ordered 
a man to be executed merely because lie was wrongly suspected of 
gossip (ghayha/gari).'* 

The shanas also originated from the rnirs' clan but, because their 
political i~nportance was lost for some reason, they no longer belonged 
to this clan. Their connection to the aristocratic circles was mainly due 



to their economic status. The akiibirs were merely a military clan, who 
supplied the mirs' army with fresh recruits and provided them with 
everyday security. They had a special portion of an estate and were not 
obliged to pay secular taxes. In return, they had to be prepared for war- 
fare at any time in support of the ruler. It is said that during the Afghan 
occupation the akiibirs of the Nitsum village (in Zebiik) demonstrated 
enormous resistance against the invaders that consequently, after the 
occupation, led to their higher taxation by the Afghan authorities.I3 The 
navkars were also a military clan, but their duties seem closer to policing 
than military activities; they also constituted the mirs' personal guards. 

It is worth stressing that, in religious terms, all of these aristocratic 
clans, despite their social positions, were the murids of a particular pir 
and, equally, paid religious taxes. On the other hand, a member of the 
ra'ijat group could rise to any higher social and political career in the 
principalities, by becoming a qii@(a judge) or mingbiishi(a village rep- 
resentative of the mir). Likewise, in a religious sense, a learned and pious 
ra'wat also had the chance to enter the circle of the pirs by becoming a 
deputy of a pir (khalya) or an honorary member (like mustajib) of the 
pir's network. Occasionally, an intellectual ra'ijat could reach a higher 
religious status, such as that of bwurgvrir (saint), commonly respected 
by all clans in society. Mubarak-i Wakhani is a remarkable example of 
ra'iyat's effort to break through the socio-political and religious clans of 
his time and achieve enormous respect among both. 

The exact year of Mubarak's birth and death are unknown for a very 
obvious reason; until the earlier years of the twentieth century, there was 
no form of civil registration concerning births and deaths in Pamir. The 
best way of remembering someone's year of birth or death (if necessary) 
was either through a comparative analogy with a famous event of that 
particular year or simply by the seasons, which is relatively unreliable 
in a chronological sense. In general terms, the former method could be 



useful in unveiling a cl~ronological fact of birth or death if the compared 
event is recorded in other sources. This method, unfortunately, cannot 
be applied in tlie case of Mubiirak as no such record exists. Hence, our 
only biograpllic sources are the oral narratives preserved by liis relatives 
and some autobiograpllic elements in his own poetry. The oral materi- 
als containing stories and legends about Mublrak are fresh in a histori- 
cal sense. First of all, the events that they talk about occurred no more 
than a century ago, thus, there are fewer possibilities of omissions and 
additions. Secondly, some of the first generation narrators, who either 
witnessed Mublrak's life or heard about him from those who were in 
close contact with him, are still alive.I4 On the other hand, there are sev- 
eral indications in Mublrak's own accounts (which will be discussed 
later) which elaborate the table of his lifetime as well as the approximate 
date of liis death. It seems likely that lie lived for about sixty years and 
died in the Islamic year 1320 (1903). Likewise, we have the third and 
fourth generations of his family members, whose biograpliical accounts 
are significant in composing Mublrak's chronology. It stands to reason 
that drawing a genealogical line of Mublrak's descendants will help us 
to determine the approximate year of his birth. According to the fam- 
ily oral tradition, Mublrak is tlie seventh ancestor in the family tree, 
which presu~nably begins in the late sixteenth century and is succeeded 
by four generations until  the present time. It is said that he was married 
twice. He had no children with his first wife and, therefore, divorced her 
and a year later married another woman named Bibi Nlz, with whom 
he had three sons; namely, Zarabo (I), who died very young, 'Abdulllh 
(11). ('Abdulllh I was Mubarak's father) and Banda-ShBh. Even today 
there is a custom among tlie Pamiris to name their children after their 
fathers and grandfathers. Tliere are, therefore, several names repeated 
in the family tree, which are marked in numerical order. This order also 
llelps to determine the approximate date of the death of the former name 
llolder with a gap of one or two years. For the sake of determining the 
cllronological data about Mublrak's life, it is sufficient to present an 
exalnple of the family tree of his second son, Abdulllh (If), whose date 



of birth is unknown, but whose descendants were born in the following 
years: Amaniillah in 1885, Abdullah (111) in 1940 and Sultan in 1972. 
It should be borne in mind that, until the first decades of the twenti- 
eth century and the advent of the Soviet Union, there was a custom of 
arranged marriages in Pamir, which took place at a very young age (girls 
aged 6-7, boys 9-10). Although the 'child' couples lived together, their 
actual adult life began somewhere in their late teens, when they were 
mature enough to produce children.I5 Mubarak, as a man of his time, 
would have been no exception. This leads us to assume that he might 
have divorced his first wife sometime in his early twenties because of 
not having children, and married Bibi Ngz the following year in accor- 
dance with the local custom that young men should not remain single for 
longer than a year. So, if his first child (Zarabo I )  was born and died in 
Mubarak's early twenties, then his second son Abdullah (11) was probably 
born around the same period. Bearing in mind the fact of Am8n8112h7s 
birth (1 885) and MubSrak7s death (1903), and allowing an approximate 
generation gap of twenty years, one may assume that Abdullah (11) was 
born in 1 860162, and his father, MubBrak, in 1 839/4 1 .  

Mubarak, thus, was born in the village of Yamg in the Khandut dis- 
trict of Wakhan and spent almost all his life in this village. It is believed 
that Mubgrak's remote ancestor, someone called Iqbiil-Khan, migrated 
from KhurPsiin to Wakhln as a result of religious persecution at some 
point in the sixteenth century. It is not known for sure what kind of polit- 
ical regime made lqbll-Khan take refuge in the mountainous region of 
WakhBn. Nevertheless, taking into consideration the political situation 
of Iran under Shah Ismi'il Safavi, one would suggest that his refuge 
was probably motivated by the Safavid's persecution of the Ismanis, 
especially those of the Muhammad-Shiihi branch in Iran. As mentioned 
earlier, the growing religious and political importance of this branch 
under lmam Tghir-Shah became a matter of concern for Shah Ismii'il. 
Consequently the lmam and many of his followers were forced to move 
to India in the first half of the sixteenth century.Ih Some of his follow- 
ers migrated to Transoxiana and even to its far distant parts like Pamir. 
where Iqbal found his new home. 



The summary of the story concerning MubBrak's ancestors is tliat, 
upon his arrival in Wakh811, Iqb8l was shown great hospitality by the 
region's contemporary ruler, Mir Maska, and was later appointed as the 
mir7s personal secretary (rnirzii). Succeeding to this prestigious job was 
mainly due to the fact that as a 'city man' (shahri), IqbBl was believed to 
be an educated man (difnish-mand), whose KliurBsBni degree of educa- 
tion was comparatively higher tlian that of WakhBni standards of the six- 
teenth century. In  return for liis services, IqbBl was entitled to an unknown 
montlily salary and given the vasiqah (tlie land license) of Yamg, wliicll 
at that time was an uninliabited forest. The story elaborates on IqbB17s 
dispute with the n ~ i r  tliat eventually costs his own life and that of his 
family, with tlie exception of an infant named Sglih, who was in pasto- 
ral care (shir-khifr) and lived with his relatives in another village called 
Chil-Tlq, five kilometres from Yamg. Tlie rnir's navkars were ordered 
to find and execute Iqb817s family members in each and every village of 
Wakhan. To avoid tlie persecution, SBlih was taken to tlie ZebBk prov- 
ince of Badaklishan and given asylum in tlie local pir's home, where lie 
finally grew up. He then got married and had two sons Nekqadam (I) and 
Klrviin (I). Klrvln (I), lived for some time in the Chandin village of tlie 
Shlkhdara principality and then returned to his homeland, Yamg, where 
his sons Abdul 1211 (I), Davlatqadam ( I )  and Davlat (1) were born." 

As far as MubBrak's intellectual development is concerned, there are 
two main factors involved in this process. Firstly, as mentioned above, 
there was a strong family tradition of learning from which he remarkably 
benefited. He belonged to the newly forming social class of Wakliln7s 
illtelligentsia, who were involved in the intellectual and religio-political 
life of the region; several members of liis clan (avlifd) held some impor- 
tant socio-religious positions, sucli as judges (qif&s), local governors 
(mingblishis) and re1 igious leaders (khalrjcas)." 

In addition, MubBrak himself believed to be an intellectually gifted 
Person, a genius, who learned the entire Qur'gn by lieart by the age of six. 
According to MubHrak's own accounts, his first teacher was his father, 
but officially lie obtained a secondary education in the private school of 
tile vi 1 lage's teacher (n~u'allim), called Nekqadam (I I). Secondly, it was 



probably the intellectual landscape of the Yamg village that enhanced 
the process of Mubiirak's intellectual growth. Yamg was one of the main 
educational centres of nineteenth-century Wakhiin, where two types of 
schooling existed, namely, khatu-saviid (lit. 'reading and writing' or pri- 
mary) and secondary, whose focus was basic religious teaching (taclirn-i 
hi). Similarly, the other advantage of Mubiirak's education was the 
predominantly Taj ik-speaking environment of his village. It should be 
noted that the people of Yamg, contrary to the rest of the Wakhi or Khik- 
speaking valley of Wakhiin, use a specific Tajik dialect similar to that of 
Zebiik (a district in modem Afghanistan). It is evident, thus, how close 
the connect ion is between the traditional argument about the migration 
of Mubiirak's ancestors from Khuriisiin, and Siilih's later childhood in 
Zebiik. Language was, therefore, a vital factor in Mubiirak's easy access 
to the Persian poetic and Sufi heritage since early childhood. Although 
there is no record of whether or not Mubiirak attended any higher edu- 
cational institutions (like madrasa), an examination of his major works 
shows that he was well aware of the knowledge of his time, such as the 
Arabic language, the Qur'iin, hadith, Sufism (Tasawwuf), Persian lit- 
erature, astronomy and astrology (Nujrim), mathematics and music. His 
works are written in an elegant Persian linguistic and poetic style with the 
employment of a sufficient knowledge of Islamic theology and theoso- 
phy, which is equal to the standards of nineteenth-century Transoxiana 
and I ran. 

Some traditional legends of little historical value relate Mubiirak's 
claim that, as a young boy, he was recruited by an Afghan group of sol- 
diers stationed in Faydiibiid (the capital of Badakhshan), and that several 
times he visited Kabul.I9 This claim, of course, does not fit within the 
chronology of his youth (1 839-1 859161) and the Afghan occupation of 
Badakhshan and the semi-independent kingdoms of Pamir ( 1  883). It is 
possible that he visited some of the provinces of the still independent 
Badakhshan, but there is, on the other hand, little evidence to be found in 
his own works to suggest that. In the following rubd'i, Mubiirak himself 
admits that he never even visited Sanglij, a town in the north-east of the 



modern Afghan Badakhshan, although his thoughts were of Mu~ijin, a 
valley in the southeastern part of the country: 

r l ~ J j J + + ~ 5 & ~ ~ $ j  &PU+P?JJ drirf 
(MSS 01 1, 35.a) 

I said, I will go and visit up to the border of Sanglij, 
Though my mind travelled all over, I never reached MunjBn. 

Quite apart from its value in helping to explain the issue of MubBrak's 
journeys, this rubGci tends to convey a slightly different message of a 
mystic connotation. To be sure, there are several geographic terms in 
MubBrak's poetry, which are not necessarily used in their real context, 
but merely employed in poetic imaginative form. This particular rubd'i 
also seems to employ tlie two real geograpliic names in tlie sense of 
a metaphor. I n  doing so, lie probably aims to signify tlie boundaries 
of knowledge, its nearest (Mu~ijBn) and furthest (Sanglij) signposts. It 
seems to be a kind of Aristotelian idea of a never-ending journey of the 
mind in the quest for perfection, which is never obtained, and seeking 
the ultimate truth, wliicli is never found. 

As a learned man of his time, Mubirak was in tlie field of vision of 
both the local and later colonial governments; they, remarkably, appre- 
ciated his intellectual qualities and tried to use them for their own pur- 
poses. It is said, for instance, that tlie n~ir  of Wakhin once offered lii~n 
a prestigious job, as qa'di (judge) of tlie region, but Mubirak refused 
the post, illstead suggesting one of his cousins (GliulBmnabT), probably 
because of his mystic ambitions and thoughts. Likewise, it is believed 
that tlie authorities of the BukliBri emirate after the establishment of 
their rule over Wakliin had good relationships with Mubirak, and that 
Amir  'Abd al- Aliad ( 1  885-1 9 1 O), to whom Mubirak dedicated one of 
his works, granted an annual scliolarsliip for him. However, this claim 
llas 110 evidential proofs. 

There are several indications in Mubirak's own records suggesting 
that he lived for approxiliiately sixty years. Althougli tlie autobiographical 



elements in poetry do not always reflect facts, in several places Mublrak 
emphasises the age of sixty as the conclusion of his poetic career and 
the ultimate destination of his spiritual journey. In the following rubii'i 
he clearly indicates not only the exact year, but also the date and time 
at which his poetic inspiration ended, which is the 1 st of Shawwal 1320 
(01. 01. 1903): 
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(MMS 09,364b) 

As one thousand, three hundred and twenty years had passed, 
From the hijrat of the leader of the two worlds [the Prophet], 
All rubcf'is, poems and ghazals were completed, 
On Saturday, at 'id-i Qurbcfn's prayers ['id al-ad&]. 

This self-explanatory fact can be of considerable importance not only in the 
chronological termination of Mubarak7s poetic career, but also in unveiling 
the year of his death. Although this does not explicitly indicate the end of 
MubZrak7s life, it seems to be the final record we have of him so far. Like- 
wise, .bearing in mind his own emphasis on the importance of the age of 
sixty, it is, therefore, possible to argue that his life ended in 1903. The oral 
tradition suggests that Mublrak was aware of the exact day of his death and 
therefore dug his own grave a month before the actual event. Although he 
does not mention the day of his death, in the following ruba'i, the fact of dig- 
ging his grave is clearly expressed: 

1 j ;LL+Cilj+>d&J 
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(MSS 09,352b) 

The noose which is round the twisted tresses of our idol, 
None save God knows whether anyone can escape from it. 
We dug our grave before the death, 
So that when death becomes aware of us, we are already in the 
coffin. 



There is yet another mystic explanation, which may have inspired 
Mubiirak's intuition about being 'aware' of his death and the preparation 
for the final event in his physical life and journey towards perfection, 
originating from one of the famous Prophet's badith: "Die before you 
die". For a mystic on a quest for unification (waSI) with the Beloved, 
like MubBrak, physical death was the only way through which the 
actual process of unity (w&at) with the absolute existence (wujzi4 
could occur. He insists that it is he who anticipates the actual process 
of death and willingly advances towards it, not that death takes one's 
life against one's wishes. Accordingly, death is regarded as an impor- 
tant event in life, which opens up the route to its new, but internal phase 
and, therefore, needs to be celebrated with great joy, in the same way as 

1. Mubfisak-i Wakh~nTg tomb in the village of Yamg . 



2. The tomb facing the village. 

a birthday. Likewise, it was a part of the Pamiris' tradition to celebrate 
their own death during their lifetime. For instance, until the nineteenth 
century, the aforementioned ceremony of the CharGgh-Rlishan consisted 
of two separate da'wats; namely da'wat-i bagti' (subsistence mission) and 
da'wat-i fanti' (annihilation mission), which were performed as funeral 
ceremonies. One of the main differences between these two ceremonies 
was that, unlike the latter, the former was performed while the individual 
involved was still alive, and could participate personally in hislher own 
funeral ceremony.?O 

Mubarak's tomb was constructed in 191 0 (1328) by his students 
and relatives on the top of a hill in Yamg. The tomb consists of two 
spaces. namely a porch (pish-vGz) divided into two platforms by a tor- 
ridor leading to the inside of the small room housing his grave @fir)- 
The tomb has two pinnacle domes over it, each of one-meter diameters. 



Tlie surface of tlie corridor is decorated with three rubicis, inscribed by 
one of Mubiirak's students, Mull2 Shamshir (d. 1950), who was one of 
tlie most respected poets of the region, and lived until the age of one 
hundred and twe~ity.~' Although the scribe does not clearly indicate the 
authorship of tlie quatrains, lie addresses them to Mub2rak as a personal 
tribute to his padar-khind (godfather) in tlie following way: "Mull2 
Sliamshir wrote some couplets (bayts) to Mubiirak-Qadam-i Sufi, to 
whom 1 was a pisar-khind (godson)". In one of these complimentary 
quatrains, a sense of appreciation and impression about Mub2rak's Sufi 
life is expressed: 

0 Patron, may your tomb be full of light! 
You made jihad with the ego of your own. 
May your good name be famous throughout the world! 
Bravo for the strength of your body! 

In 1994, in Mubgrak's honour, a newly constructed museum was opened 
with celebrations in his hometown, Yamy. It has a big complex of four dif- 
ferent edifices and two stone objects enveloping each other. Tlie first two 
apartments, the Farrnan- Khdna (liouse of orders) and tlie ksir-Khiina 
(museum), constitute the main body of the complex. The Farmin-Khina 
is the original liouse where Mubiirak was boni and lived his life. Tlie Ksir- 
Khrina is a newly built museum in the modemised style ofthe Pamiri liouse. 
It is located in a garden next to tlie Farmin-Khina and is surrounded by a 
three-metre wide decorated stone fence. On the front side of the hir-Khina 
there is a big veranda (pbh-vcir) divided by a narrow corridor leading inside 
the museum. It  is usually used during tlie summer festivals of a social char- 
acter. The inside of the , & i r - ~ h i n a  is divided into three compartments, 
namely the exhibition hall (rilir-i naniiish) for demonstrating various etli- 
nographic items of ancient Wakhiin, the small library (kitib- khiina) where 
Mub2rak's lnanuscripts and other books are preserved, and the sitting plat- 
forms used during the cerelnoliy of qasida recitation as well as for other 
social events. The last two edifices of the museum-shrine are Mubiirak's 



tomb and his chilla-khina (chamber or retreat), which are discussed in 
the next subchapter. The museum-shrine of MubBrak-i Wakhani is one of 
the most important centres of local religious devotion and socio-cultural 
activity in Wakhan. Paradoxically, the museum, which was constructed on 
the basis of voluntary works ( h a s h )  in MubBrak's own private garden and 
the private donations (khayriya) of his countrymen, is officially the property 
of the state and belongs to the Ministry of Culture of Tajikistan. 

Thus, Mubarak was greatly respected during his lifetime and vener- 
ated afier his death. He did not belong to the two noble religious clans 
of local importance, the sayyids, who claimed to be from the family of 
the Prophet, and the khiijas, the descendants of SiihAb-i Vali. Similarly, 
there is no evidence, either in his works or in local tradition, to suggest 

3. Mubarak-i Waknanvs museum-shrine: The main gate. 



that he ever tried to legitimise his authority in any way. Nevertheless, 
Mubgrak was regarded as a 'holy man' (buzurgviir) during his lifetime 
and this title persists until tlie present. MubHrak-i WakhHni is also known 
among his relatives and devotees as Sufi Mub~rak-Qadam. This is a clear 
indication of the fact that he was not only a Sufi, but also obtained public 
recognition of liis status as such. This was indeed one of the significant 
conditions for the sainthood in local perception. 

Although Mublrak does not provide an exact periodisatio~i of his per- 
sonal spiritual progress, there are several implicit references in his works 
to tile most important moments or spiritual states (s. hril) in liis mystic life. 
These references, consequently, allow one to elaborate the chronology 



of his mystic life and the allegory of his journey towards spiritual per- 
fection. Accordingly, there were three main periods in his spiritual 
state; namely, rasti (awareness), masti (intoxication) and nisti (annihi- 
lation). One may assume that Mubiirak's terminology for his spiritual 
progression was probably borrowed from the eleventh-century poet and 
Sufi from Hiriit, 'Abdulliih AnsBri (d.1089), who, in his 'The Hundred 
Grounds' (Sad Manzil), introduced the three aforementioned degrees of 
love.'? This assumption is further supported by the extent to which AnsBri 
occupies a remarkable place in the collective imagination of the people 
of Wakhiin. His books or the books attributed to him are among the most 
respected religious literature in the region and his imaginary shrine is 
preserved in the village ofVrang, 5km from MubBrak's birthplace. Hence, 
the first period of Mubiirak's spiritual progression, from the age of twelve 
to forty is the longest period of the realisation and engagement in the Sufi 
path of love; it is a period for making an ultimate decision about the 
chosen path and detachment from the physical world's fixed ideas and 
norms. Mubiirak's own testimony in the following rubd'i shows that the 
first call for love was received at the very young age of twelve: 
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As love faithfully gazed upon me, 
I t  ensnared my heart and addicted me. 
In quest for devotion at the age of twelve, 
The jovial beloved signalled me to come. 

There can be no doubt that, by the age of twelve, Mubiirak was already 
aware of the basic ideas of lsmH7li theosophy and the poetry of Per- 
sian mystics like Hiifiz, Rumi, Sanii'i and 'Attar. Yet, this seems far too 
young for him to realise and accept the core principles of Islamic mysti- 
cism. For that reason. Mubiirak himself asserts that until the age of forty 
he was involved in a quest for meaning: 
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For forty years I was looking for my 'Grail of Jam'23, 
No jihad can be like that. 
When a corner of solitude was chosen to behave, 
Then one's self-awareness occurred. 

This verse is of an interest for two main reasons. Firstly, it indicates 
tliat for forty years, MubHrak was in the pursuit of his 'perfect soul', 
metapliorically refered to as Jiim-i J a m  (the Grail of Jarnshid), in the 
state of ecstacy (samcTC). He souglit to evaluate the righteousness of 
the cliosen path and only at the end of this period lie did become com- 
pletely aware of himself, that is, of the meaning of his life and the way 
to lead it. Only then lie realised tliat the quest for perfection sliould 
start within oneself before it progresses towards the divine. A further 
doctrinal point may explain MubHrak's emphasis on the age of forty 
as the true starting point of his spiritual intoxication. His inspiration 
at this age was probably due to the sylnbolic meaning of tlie number 
forty in the Islamic context in general and Ismii'ilism in particular. Tra- 
ditionally, it is believed that the Prophet Muhammad received his first 
revelation at the age of forty. Similarly, at tliis age, Niisir-i Khusraw 
was converted to Ismii'ilism. A detailed examination of the religious 
importance of tlie number forty is provided in chapter 4, but, for now, 
let it suffice to say that Mubiirak's engagement with the Sufi path at 
tile age of forty is clearly motivated by tliis number's significance in 
Islamic tradition. 

Secondly, it insists on the inner search for oneself in a detached corner, 
separated from tlie rest of the world. From that age onwards, Mubiirak 
seriously followed the Sufi path for the attainment of reality (rasidan ba 
bqiqaf), which believes in God, through selfless devotion and extreme 
axeticism; love and spiritual intimacy; deprivation of the selfish pas- 
sions (bad-nafii) for tlie Inaterial world and its fixed ideas. Hence, this 
Was the beginning of the second period of his spiritual state, that is, the 
period of intoxication (n~asti), when the presence of tlie eternal source of 



love and inspiration conquered his being; when the search for and desire 
to unite with the Beloved was intensified. In a self addressed poem from 
his Divin-i-Kullijyit, after realising his spiritual path, Mublrak urges 
himself to join the 'world o f  God's unity', access to which i s  possible 
only by spiritual retreat and through finding a 'comer o f  solitude'. Indi- 
gence and supplication are described as wings, symbolising the ascen- 
sion of  his soul to fly to a higher reality: 
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Choose a corner and enter the world o f  God's presence, 
0 Mubfirak, submission and supplication are your wing and 
feather. 

In practical terms, from that period onwards, Mublrak's behaviour is 
said to resemble that o f  a Sufi or z ih id (ascetic), which was manifested 
in extreme retreat and complete separation not only from society, but 
from his own family as well. MubBrak, like other mystics, believed that 
the physical world was a veil for the spiritual or real world. So, in order 
to know the real world and determine the truth, one has to destroy every 
attachment to the physical world. He i s  said to have been unconcerned 
with the events around him; he even ignored such serious moments as 
the deaths of his close relatives. For instance, once, while he was medi- 
tating, somebody came and informed him about the death of  his son 
Zarabo to which he just tranquilly replied 'God i s  great' (All ih Akbar) 
and continued with his meditation. Family anecdotes relate that in that 
period Mubfirak also wanted to divorce his wife by advancing an ascetic 
argument that there i s  no attachment to anyone except God. His wife 
cried, however, and pleaded with him so much that he allowed her to 
remain as his cook and hou~ekeeper.~~ 

From the physiological point of  view, Mubfirak is  believed to have 
been a thin (qGqina) man of  medium build with a very fair face (ntirinr) 
and a short beard, who wore a green turban (sala) and robe (.iGma)- 
He usually walked with his iron-tipped wooden stick ('asi'-hilcha) 



that resembled a small, sharp-bladed spade. This tool is still preserved 
in the private collection of one of his relatives, Lutfullah Zaraboev, in 
Yamg.25 Although there is no theoretical explanation about liis wearing 
of green in MubBrak's works, one can assume that it was associ- 
ated with tlie importance of this colour as a symbol of eternal life in 
the Islamic context. In the mystical dimensions, green symbolises the 
ilnmortal prophet and guide, Khidr, who is described as 'the water of 
life' (ib-i hayit), which keeps one alive or green. As will be discussed in 
chapter 3, Mubiirak was actually initiated into the mystical path by 
Khidr, and, therefore, like any disciple, he presumably wanted to be or at 
least appear like his teacher. 

MubBrak7s corner of solitude (gGsha-yi khalvat) is called balandak 
(lit. raised area), a platform in liis Pamiri house, that was surrounded 
by a highly-decorated wooden grating, like a huge cage. The traditional 
Pamiri house, many elements of which still survive, constitutes a 
complex construction involving a kitchen (chkish), a corridor (barkinj) 
and three main sleeping platforms (razh) situated around the central 
floor @6rch), divided by four partitions (rnandal). The entire wooden 
ceiling of the house consists of two strong parallel beams (was), which 
stands for the Ismii'ili idea of tlie Universal Intellect ('Aql-i Kull) and 
the Universal Soul (Najs-i Kull), and are covered by seventy-two per- 
pendicular beams (dastak), symbolising the general Shi7 idea of the 
seventy two martyrs of Karbali, standing on five wooden pillars (istin), 
symbolising the aforementioned 'five pure bodies'. In tlie niiddle of 
the ceiling, there is a huge window (ritsn), which is used to serve both 
as a means of light, as well as a smokestack. The ritsn, symbolising a 
'doorway' towards eternity, is surrounded by chahir-khiini (lit. 'four 
houses'), the most decorated part of the ceiling, standing for the four 
main angels firishta); namely, Jabrii'il (Gabriel), Miki'il (Michael), 
'Azfizil (Azrai I) and I sriifil (Seraphai Thus, the four angels positioned 
on the Ulliversal Intellect and tlie Universal Soul guide tlie believers to 
climb u p  through tlie 'doorway' into a higher reality. Although, from a 
religious point of view, tlie Pamiri house itself was a kind of house of 
Prayer, filling tlie gap created by tlie absence of mosques in the region, 



Mubiirak needed something more, an atmosphere of complete privacy 
which would fulfil his ascetic needs in his chosen mystic path towards 
understanding religion. He, therefore, created his own corner of retreat 
in the balandak. It appears that for the different types of prayers, such 
as the common prayer (&it), the supplementary prayer or supplica- 
tion (du'i'), 'remembrance' (dhikr) and the inward prayers or converse 
with God (munijit), Mubiirak had different venues, depending on the 
particular type of meditation and the moods of performance. Likewise, 
it depended on the particular circumstances (hunger, night vigils, and 
silence) in which he wanted to bring his soul under control. As far as 
the balandak was concerned, apart from being a place of prayer, it also 
served as Mubiirak's bedroom and personal office. The two remain- 
ing places for his meditation are sang-i narniz (a stone for prayer) and 
chilla-khina, which are discussed alongside the applicable forms of 
prayer. 

It is said that, contrary to the traditional Pamiri Ismii'ili view of the 
&it, which is performed three times per day, Mubiirak believed in per- 
forming this common religious obligation five times per day, as required 
by the Shariat. Although the fact of the lsmiitli-oriented and Sufi-minded 
personality of Mubarak is unquestionable, it is difficult to decide which 
particular school of law he was referring to when describing the Shariat as 
the first step towards discovering the truth (haqiqat): 
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If the heart is after the esoteric truth, 
It must tread the way of the sacred law. 
Its destination is reached through esoteric path, 
Truth cannot be established save this way. 

One way of approaching this issue is to focus on the lsm37li her- 
meneutic idea of the Shariat, as opposed to the traditional view of 
their being fixed schools of law. This is not to say, of course, that the 



Shari'at, in the sense of religious law and regulations, loses its meaning 
for Mublrak; for he stresses the importance of observing some points of 
the Shari'at, such as namciz (prayer), rGza (fasting) and zakiir (re1 igious 
taxation), three of the five 'pillars' of Islam. From the mystic point of 
view, however, in referring to the SharS'at, Mublrak draws attention to 
its inner or 'true' meaning, which, accordingly, is obtained through its 
hermeneutic method of interpretation (ta'wil) made by those who are 
'the discoverers of the land of certainty' (kiishif-i mulk-i yctqin) and 'well 
grounded in knowledge' (riisikhiin $1 cilm).27 It is evident, in this light, 
that MubIrak is underlining an Ismlcili idea of the Shari'at based on the 
authoritative role of the Ismficili Imam as the absolute interpreter of the 
Qur'ln and the tradition of the Prophet. Moreover, each lmam is referred 
to as 'the Imam of the Time' (Imam-i Zamifn) and 'the speaking' Qur'In 
(Qur'in-i nitiq) which allows them to make religious life more dynamic 
and relevant to the demands of the time in which they live. Hence, the 
idea of the perpetuity of the Imamate and the unquestionable and 
absolute religious authority of the lmam automatically dismantles the 
necessity of having a fixed religious law like the SharS'at. In the history 
of the lsmlcilis, except for rare cases of temporary concealment (satr), 
the Imams have always been present to deal with any kind of legal issues 
arising in the community. In their absence, this task was fulfilled by their 
agents, that is, ~ U J J ~ ~ S ,  dcicis and pirs. From the historical point of view, 
on the other hand, the issue of the formation of a systematic Ismficili juris- 
prudence was complicated due to certain political circumstances. Until 
the establishment of the Fltimid caliphate, the ismBciIis did not have 
their own schools of law. During the FBtimid regime, one of the famous 
Ismlcili heroes, al-Qadi al-Nucmln (d.974), who was the chief judge 
(9GdT al-qudiit) and the chief missionaly (drici al due&) of the caliph- 
ate, attempted to implelnent a new legal system in his Kitiib al-Idah and 
DG'irn al-IslGnr, in which he used various Twelver Shri, Sunni and Zaydi 
Sources.28 Yet, this did not produce a unique and systematic school of law. 
In  practical terms, the later ismicilis, especially the Nidris of Alamiit, 
did not make much use of his books. They even managed to abolish 
the Shariat during the Imamate of 'All Dhikrihi'l- SalBm (d.1166) on 



17 Ramadan 559 ( 1  164).29 Although the Sharr'at was again enforced 
by the next Imam, it failed to become a significant legal norm for the 
community. After the collapse of the Alamiit, the displaced and perse- 
cuted Ism8'ili communities had to act in accordance with the circum- 
stance of their time and obey the laws of the countries in which they 
lived. As far as the Pamiri Ism8'ili idea of law was concerned, it was 
the obligation of the pirs to regulate the community with certain moral 
and legal norms derived from the religious scriptures and interpreted 
in the light of the Imams'farmijns, combined with indigenous 'urfva 
'ifdat (custom), but used in accordance with each pir's personal percep- 
tion. Mubiirak, thus, employed the idea of the Shari'at in a more general 
sense, rather than to refer to a particular school of law. 

The place where Mubgrak performed the *kit is called sang-i namiz, 
a huge oblong stone, horizontally inclined to bridge the waterway 
flowing from the Sufi's garden. Currently, this stone constitutes an 
important part of his museum-shrine and is regarded as a sacred altar by 
the local devotees. 

The next and most important part of his spiritual meditation was the 
dhikr, a famous Sufi practice, which originates from the Qur'iin and pro- 
phetic tradition. It is said that the dhikr, which, together with its related 
forms, occurs 270 times in the scripture, is a prayer involving the repeti- 
tion of the name@) of God." The dhikr largely means remembering God 
by mentioning his name and attributes. Nonetheless, this non-obligatory 
prayer, in the Shariat sense, tends to be a personal spiritual duty for 
Mubiirak that differs in its context and extreme manner of performance. 
It is a constant and well-planned process of contemplation and remem- 
brance of the Beloved, in which not only his names are mentioned, but 
also his mercy is begged, his attributes praised, and even sometimes 
serious dialogues (munridhira) take place. Likewise, the dhikr for him 
meant a way of preserving love in the heart as well as its constant 
enhancement. In the following verses from a mustarrid, composed in 
dialogue form, this idea is clearly expressed: 
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I said: "what should the heart be taught after praise and 
salutation?" 
He said: "Just say, God! 
If your speech is repeated in the heart, 
It will be expressed through the tongue". 
I said: "this whirlpool of lost is notliing with your remembrance", 
He said: "So remember me! 
When dhikr is expressed through your speech every time, 
Then your dhikr is the signpost!" 

Mubirak did express tlie dhikr in liis poetry, most of which were com- 
posed during liis practical observation of extreme asceticism performed 
in places of retreat specially made for this type of occasion, called 
chilla-khdna (tlie chamber of spiritual retreat), a cave-type cell used for 
the forty days of spiritual meditation (chilla-nishini) in the winter. Tlie 
most extreme element of this type of mediation is probably tlie idea of 
the strict observation of certain rules laid down by Mubirak. Firstly, the 
chills-nishini liad to take place during the winter, exceptionally cold 
in Pamir, and secondly, tlie meditation liad to be accompanied by fast- 
ing and tlie minimal use of food. Moreover, tlie spatial composition of 
chills-khdna itself is extreme; it is a stone-built cabin in tlie mountains, 
measuring 1 x 0.5m, wit11 a removable rock door, but no windows. Its 
simplistic construction is not coinparable with tlie architecturally deco- 
rated khdnanaqcih (Persian), takyan (Turkish) or zawijyuh (Arabic). There 
are three chilla-khdnas, two of wliicli are located on the banks of Yamg's 
Inountain river and the third in Mubarak's private garden. Tlie number of 
chills-khcinas, in agreement with the traditional accounts, thus suggests 
that he performed the act of chilla-nishini thrice. During those periods 



5.  Mubarak's Chamber of Retreat: Chilla Khana. 

6. The reconstructed Chilla Khana next to the museum-shrine. 



of extreme sobriety, Mubiirak was not only busy with meditation, but he 
also completed some of his major works including Khasf al-Salawiit, 
Hiijit va Muniijiit, Tiilib al-Marlub and some other poems. 

There seems to be a transitional phase between the second and third 
periods of MubBrak's spiritual progression referred to as a moment of 
anticipation (muntaziri). The impatient lover is told by his beloved to 
wait a year before his spiritual desire is fulfilled: 
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My life is in the doorway of the age of sixty, 
He said: "So what even if it is seventy, 
A year may pass until the Beloved unveils, 
So patience is needed!" 

The third period of Mubiirak's spiritual state was the shortest, but, as he 
llilnself asserts, the most joyful, resulting in him finding sobriety and 
patience. Chronologically, this period covers the ages sixty to sixty-four. 
In a self-addressed ghazal, on the one hand, he evaluates his life until 
the age of sixty as a period of negligence (ghajlar), and, on the other, he 
expresses a kind of realisation of spiritual satisfaction at the end of his 
spiritual journey: 
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Life has been passing in my negligence ever since, 
I became twenty, thirty, forty, 
What of fifty even until the age of sixty, 
At the sixty my egocentric life was lost, 
And towards the Pure Knowledgeable, I found my 
patience. 



The determination of his spiritual journey and the realisation of peace 
in God are expressed in a most fascinating mystic way, resembling 
a well prepared romantic play, which is performed only for a single 
audience (i.e., the Beloved), whose satisfaction was his aim. While 
visiting one of the chilla-khanas, where he performed his last chilla- 
nishini, and its outskirts, I was struck by the geographic location of 
MubBrak's chosen place, in which a harmony between the objects of 
nature and expressions of thought is manifested. There is a narrow 
mountainous river (dargriv) in Yamg, naturally bordered by two-sided 
mountain embankments. The chilla-khiina is built on the left side of 
the river. On the top of the right side (some 2000m), between two 
high peaks. there is a large black rock, which symbolically resembles 

7. "A doorway toward eternityn-Mub8rak1s stone inscription. 



a signpost indicating the end of the path and, accordingly, one's journey. 
If one stands next to the rock and looks through these peaks, one can 
see nothing but the endless sky, as if it is inviting one to fly in order 
to feel its wl~oletiess. To the mystic mind, it can resemble tlie ocean of 
divine unity in wliich lie/she enters as a drop, but becomes tlie ocean. 
It is said that, at the end of his last chilla-nishini, Mubgrak climbed 
up to that rock and on it designed tlie following verse, wliich remains 
preserved today: 

1 said I will lose my head and soul in the dust of your path. 

From the mystic perspective, tliis verse tends to define tlie limits of 
love by suggesting an ecstatic (shathiw5t) expression of the ending 
of a long quest for meaning and tlie realisation of the core Sufi idea 
of w4dat al-wujlid (the unity of being), when the lover finally realises 

8. MubBrak's stone inscription enlarged. 



his unity with the Beloved. After a long spiritual journey, the Sufi finally 
achieves this, when he sees no one, not himself, but God, in which the 
esoteric meaning of the Shahidat 'there is no God, but God' is fully 
expressed. Though nowhere is there a direct quotation by any particular 
Sufi regarding this issue in Mubarak's works, it seems that he was influ- 
enced by such famous ecstatic expressions as al-Hallaj' Ana al-Haqq 
( I  am the truth) or BTtyazid's Subhini (Glory be to me), where an idea 
of the personal equivalent of divine essence is e~pressed.~'  A compara- 
tively sophisticated ramification of this idea can be found in one of his 
rubi'is, where the idea of his personal unification with the Beloved and 
becoming like Him or just Him is explained: 
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Love is the soul, if Mubarak is its body, 
I t  therefore belongs to nobody, but Mubarak. 
There is only You, and nothing is empty from Your, 
Let there be no Mubarak, if he was jealous of it. 

Poetry was undoubtedly the most significant element in MubZrak's life 
and career: it was the means of the expression of his cognitive imagina- 
tion in a mystic system of thought. An examination of his poetic heritage 
indicates that he was an eminent master of poetry, well grounded in the 
an of Persian literature and professionally employed its various forms 
and styles in his works. Apart from Hi5jiit v a  Munijit, which is written 
in prose, the rest of his works are poems. According to the data from 
MubPrak's museum-shrine, his poetic legacy includes over 60,000 b@s 
(verses). Although instances of pseudo-epigraphy can indeed be found 
in the textual history of Mubarak's works, sometimes it is difficult to 
decide whether the given number is accurate. It is a matter of concern for 



two reasons. Firstly, as tlie plenary revision shows, there are some verses 
and lines in Mubiirak's poetry that replicate tliemselves several times in 
various books. Secondly, there are many quotations froin other poets in 
Mubiirak's works, whose authorship are clearly indicated by him, but was 
most probably overlooked by the museum-shrine's research associates. 
In any event, the quantitative aspect of his poetry cannot dismiss its qual- 
itative significance manifested in tlie variety of styles used and forms of 
the Persian-Taj ik poetic tradition of tlie Islamic period. Tliis tradition was 
greatly influenced by Arabic poetry and inspired by Islamic ideas, passed 
down through several historico-literary periods, each of which introduced 
certain stylistic innovations, such as the well-known styles or schools 
(sabk) of Iraq (sabk-i 'Iriiqi), Khuriisiin (sabk-i Khuriisini) and India 
(sabk-i Hindi). 32 For our purpose, tlie latter style appears more appropri- 
ate than tlie former in botli a stylistic and historical sense. From tlie sev- 
enteenth century onwards, the Tajik literature of Central Asia remained 
under the influence of tlie ~abk- i  Hindi, whose most famous represen- 
tatives were Kliusraw-i Delilavi and Bidil and which was distinguished 
from others styles by its complicated message expressed via symbols and 
hints in the poetry.)) Similarly, this style is famous for its specific tnetliod 
of poetic professionalism expressed in writing logical 'answers' to other 
poets' work. If, for tlie sake of literary history, it is convenient to define 
MubBrak's poetry in the category ofsabk-i Hindi, this does not necessarily 
mean that he was a complete poet of this style. The coexistence of various 
styles and fornis in poetry is not a distinguishing feature of MubBrak's 
Poetry, but it is relatively true for the poetry of modem times composed 
in Persian, Dari or Tajik. Despite their historic origins, these styles and 
forms were used side-by-side unti l  modern time in all parts of the Persian- 
speaking world; the emergelice of a new style could not ignore the impor- 
tance of the former or out~noded Persian classicis~n. One of the technical 
reasons for tlie survival of classicism is probably because poetry in the 
Persian tradition is an art of mastering language and plying words, and a 
Poet, as a professional artist, Iias to follow certain rules and the already 
accepted norms of poeticisin embodied in its metric prosody (vazn) and 

(qafiya). Mubiirak, thus, as a poet of this poetic tradition, had to 



modify his train of thought through these limitations and employ poetic 
forms such as qasida (ode), ghazal (love, lyric poems, originally detached 
from qasida by 'Umar b. Abi Rabia of Mecca (d.719, rubiCi(quatrain), a 
pure Persian creation (Umar Khayyiim), qi ta  (fragments) and mathnavi. 
Nonetheless, it should be noted that Mubiirak's poetic repertoire is domi- 
nated by some very rarely used poetic forms, for instance, strophic varia- 
t ions of ghazal, called tag;-band (return tie), tarkib-band (composite 
tie) and mukhammas (five-line verse, a type of musammat mastered by 
Maniichihii, eleventh century, and Qiin'Sini, nineteenth century), as well 
as independent forms of mustazid (supplemented), nimatbu' and tarjiit. 
It is of considerable importance for the understanding of the structure of 
Mubiirak's poetry to give a brief survey of these poetic forms as they are 
accepted in Persian-Tajik l i t e ra t~ re .~~  

The rhyme pattern of the tag;-band's first four lines (misra') is like 
that of the rubi'i a a b a after which it continues a b n b a 6, etc.; at the 
close of each strophe (band), the same verse is repeated. The tarkib-band 
has a different rhyme (qiifiya) for each strophe and the concluding line of 
each also has a different refrain (radif). Contrary to ordinary ghazal, in 
both of these forms, the pen name (takhallus) of the poet is omitted. The 
mukhammas (five strophe) is also a long poem consisting of several five- 
strophes (band-i panj-gina), with the same rhyme pattern (a a R a a), 
except the fifth lines of the succeeding strophes (6 b b b a or c c c c 
etc.). which is ham-qijya (equal rhyme) with the first line ( m a c )  of 
the first strophe. The mustazid (supplemented) has also the same metric 
pattern and rhyme as ghazal. but its characteristic difference is in the 
refrain of a short line followed by each misra' in order to complete the 
sense. Likewise, the mustazid is longer than the ghazal. 

What is particularly specific about Mubiirak's poetry is the occa- 
sional use of an unusual poetic structure called mukhammas-rnustazzd. 
Although it is a combined form of both mukhamma.~ and mustazid, its 
metric pattern and rhyme differs from those two. The mukhammas- 
mustmid is a long lyric poem consisting of at least fifteen strophes. 
and each strophe. as with mukhammas. consists of five lines, but the 
fifth line of each strophe is short. resembling the completing line of a 



mustmid. It serves as the concluding sentence of each idea presented in 
a strophe. Its rhyme pattern, except tlie first strophe, which is the same 
as tliat of mukhammas (a a a a a), differs from both the mukhammas and 
tlie mustazad formula (b b b cr b, c c c a c, d d d a d, etc.) and differs in 
terms of each strophe; the refrain of eacli third line is the same as the first 
strophe. The otlier distinguislii~ig feature of this form is that, in tlie last 
strophe (maqta') a concluding message is addressed to the poet himself 
and his pen name (takhallus) is repeated tlarice. As far as mukharnmas- 
mustazid's genre is concerned, it deals with the same themes as ghazal 
and qasida; tliat is, the expression of morality, love (both divine and 
human), beauty, majesty, fear, repentance, hope, etc. In Mubarak's muk- 
hammas-n~ustazads, whose total number is seven ( 1  305 verses), these 
themes are very strictly applied in the context of his personal perception 
of and relationsliip to tlie divine world that was firmly established in his 
imagination. 

Thus, Mubarak was a liiglily talented poet who used various styles 
and forms of Persian-Tajik poetry to express his religious thoughts as 
well as the local Pamiri Ismii'ili ideas. Nevertheless, the standard of his 
poetic professionalis~n requires further examination and evaluation by 
specialists in literary criticism. To attempt to offer a complete criticism 
of his poetic style and structure in tlie scope of tliis study would be not 
only presumptuous, but also contrary to tlie very intention of tliis work. 

There are various types of ~ u f i  or mystical oriented musical perfor- 
lnances in tlie Islamic colitext that differ from eacli otlier in accordance 
with their texts, contexts, performances and musical contents. The 
lnost famous are Mevl~vi (derived from Persian Mavlavi, a pen name 
of Rumi), which is lnostly a Middle Eastern type, and qawwali, a Sufi 
music of tlie Indian subcontine~it.35 In the general Western sense, the 
idea of Sufi music and eve11 Sufism itself is understood in the context 
of the so-called 'wliirling dervislies', whose famous musical perfor- 
mance (samd'), co~lveying an idea of tlie uniqueness of the universe and 



its inhabitancy, symbolises a passionate way of each and everything's 
return to its origin. The idea of a return, expressed in musical terms via a 
musical instrument, originates in Riimi's Mathnavi, where the nay (reed 
pipe) is employed as a symbol of loneliness, on the one hand, and the 
desire for unity, on the other. 

Mubarak, like many Islamic mystics, employed music as an alterna- 
tive method of worship and devotion. His advantage, in this respect, was 
practically influenced by the musically favourable context of the domi- 
nating religious beliefs and practices of his time and place. One of the 
distinguishing features of his devotional music was, therefore, the harmo- 
nious use of indigenous musical tradition in a mystic context. In Pamiri 
IsmZflism, music, which, in its vocal and instrumental forms, expresses 
religious ideas, has several names and forms of performance depending 
on a particular district, but conveying a common religious message. In the 
Shughnan and Rushan districts, it is the aforementioned madb, a localised 
version of the Arabic madh (praise); in DarvZz, where only some villages 
(Yaget and partly Shiragvad and Qalca-yi Husayn) profess Ism8'ili faith, 
it is called h ~ y d a r i . ~ ~  This term is derived from one of 'Ali's nicknames, 
Haydar (Lion), the one who bravely fought for the cause of Islam along- 
side with the Prophet. In Wakhan, Ishkashim and some Dari-speaking 
parts of Afghan Badakhshan, it is called qa@'id or qasii'id-khwtini, a term 
derived from the single form of the Arabic qasida (ode), and the Persian 
word, khiin (to recite or sing). Although the repertoire of the qasi'id- 
khwiini does not necessarily contain only qasida,~, this term is tradition- 
ally taken to refer to this form of musical religious performance. One of 
the reasons for this name may be found in the very nature of the qasida 
(lit. purpose), a long poem in mono-rhyme, meant to be sung or recited by 
a poet or a rhapsodist (rriwi). The diversity of names, nonetheless, does 
not affect the applied meaning behind this music. It is, therefore, worth 
nothing that one employs the later version to discuss the issue of mystic 
music in the region. Moreover, Mubarak himself defined this important 
part of his mystical performance as qa@'id. Several specific characteris- 
tics of the qasti'id music can be identified. Firstly, it is a combination of 
both joyful and solemn music, mostly performed in religious ceremonies, 



especially at funerals. As far as the funerals are concerned, tlie qa~~f ' id ,  
as part of the ceremony, is not intended to expresses a sense of melan- 
choly, but rather to celebrate the end of one's physical life; to praise and 
thank the creator for one's return to tlie origin: God. Secondly, its verbal 
content consists mainly of classical Persian poetry especially tlie works 
of Rumi, referred to as Shams-i Tabrizi, Hiifiz, Sang7 and 'Attar. Thirdly, 
its rhyme and melody is created and supported by two archaic musical 
instruments: the rubdb (a six-stringed lute) and the daf (drum). There 
is no significant difference between tlie Pamiri drum, a round wooden 
entity called sanj (resembling a wheel) covered by an animal skin (usu- 
ally goat), and other Central Asian forms of drum. Yet the Pamiri rubdb 
is unique in its form and melody; it is a wooden, short-necked musical 
instrument whose strings are made of sheep's bowels and is played with a 
wooden plectr~rn.~' The melody it produces is soft and usually played at 
a slow tempo in a hieratic atmosphere. Tlie most important characteristic 
of the rubdb is its purely religious function. Contrary to the daf, the rubiib 
cannot be used in non-religious ceremonies or performances that do not 
contain elements of qaM'id-khwdni. Typified by rubdb and daf, qasida is 
sung and played by professionals (qasd'id-khwdn). Althougli the liistory 
of the rubdb's constructioli remains obscure, traditionally it is believed 
that the first rubdb was made by NHsir-i Kliusraw from a saddle of a horse 
belonging to tlie aforementioned Badakhshani prince, Jaliiin-SliBh.38 

Mubarak was the inventor of a new type of Pamir rubiib, called tlie 
baland-n~a~dm (lit. 'high stage'), originally made for I1 is personal use 
during meditation of, as he believed, 'high stage' importance. The baland- 
'naqdrn (or bulan-zukdm in tlie local usage) is a nineteen-stringed, huge- 
sized rubdb reselnbling a liumali form, each part of which is named 
in accordance with particular parts of tlie human body: the head (sar), 
body (tuna), hands (dust) and ears (gGshak). The instrument is made of 
apricot wood, whilst its head is covered with goat's skin. This is not 

only difference between tlie baland-maqdm and the ordinary Pamiri 
rubah. Tlie sound of tlie former is louder than that of the latter arid its 
lnelody, produced by nineteen inner and outer strings, is of enormous 
passion. Tlie original baland-maqdn~ remains intact and well preserved 



in the private collection of one of Mubiirak's great-grandsons, Lutfullah 
Zaraboev, in Yamg. 

Thus, the religious as well as musical tradition of Pamir were in favour 
of Mubarak's mystic life. The qasii'id, then, was his local means of Sufi 
devotional music, via which he performed the verbal (jali) dhikr in both 
private and community ceremonies. It is said that he was one of the most 
talented qasida singers (qasii'id-khwiin) and rubiib players (mutrib) of his 
time, occasionally organising sessions (mahjl) of qasii'id-khiini in which 
he recited as well as taught young musicians his techniques for singing 
qaM'id and playing rubGb. Many of his students then became famous 
throughout Wakhiin and the neighbouring districts for their outstanding 
qasida performances. For instance, it is told that one of Mubiirak's stu- 
dents, khalrlfa Kiirviin-Bek (d. 1933) was an extraordinary rubGb player 
(mupib) in the court of Zebiik'spir, Shiih 'Abd al-Ma'iir~i.'~ 

9. Baland-magam, a musical instrument of religious irnp~rtanm- 



. MubBrak's great-grandson Zarabo with Baland-maqam. 



Mubiirak is thought to have adhered to a relatively scientific explanation 
of the structure of the universe and its rules. An examination of his 
works, especially Risdu-yi Nujim, and an observation of his astronomic 
tools suggests that he possessed remarkable theoretical and practi- 
cal knowledge of 'ilm al-nujum (science of the stars), which included 
both astronomy and astrology. Although, since the thirteenth century, 
these branches had developed independently and were classified differ- 
ently, astronomy ('ilm al-falak) as a mathematical science and astrol- 
ogy (tanjim) as a physical science, they have been applied in the same 
context and used side by side in the Islamic world up to modem times." 
Mubiirak's knowledge of the stars and its application to the local context 
is, therefore, based on both of these premises. 

In Pamir, a very restricted circle of religious scholars made use of 
the two most commonly accepted Islamic lunar (Qamari) and solar 
(Shams9 calendars, but, in a general sense, these calculations of year 
have never had their full application in the regional context." Traditional 
astronomy, which depended on the obvious visibility of the sky with 
no theoretic bases, was predominant in the region until the advent of 
the Soviet Union. There were several vernacular measures for the years, 
either derived from these two or originating from the pre-Islamic tradi- 
tions. The implementation of the calendars was not a matter of everyday 
life. but merely connected with some certain significant socio-economic 
and religious events. For instance, the so-called 'farmer's calculation' 
(dihqin-hisdb) was mostly used in the agricultural sphere, especially 
during spring and autumn. According to it, the sowing season (kisht) was 
divided into seventy days of spring in each of fortieth, fiftieth, sixtieth 
and seventieth decades in which a particular crop was planted. The eel- 
ebratory pans of the calendar were Shdgun (an equivalent of the Persian 
Navrziz), the beginning of the new kisht as well as the New Year, and the 
Navi or Shigd-miy (New Month), the start of threshing (darav) agricul- 
tural crops in autumn. All these elements of the dihqrin-hisb remain in 
use in modem Pamir, especially in the agriculturally advanced districts. 



The other calendar was literally based on the entire human body, 
according to which the days, month and years were counted from the 
toenails up to the head. The 365 days of the year were divided into 
ninety-four days of spring (bahcir), ninety-three days of summer, includ- 
ing the two hot seasons of tcibistcin and tarnib, and eighty-nine days of 
autumn (tiramcih) and winter (zimistiin). 

Mubiirak's astronomy seems to be a kind of popular version closely 
acquainted with the sun, moon and fixed stars. Yet he does propose condi- 
tions involving the apparent angular separation of the sun, the moon, the 
difference in setting times over the local horizons and the apparent lunar 
velocity. His solar method of observing the time in month and days is based 
on tlie so-called signpost (nishcin) of theoretically calculated and practi- 
cally positioned points in accordance with the local terrestrial latitude. In 

12. Sang-i AfBb-bin, MubBrak's stone calendar In Yamg. 



practical terms, Mubiirak built a stone observatory consisting of two main 
parts; namely, the Sang-i &b-bin (the observation stone) and the Sang-i 
Nish6n (the signpost stone). The former comprises an oblong stone with a 
large round hole in the middle located on flat ground. The latter resembles 
a stone window of 1.5 metres, positioned on the top of the hill, where the 
sun usually sets in the late afternoon. Although it is believed that Mublrak 
used this observatory to observe each solar month of the Shamsi-hijri, its 
basic application is to determine the coming of Shigun (i.e., Navriiz) on 
the sixteenth through the eighteenth of March. For this, therefore, one 
must constantly observe the 'motion' of the sun through the observation 
stone until it appears in the hole as well as in the 'window'. The observa- 
tions prove the authenticity of the stone calendar every eve of Shigun. The 
locals, therefore, continue to use the observatory in their modem lives. 

13. Sang-i Aftab-b~n in use. 



14. Sang/ NishBn. The signpost t & ~ ~ e .  

Almost all of Mubarak's books were written on his own hand-made 
paper. He produced paper using a special machine called daslgih-i 
qlighaz-barir (the paper-making tool). Unfortunately, this unique to01 
did not survive either in Mubiirak's home or in St. Petersburg, where 
it was claimed to be preserved. According to Abibov, until 1970-1 975, 
the paper-making machine remained intact in the private collectioll of 
Mubirak's grandson, Zarabo 11 (d.1989), and that he personally wit- 
nessed its existence.42 However, subsequently, the machine mysteriously 
disappeared. Mublrak's relatives claim that it was removed by Russian 
scl1olars in the mid- 1970s and may have been kept in the St. Petersburg's 
Hermitage. However, as the author's personal investigation shows, none 
of tile state academic il~stitutions and museums of St. Petersburg seem to 



possess this historic tool. One may speculate that, if the aforementioned 
claim is true, then the machine must have been kept in a private collection 
of one of the former Soviet scholars visiting Pamir at the time. 

Our only direct sources on the structure of the machine and the method 
of paper production are my interviews with MubHrak's grandson, Mubsrak 
Qadam (named after his grandfather), and a 120-year-old witness, Jahsn-Ad 
(d.2004). According to these two interviewees, it appears that the mach- 
ine consisted of four wooden counters stuck to a flat four angled stone 
with an iron mechanic tool in the middle and an animal horn probably 
serving as a pipe for transmitting the materials from which the paper was 
made. The paper materials included rice (birinj), cerulean (ibsabz), reeds 
(garnish), hair (mz7y) and twigs (shulmak) from an apricot tree. Mubsrak 
Qadam asserted that he had heard his mother (MubHrak's daughter-in- 
law) describe how she had participated in the process of preparing the raw 
materials for the paper. According to her testimony, first they had to mix 
the rice seeds with the aforementioned materials, feed them into the mill 
through a hopper and then grind them to a powder. Secondly, the powder 
needed to be fermented into dough and later divided into several small 
parts. Thirdly. the dough had to be flattened as far as possible to resemble 
a piece of paper. However, it was MubHrak's job to perform the final and 
most crucial process of the paper production, about which only he knew. 

There are several poems in MubHrak's Divin-i-Kulliyit regarding 
paper and its importance as a vehicle of preservation and transmission of 
one's ideas and thoughts. It seems that MubHrak was greatly preoccupied 
by the job of making paper and a philosophy that he attached to its pro- 
duction. He asserts that the desire to write enabled him to produce paper, 
a silent material, which, once covered with ink, becomes a spokesperson 
of one's thoughts, a scheme of one's mind: 
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(MSS 09,87a) 

My senses and thoughts are preoccupied by paper, 
Though I am not concerned with it any more. 



Mubarak longs to move his pen, 
For some silent papers to be revealed. 

MubBrak's artistic designs are mostly demonstrated in the various forms 
of Islamic calligraphy and miniatures presented in his books. Likewise, 
he produced a unique and remarkable painting, preserved in a Palniri 
House's corridor (a'&%) in the Yamg village, which covers the whole 
of the corridor's ceiling. It is worth emphasising that, as an lslalnic mys- 
tic, MubBrak's imaginative thought was u~~doubtedly circling around 
the already established grounds of symbolism in Islamic art. It is true 
that, by applying tlie adjective 'Islamic' to other aspects of a Muslim life 
rather than tlie faith, the issue of identity becomes complicated. Nev- 
ertheless, with the geographic spread of Islam in the culturally diverse 
and advanced lands of the Byzantine and Sasanid empires, Central 
Asia and India, a unique type of art developed that came to be known 
as 'Islamic', expressed in calligraphy, abstract sculpture (the carv- 
ing surface of the houses), geometric patterns and vegetal forms. This 
uniqueness, with regard to its specific regional and sometimes national 
characteristics, is clearly seen in MubBrak's works of art. Regarding cal- 
ligraphy, Mubiirak tends to use the two most famous Islamic styles of 
handwriting, namely nasra'liq and naskh, designed in a multicoloured 
frame in which the poem is printed. The line of the frame, which is usu- 
ally divided into four sub-frames, is decorated with vegetable ornaments 
of different sorts and shapes. On the top of the first page of each manu- 
script, Mubsrak draws a domed frame filled with tlie names of Allah, 
Mllharnlnad and 'Ali, which, in a sense, combine IsmBeili symbolism: 
Allah as tlie sylnbol of the absolute being, Muhammad as the symbol of 
prophetl~ood, and 'Ali as the symbol of the Imamate or ~~ik iya l .  Under 
tile domed frame, there is usually a common Islamic expression: "In the 
llallle of God, tlie Compassionate, atid the Merciful", which indicates 
the very fact that every poem that Mubgrak had written was created in 
the name of God, relying on His compassion and mercy. Not every page 
or even book of Mubiirak's ~nanuscripts, however, is well decorated. Only 
the first and second, and occasionally the third and fourth pages, have 
well-designed structures. The lnost designed folios of his manuscripts 



are as follows: in the Kaliim-i-Sa'iidat 2b, 3, 85, 90, in the &ijiit va 
MuniijiSt 78b, 79, in the Qalb al-Sifi' 2a, 14, in the MujiSdila-yi-Iblis va 
idam 2b, 3, in Kashf al-Salawiit 16, 63, 1 18, 122, in the Divtin-i Ashlir 
28a, 69a, 100, 116. In the Tiilib al-Maflub (different from the Hiijat va 
Muniijiit copy), in addition to some decorated folios (2a, 3b, 4), the cover 
pages are also decorated. There are some very rare, but unusual features 
in this book that are neither seen in Mubarak's other works nor any- 
where else in the region. These images mostly come in single form on 
the cover page and the first page of the manuscript and do not resemble 
either vegetable or geometric patterns. For instance, on the first folio an 
image is drawn, which if one observes it horizontally, resembles a bird 
or insect about to take flight. The image is painted in dark red inside a 
triangular frame, whose front, which the bird faces, is open as it invites 
the bird to fly towards the free and only possible direction. It is almost 
certainly the case that, seeing a piece of artistic work from the point of 
view of its creator, is a very difficult task. One can only approximate the 
conditions which prevailed at the time of its creation. It is, therefore, an 
act of imagination to give a certain meaning to a piece of art in accor- 
dance with its cultural context. In accordance with Mublrak's mystic 
imaginative thought, one can assume that the triangular frame symbol- 
ises the temporality of the physical world and its role as a gateway to the 
spiritual world, towards which the human soul seeks to travel in order to 
discover the source of eternity and perfection. In a general Sufi context, 
the birds symbolises different aspects of the human soul in its state of 
transformation or flight, which takes a mystic from of a lower stage of 
multiplicity to the higher reality of unity. In Farid al-Din 'A!tlr7s (twelfth 
century) Manliq al-Tayr (The Conference of the Birds), for example, 
various types of bird represent various aspects of the human soul that do 
not allow it to complete its mission.43 In other words, there is a contradic- 
tion within the human soul. However, if the soul has a great desire for its 
journey towards perfection, then there is always hope, which is symbol- 
ised by the hoopoe, which guides the other birds or the inner aspects of 
human consciousness towards the Smurgh, or unity and perfection. The 
image of Mublrak's bird does not exactly match any particular type of 
earthly bird, but is rather a mystical bird with two wings, each of which 





17. Naqsh-i Dalan: Decorated beams in the ceiling of the corridor. 

has extra feathers to make its flight faster. Its main corpus resembles the 
human heart, where probably lies its main engine, love, which enables 
the bird or the soul to fly faster to the source of love. 

The painting on the corridor ceiling of the aforementioned Pamiri 
house is undoubtedly the most intricate and important piece of art ever 
created by Mubtirak outside his retreat. It is worth emphasising that this 
one-hundred-and-eleven-year-old work of art has no known equivalent 
anywhere in Pamir. Although Mubtirak does not give any particular 
name to his work, in general local usage it is referred to as naqsh-i-91in 
(the corridor decoration). This title does indeed unify the elements of the 
other art forms (calligraphy. carpentry and architecture) presented in the 
work, predominantly painting, and harmonises the relationship between 
the various types of abstract and concrete objects. Chronologically, the 



naqsh-i-dillin was created in 1892 (1 3 lo), of which Mubiirak's own 
handwriting in one of the corridor's pillars testifies: 

I drew some letters out of exercise, 
To be remembered in every age. 
I said it was one thousand three hundred and ten, 
The month of Safar to be the omen. 

In accordance witli tlie clironology of Mubiirak's spiritual progress, tlie 
painting fits witli his second period, tlie climax of his intoxication (masti), 
when the desire for tlie spiritual vision (dldlir) of tlie beloved brought 
him to a dichotomous situation filled witli the sense of fear on tlie one 
Iland, and liope on tlie other. In tlie painting, therefore, we observe sev- 
eral mytliic images associated in tlie local tradition with devils (div) and 
demons uinn), wliicli symbolise the idea of tlie fear that those making 
the journey to God face. Mubiirak argues that tlie lover has to face all the 
consequences of walking in tlie path of love prior to the journey. None- 
theless, the presence of the perilous images does not dominate tlie entire 
work, but, on tlie contrary, is suppressed by the more colourful and beau- 
tiful images symbolising liope and goodness, love and passion, in enter- 
ing the gateway on the journey to God. The positive images are mostly 
represented in  tlie form of concrete pliysical objects, sucli as the sun, 
different types of animals and trees, flowers as well as human beings. 

Likewise, besides the mystic expression, the painting also has a purely 
realistic motive concerned witli the celebration of tlie constructio~i of a 
llouse for tlie newly appointed qdfi (judge) GhulBmnabi, in favour of 
whom Mubiirak once rejected the offer of this position by tlie Wakliiin's 
nd'ib (a local representative of Afghan authorities after the occupation). 
In the lefi corner of the ceiling, we read a verse probably written by tlie 

in praise of the Afghan king, 'Abd al-RahtnZin. Tlie poetic struc- 
ture of tlie verse is poor and it seems reasonable, therefore, merely to 
Slllnmarise its message. The verse is a self-addressed panegyric qifa 



(fragment) in which the qa& is encouraged to take pride in serving such 
a 'chivalrous' (javan-mard) king as 'Abd al-Rahmln. Astonishing as this 
may have sounded to an ordinary Wakhi at the time of the Afghan occu- 
pation, this politically correct fragment allows us to imagine the extent of 
the terror that the Afghans had spread in the villages of Wakhiin, on the 
one hand, and the locals' political inability to negotiate this, on the other. 

Thus, the naqsh-i didin, as a unique masterpiece in nineteenth- 
century Pamir, constitutes Mublrak's finest work, in which the harmony 
of the various art forms, including painting, calligraphy and carpentry, 
are combined to illustrate not only his personal mystical imagination 
through abstract objects, but also to indicate one of the most important 
historical events of his time: the Afghan occupation. 

18. "The flight of soulv-a symbolic image from the alib a/-Matlob. 



19. The format of the first pages of MubBrak's manuscripts: An 
example of the Kalam-i Sam Bdat. 

20. Some illustrated ro~ios from the Karam-i Sam Bdat. 



21. Some illustrated folios from the Kalam-i Sa* adat. 

As mentioned in chapter I. from the historical point of  view, the 
nineteenth century made a dramatic impact in every sphere of  the Pamiris' 
lives. Although religious life, in the sense o f  belief and the forms of reli- 
gious rituals. continued as before, the authoritative role of  the Panj-Tan: 
faith. as the only religion in the entire region, was seriously challenged, 
especially by the Sunni branch of  Islam. It is  true that the Russians did 
not explicitly implement a policy o f  religious conversion. but the Sunni 
Afghans and the BukhHris (in the Russian parts) did seek to impose the 
Hanafi school of Sunnism on the Pamiris. As a result, an entire valley in 
the Russian-occupied territories, YazgulHm, was converted to Sunnism. 
In the Afghan parts o f  ShughnHn, IshkHshim, WakhZin and some other 
Isml'ili populated regions. the Sunni Hanafi Sh&at was imposed and the 



Ismi'ilis, despite their doctrinal principles, were required to obey the new 
regulations. Likewise, this policy affected the demographic situation in 
Pamir; once a homogenous Ismii'Tli region, it started to be populated by the 
Sunnis, either by force or through buying the land of the locals. This situa- 
tion consequently created a hostile atmosphere of sectarian hatred and dis- 
putes, in which both sides were seeking to prove 'the authenticity' of their 
perception of Islam. If, for the Sunnis, it was a matter of imposing their 
lifestyle on the occupied land, then, for the Ismii'ilis it was more concerned 
witli personal survival and the preservation of their religious creed. 

As an intellectual representative of his time, Mubiirak was deeply 
concerned with the issue of sectarian hatred and aimed to play the role 
of peacemaker between the two religious groups. He addressed not only 
militant Sunnis who were accusing the Pamiris of heresy, but also the 
orthodox lsrniicilis, who regarded Ismiicilism as the only true faith. In order 
to reconcile the pole~nic arguments of both sides, MubZirak suggested that 
they should discuss the issue in the light of the common monotlieistic reli- 
gious principle that anyone who recognises the oneness of God is not an 
infidel, and that both Ismii'ilis and Sunnis believe in the same God (Allah) 
and the Prophet Muhammad as the last messenger of Allah. Likewise, 
regarding infidelity as a sign of ignorance (zulmm), he persuaded both 
groups to make personal judgements prior to their sectarian accusations. 
He strongly believed that if one destroys the evil of liatred within oneself 
first, then one can see and appreciate the positive qualities in others. In 
the--Tarjamat a/-Bayin, he asserts that, contrary to infidelity, lslam is a 
religion of enlightenment and that one should not seek the personal faults 
of others in terms of the way in which they believe in Islam: 
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The meaning of infidelity and lslam is thus: 
One is darkness, the other enlightenment. 
You are sighted to notice the faults of others, 



But the eye of your heart is blind to see your own fault. 
You must not, 0 MubPrak, do bad to others, 
But be able to kill your self-evil first! 

Likewise, and with greater simplicity, Mubgrak argues that one of the 
main roles of religion, apart from its spiritual dimensions, is to unite 
people from various ethnic and cultural backgrounds in the principle 
of the oneness of God. This solution was based on his mystic idea of 
the unity in the midst of every multiplicity, relating not only to Islam, 
but also the two other forms of Abrahamic beliefs; namely, Judaism and 
Christianity. Recommending various ways of approaching, worshipping 
and understanding the one and only God, he strongly condemns the idea 
of the true religion as the only way to the ultimate truth. Accordingly, the 
true religion is the one that not only insists on its idea of truthfulness, but 
also, despite doctrinal differences, tolerates the ways of the other faith as 
an alternative path of attaining truth. All these religions for him share the 
same source and deliver the message of the one God. In the following 
verses, Mubiirak stresses the historico-cultural fact that the holy books 
of the Abrahamic religions, in one or other way, convey the same wis- 
dom in the form of stories and tales: 
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Know that God is one, though his speech is four, 
The truth is one, though the meaning is four. 
The book of God is the divine speech: 
The Torah, the Bible and the Qur'in. 
The Psalms is the Speech of God, being the fourth, 
From the creation of the celestial spheres and the orbit. 
In the Bible the wisdom is likened to the Qur'in, 
Wherein the Psalms is praised and the Torah 
is complimented. 



In the next poem, he aims to admonish his audience about the necessity of 
following God's will (amr) as tlie key to understanding truth. Being a Mus- 
lim himself, MubSrak truly rejects the common Muslim beliefthat paradise 
is only for the colnmunity (ummat) of Muhammad. On the contrary, he 
argues that any religious cotn~nunity that obeys the will of God, as related 
through their prophets, will return to God and find peace in His paradise: 
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In truth, there is not a paradise, 
Which God created only for the community of Muhammad. 
Paradise is for the obedient people, 
He, who obeys command, goes to paradise. 
Even if there is a follower of Muhammad, 
Whose being rejects God's commandment, 
God and the Prophet are exasperated with him, 
Even Abii Jahl is higher than him. 
I f  a follower of Jesus is obedient, 
With commandment, he will accomplish God's paradise. 

Fillally, the principal positive act most strongly advocated by MubSrak 
is that, if one is very determined in one's quest for God, as an object of 
hope (dwil- i  bardi) and the means of spiritual satisfaction towards the 
ultimate perfection; then, there is no need to divide Him into the gods 
of Zoroastrian, Christianity or Islam. This is because multiplicity is not 
the essence of God, but rather His attributes and names, which must not 
dismiss the very fact of His unity. The true seeker of tlie divine essence, 
tllerefore, should note that God is wherever and whenever he wants to 
look for Him. In a fascinating verse (from a ghazao, MubSrak says: 
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If the divine concealment discloses, 
Whether hidden or unveiled, the beloved is the beloved. 
Whether you seek in the Kacba, at the mosque of al-Aqsq 
Or in the temple of the Magi, the beloved is still the beloved. 

Hence, at the heart of Mubiirak's tolerance of religious diversity lies a 
belief in the universality of God, as a unique, common object of piety 
and spiritual desire. Emphasising the unity of God, he argues that there 
are various ways to approach and believe in God, but God, as such, is 
the One and only for all believers. In a sense, he imagined God as a 
suprasensory power standing in the middle of the universe, thereby being 
approachable from any possible direction and through any possible idea, 
provided it is divine and sacred, since all of these approaches will finally 
lead to the centre. MubBrak, therefore, strongly condemned those who 
claimed the authenticity of their methods for approaching and under- 
standing God and regarded it as a sign of ignorance. 
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Mubiirak's lnystical discourse is firmly based on the general principles 
of Tasawwuf (Sufism) and its approaclis to divine-human relationships 
within and beyond the realm of the physical universe. It is, therefore, 
ullderstandable that in his thoughts the key points of tlie e~iiinent Sufi 
sages, whose influences on him are discussed in tlie next section, play 
a critical role. Yet, it would be wrong to ignore the elements of origi- 
nality in his thoughts and their theoretical significance in approaching 
and understa~idili~ Palniri religious tradition. One of the distinguishing 
elements of Mubsrak's intellectual capacity is his sophisticated deploy- 
ment of tlie core ideas, methods, symbolism and language of Sufism i l l  

tile text and context of Palniri Ism~'ilis~n, and his reconciliatioll of the 
dic~~~tomous factors of tliese two esoteric branches of Islam in tlie local 



religious framework. Likewise, in Mubiirak's works, one can observe 
a strong tendency towards the collection, codification and conceptu- 
alisation of the Pamiri IsmB'ili oral religious tradition, as discussed in 
chapter 4. 

On the other hand, however, one cannot limit MubBrak's poetic 
imagination to the doctrinal premises of the Ismiifli faith in general 
or his Pamiri IsmBCili context in particular. For Mubiirak was firstly a 
poet, articulating his philosophical discourse in poetic language, which 
does not necessarily manifest the connection of mind with the physical 
reality, but rather the perception of the reality through the imagination 
(khaycSI) and sensual indulgence (tafahhus and t a p w u r ) ,  through met- 
aphor (istiara) and symbolism (ramziwit). As Mubiirak himself asserts, 
not all symbolically expressed words in one's language are perceivable; 
the language itself is, nonetheless, beautiful. In the following rnustazid, 
where a dialogue is articulated with God, he intended to provide a basic 
support for his argument: 
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I said: "The heart cannot perceive everything in symbols." 
He said: "How wonderful is that! 
If everybody realised the secret, then the world would be set 
ablaze!" 

It is, therefore, evident that there is always a dualism in his approach to 
these issues of epistemology, ontology, physiology and ethics. 

TO start with his epistemological argument, it should be noted that 
although the IsmBfli view of knowledge, based on the idea of '~91-i 
kull (universal or divine reason) as the main source of 'aql-i juz' (par- 
tial or human reason), which always depends on the former for guidance, 
enhancement and perfection, regulates MubBrak's understanding of God 
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and the universe, there remains a dichotomy in his approach to certain 
epistemological issues concerning the way in which knowledge is acquired 
and developed. His mystical perception of tlie 'aql-i kull does not exactly 
fit with Ismii'ili theology, which overemphasises the divinity of the Uni- 
versal Reason in the sense of possessing tlie divine essence and attributes. 
He, rather, sees it as a means of divine guidance, enabling the seeker of 
uni ty  (@lib-i wddat) to recognise and tlien to walk in the path of knowl- 
edge and love. Describing the bql-i kull as nothing but tlie combination 
of drugs used to cure tlie pain in the lovers' heart, he argues that the treat- 
ment, however, depends on the degree to which one has faith in it: 
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The Universal Intellect is nothing but the lovers' painkiller, 
Hence, it is curative, if you have faith in your heart. 

The term 'heart' (din in Islamic mysticism not only refers to a physi- 
cal organ of the human body, which is usually associated with feelings 
and emotions, but also an important locus for knowledge (ma'rifal). 
Although this idea is vastly oversimplified, it can still be a useful means 
of understanding the role of the heart as a parallel to the mind's locus 
for knowledge. In the following n~ustaziid, Mubarak argues that only the 
lieart is able to perceive tlie vision and describe tlie essence of God: 
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Nothing except the heart may depict the picture of the beloved, 
I f  you desire to look at Him. 
When the heart is emptied from illusion and purified from 
corrosion, 
Then, i t  starts seeing Him. 



It is evident here that Mublrak admires al-Halllj and is inspired by his 
famous comment about the spiritual vision of the beloved as a reflection 
of himself: "I saw my Lord with the eye of the heart. I said: 'Who are 
you? He said: you'"' 

Mublrak, indeed, accepts the Platonic idea that knowledge is a belief 
as well as understanding that does not need to be proved or verified; for it 
is embedded in the very essence of the human beings. Belief, which itself 
is a product of knowledge on the one hand, and a human response to the 
divine revelation on the other, can be the key element in understanding 
the truth (al-haqq). In other words, he is saying that knowledge, in the 
sense of belief, is a divinely inspired source of human hope to determine 
one's life's direction and its meaning. In the following qifi, Mubarak 
clearly expresses his personal response to the divine revelation and the 
purpose of his quest for meaning: 

I forsook my entire ego for the sake of finding a treasure before me. 

It is obvious that at the heart of this lies a prophetic hadifh-i qudsi, often 
quoted by the Sufis, where God as the direct speaker of the message 
addressing the human beings, clarifies the purpose of creation: "I was a 
hidden treasure; I loved to be known so I created the ~ o r l d " . ~  Mubarak, 
thus. by responding to this message, tries to explain his strategic purpose 
in choosing love and asceticism as the ways of knowing God. 

The issue of knowledge in the lslamic context is very complicated in both 
the theoretical and tenninological senses, depending upon which aspect (the- 
ology, philosophy and mysticism) one wishes to consider. In short, there are 
two kinds of knowledge distinguished in the Islamic lexicon: the Quifinic 
term 'h (active participle Zlim) or knowledge in a relatively rational sense 
(used by the philosophers, historians, jurists and modem scientists), and the 
non-Qur'lnic term magrifal (active participle Zrij'), a spiritual or 'blessed' 
(divinely bestowed) knowledge employed by Sufis and other Islamic mys- 
t i c ~ . ~  One of the reasons why the term magrifor is predominated the vocabu- 
lary of Islamic mysticism was because it could give some logical, although 
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not necessarily true or false, explanatiolis in the form of ta'wil (lit. 'bringing 
something to its origin' or discovering tlie true meaning of divine revela- 
tion) to the mysterious verses in the Qur'gn and the k d t h ,  wliicli the term 
'ilm could do in neither its pliilosopliical nor tlieological applications. Now, 
while Mubarak as a mystic accepts tliat maCrifat is the only way of under- 
standing the truth, he nonetlieless affinns that it should be (if not a rational) 
a thoughtful (jkrdni) human response to tlie divine revelation. Altliougli he 
clearly realises the tlieoretical difference between 'ilm and ma'rifat, his gen- 
eral approach to the issue of knowledge tends to be of a pragmatic nature, 
even in the respect to macrifat. In other words, he insists tliat the true seeker 
must not take for granted tlie advantage of rnacrifat as a 'blessed' knowl- 
edge that could be gained spontaneously (sar-sari) in a miraculous way 
without human interference. Likewise, and with even more specificity, lie 
documents two main factors in tlie process of acquiring knowledge, namely 
learning (khwrinish) and effort (kiishish), which both have strictly human 
nature rather than divine 'blessing'. This is why he ~nostly uses a Persian 
term dinish instead of tlie Arabic word nzacr#iat to accommodate his applied 
meaning to the concept of knowledge. 

In a similar way, a distinction is made between drinish and khwdnish 
as the cause and effect of happiness or a good fortune (bakht-i nikzi), 
which in its own right is clarified as tlie sign of the realisation of tlie truth. 
In his only book written in prose form, Hdjit va  Munrijit (Needs and 
Inward Prayers), MubHrak describes ddnish as the effect of khwinish, 
leading the seeker to become united with tlie Beloved, and khwrinish as 
its cause, enabling the seeker to realise tlie path and become detached 
from hisllier ego: 
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Knowledge is that you accept unity, and learning is that you 
reject your personal ego. When you accept the Wiliiyat [of 'AIT], 



then you will absolutely be able to obtain happiness. Happiness 
is subsistence in the house of the hereafter. Unity is the Lord of 
the faithful believers. Wiliiyat is the orbit of the earth and the sky 
and the creator of men and jinn. 

Mubarak attributes considerable importance to the role of effort (kiishish) 
as the catalyst in the process of the spiritual quest. The quest, motivated 
by the seeker's strong efforts, consists of three stages, the first two of 
which are interpreted as the purely rational actions ('amal-i sip 'aqlini) 
performed in the physical world prior to the self s detachment from its 
physical dimensions. He argues that one's quest for spiritual happiness 
starts with the stage of the realisation (dark) of one's path, as the first step 
towards the understanding of its meaning (maen@ and course (ravish). In 
this respect, he offers the only possible way of the realisation of the path, 
which is learning (khwanish) conducted through a systematic form of 
religious education (ta'lim), which, during the first stage, has to be taught 
by 'a truthful teacher' (mucallim-i sidiq) or pi. ,  and then, in the second 
stage, is gained through the personal experience of travelling inwardly 
(sulik). As mentioned in chapter I ,  'the truthful teacher' was one of the 
most influential ranks in the Pamiri lsmatli hierarchy of the Pirship and 
they fulfilled almost all of the obligations of the Imam in his absence. I f  
the first stage is satisfactorily completed, then it brings the seeker to the 
second stage: the stage of recognition and acceptance (daryift-u gab* 
of the path's aim and the seeker's strong commitment about his journey 
towards perfection. The key intellectual agent of this stage is knowl- 
edge (dinish), which, like understanding, is also described as a belief or 
faith in the realised and recognised path. It is an outcome of learning as 
well as a human response to God's revelation. These two so-called ratio- 
nal stages of the quest for spiritual happiness provide the seeker with 
the knowledge of the subject, intellectually strengthening himlher and 
enabling himlher to choose the path. The third and most important stage 
is love, described as the fruit of these two stages in the spiritual or PSY- 

chological sense. Apart from the three aforementioned states (bin of 
divine love, by passing through each of which the lovers enhance their 
spiritual qua1 ity and finally achieve their ultimate goal, here MubPrak 
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stresses the importance of the stage of falling in love ('ishiq shudan), 
not only as the means of God's grace, but also as the result of men's 
great effort achieved through knowledge. He argues that, through tlie 
knowledge applied in the context of a chosen religious path (tariqat), the 
journey towards the determination of the source of love becomes easy 
and clear. Ismiiilism, especially its application in the Pamiri religio-cultural 
context, was perfectly suitable for the accommodation of Mubiirak's 
spiritual needs and its esoteric (bcFfini) principles generally harmonised 
with Sufi mysticism. 

Thus, Mubiirak's idea of what one would call 'rational love' is of a 
considerable interest mainly for two reasons. Firstly, divine love is not 
seen only as an emotional process of the human psyche, but also as a 
conscious and thoughtful element of human intellect realised through 
learning, recognised through knowledge and expressed through imagi- 
nation as an important faculty of the human mind. Secondly, Mubiirak 
puts enormous trust in tlie role of human effort in divine matters, in 
one's intellectual growth and in one's spiritual enhancement. The ulti- 
mate goal of knowledge, therefore, is to bring the seeker to the source 
of truth, that is, God, and enable him to find eternal unity in tlie divine 
essence. 

Before considering the issue of unity (wahdat), the question arises, at 
least from the discursive and logical points of view, what does Mubgrak 
mean by the truth, atid how does he define its nature and existence? I n  the 
Sufi context, the truth is usually associated with a divine name, a/-haqq 
or its attribute, !laqiqar, which applies to Mubarak too. Nonetheless, 
he applies his own poetic meaning to tlie idea of truth and, paradoxi- 
cally, defines its nature (fitrat). . . Quite apart from its value in explaining 
the essence of God as the ultimate truth beyond the reach of the human 
mind, he argues that the nature of the truth is created by the 'good for- 
tune' (bakht-i nab) of tlle seeker, who is keen to accommodate God's 
love in hislher heart: 
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Think of a good fortune that created the nature of truth, 
It wounded the heart for God's worship. 
During the lifetime, more or less, from head to foot, 
It has been engaged in divine discourse, 
And became the soul-mate of deity. 

One can usually understand from thes context that by 'good fortune' 
MubHrak means love, however, by using this substitute phrase for love 
here, he probably wishes to emphasise love's creative power on the one 
hand and the creation of truth on the other. The former argument will 
be further discussed, and it is sufficient to note the significance of the 
latter argument here. The main point of his argument is that the truth or, 
more correctly, its nature is itself a product of the lover's lifetime quest 
for spiritual happiness. It is the ultimate purpose of human knowledge 
that can be reached and understood only through love. In other words, 
it is the lover who creates the nature of the already heard, but as yet 
unrealised notion of truth. It, thus, seems to be a sort of personal truth, 
which the creator of its image takes for granted as the Truth, yet at the 
same time allowing room for the existence of the other truths that might 
be created by other 'good fortunes'. 

MubHrak sheds further light on the issue of the truth by making a 
distinction between the truth (haqq) as an abstract notion, to which 
a concrete meaning is applied in a form of an apprehended highest 
value, and the reality (haqiqat) as a concrete phenomenon, which in 
one respect is used as a definition of the state of the realisation of the 
truth. I t  is when the validity of the truth (haqiqat-i haqq) appears to the 
seeker as the condition for the preservation of spiritual power. In other 
respects. haqiqat is seen as what the material world, the sign of God's 
existence. is all about. In the following mustazid, he constructs an 
argument resembling al-Halli3jj's ecstatic expression (' I am the truth') 
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that the truth cannot be found elsewhere unless one looks for it within 
oneself: 
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Truth is not a reality to be sought around the world, 
It is pointless suffering. 
The right step, which is taken towards the world of your own, 
Will take you to the destination. 

The principal positive idea most strongly advocated by Mublrak is to 
emphasise the importance of the constant search for truth. The lovers 
must never cease their quest for the truth until they realise unity: 
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The quality of life should not be wasted in negligence, 
Realise the reality! 
There is a point of hope, if you are after union; 
Be in search of it! 
The rest of inconvenience and grief will leave you, 
It is a capital that admits no loss. 

It is evident froin MubBrak's perspective that unity (wahdd) is tile 
final fulfilment of I~uitlan hope as well as the establishment of divine 
Justice in the spiritual sense. One way of approaching this issue is to 
focus on the idea of union as opposed to the idea of separation in the 



context of Islamic mysticism, where the human soul, once a united 
part of the divine or the universal soul, was separated from its ori- 
gin for the sake of the knowledge of its creator, God, and, as an eter- 
nal spiritual being, was transplanted into the temporary shape (@lib), 
the body, of human beings. Mubarak asserts that the soul of the true 
seeker (jziyd-yi haqiqqr') first of all detaches itself from the passion of 
the temporary or imperfect (ndqis) world, and, secondly, chooses the 
divine path of knowledge (ddnish) through which it finally recognises 
its true essence, and then falls in love with and makes its way back to the 
origin. It appears from his argument that it is during this process of the 
return (bdz-gasht) from the point of separation to the point of union that 
the soul achieves the ultimate perfection and feels its divinity. In other 
words, union is not a spontaneous joining of two separate entities, but 
rather a slow process of the human soul's self-recognition of its divine 
essence. In this process, the concept of return serves to authenticate the 
validity of the whole idea behind separation and union, which is the per- 
fection of the soul. It is described as an intermediate link between these 
two points, the isthmus between the lands of separation and union. 

MubHrak, like many other Sufis, employs the term fand' (annihila- 
tion) to describe the final stage of his spiritual quest. In  one sense, this 
term suggests that the mystic not only loses his physical dimensions and 
personal ego, but also his soul and identity in the divine essence. As he 
asserts in the following rubdci, the image of being united (was0 always 
leads to the annihilation (fund') of the body: 
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Whenever I imagined uniting with union, 
I see naught, but the imprint of annihilation. 
It is what Mubirak is thankful for, 
1 did not seek anything from God, but love and devotion. 

Likewise, and with even greater simplicity, elsewhere, where he is 
engaged in a faithful discourse with his beloved (wnom), annihilation 
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(fani') is opposed to existence (hasti) as the only solution (chiira) to its 
elimination: 
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I said: "0 the beloved, what is the remedy for existence" 
He said: "Be annihilated! 
I said: "how can I run towards you for union" 
He said: "Be certain! 
When a person is sincere about unity and admits it, 
Then he becomes a companion of the Soul". 

Nonetheless, in another sense, anniliilation for him tends not to be a 
complete disappearance of the human soul in tlie divine essence, rather 
it is understood as the discovery of a new, but eternal existence, being, 
therefore, the only way of realising the true meaning of existence, in 
wllich the hidden unveils itself: 
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As I remembered the link with the beloved, 
My need for existence increased all over again. 
It was the grace and favour of the Almighty, 
To bring me into existence from hidden non-being, 
My being is a gift from His mercy. 

Alinihilation Vond') as a process of self destruction, on the one hand, 
and the persistence of the soul, on tlie other, is regarded by him as a 



means of the eternal existence or subsistence (baqi') of the human 
soul, in which the selfish ego (na3) dies and the true soul ( j i n )  
endures. It is the final fulfilment of the divine justice promised for 
humanity in the scriptures. In the concluding part of the Needs and the 
Inward Prayers, although it is in the form of a supplementary prayer, 
Mubgrak tries to explain briefly the ultimate goal behind his spiritual 
quest, which is the union with the beloved, and to describe how he 
imagines this union: 
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0 God, grant me asylum that I may escape from myself, and 
grant me fidelity that I may run towards you. I am looking for 
annihilation in your subsistence and fidelity in your protection. 
Help me not to fall down. Establish justice so I will not crawl 
upon my hands and knees towards anybody, but you.. . Mul- 
tiplicity is the mirror of the form, and the form is the mirror- 
holder of unity. The form is transcendental and beautiful, and 
unity is likened to the sun in the middle. Illusion and doubt are 
always in search of the form. The gnostics and faithful ones 
seek for unity. The lovers found unity opposed to multiplicity 
and achieved happiness because they are faithful to the expres- 
sion of Am I not your L ~ r d ? ~  Those who reject the occurrence 
of union with the means of multiplicity are hypocrites. It was 
the divine will that the light of oneness became constant, and 
the sun of union appeared in the fourth heaven, the heaven that 
is visible to the eyes of the people of the certainty, but is hidden 
from the gaze of the hypocrites because of their anger, arro- 
gance and plot. 
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Contrasting unity with multiplicity, lie affirms that multiplicity is the 
reflection of the oneness in the mirror of illusion, seen through the eyes of 
ignorance. It is like seeing oneself in the mirror, in which the oneness of 
a single reality is rejected by the double face of the image and the reflec- 
tion. It is evident, in this light, that the idea of the acceptance of unity as 
proof of divine-human relations is justified on the basis of the primordial 
covenant of the alast and the idea of its rejection on the basis of the dis- 
obedience of Satan to human beings on the eve of the creation. Hence, 
acceptance as a sign of certainty, faitlifulness and obedience, is opposed 
to rejection as a sign of ignorance and hypocrisy. Mubiirak reflects fur- 
ther on this issue by asserting that the union with God is merely a matter 
of the state of the heart (halat-i dil), in which one finally finds peace in 
the divine presence. In tlie following tarj7-band, he describes this hiilat 
as 'finding peace in tlie heart' (jam' amadan-i dil), which is the core aim 
in one's quest for God witliin oneself: 
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The aim from God is finding peace in the heart, 
How long will you stroll around the world imagining 

Mubirak always emphasises the importance of being certain (vaqin) 
in the chosen spiritual path. Althougl~ lie does not directly refer to any 
source to support this point, one can clearly see the influence of the 
sixth (or the fifili in the Isniii'ili account) and the most eminent Shfi 
Imam Ja'far al-sgdiq (d 765), who positioned certitude (vaqin) in the 
fourth place of tlie twelve springs of gnosis (rn~'rifor).~ In almost all 
his works, Mubfirak, while referring to certainty as the power ( ~ u w -  
W a f )  of the heart that elicourages the lover to seek for and determine the 
court of tlie Beloved, he draws attention to the two main elements of tlie 
Iluman psyche that causes discouragement to the heart when perceiving 
the truth:  illusion (wahm) and doubt (gumin). He argues that the soul, 
wl1icll is sometimes referred to as 'the quality' (sifat) of the human body 
or physical manifestation (srirat), by its nature, is free from illusion and 



doubts because there is always a link between the soul and its origin, 
that is, God, which helps to protect the human's heart from illusion and 
keeps the divine-human channel updated: 
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The human form and quality are not out of ignorance, 
To associate the heart with illusion and doubt. 
Here is the report: "there is an isthmus between them".' 
When the secret point of this case is disclosed, 
Then it becomes clear and lucid. 

On the one hand, he attempts to ensure the validity of the ever-present 
link between the divine and human souls, and to stress the significance 
of the human soul's potential awareness of its origin and the need for the 
actualisation of this awareness as the means to perfection. The question 
that now arises is why, then, the human soul, being a potential intel- 
ligible part of the divine soul. still accommodates such inferior, as he 
believes, senses as illusion and doubt MubBrak's answer to this ques- 
tion is that the lack of the two most significant tools of spiritual discov- 
ery, namely desire (khwihish) and effort (klishish), interrupts the heart's 
self-awareness (bidiri-yi dil) and causes deliberate negligence (ghapatr). 
Hence, the signs of poor imagination (da'f-i khuyil), illusion and doubt 
disable the heart's intellectual and physical capacities to realise the truth 
and lead to perplexity (hayrat): 
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You are confused in the realm of illusion, 
This is the weakness of imagination. 
In the heart's comer of solitude an eyelash is cognisant, 
It has become aware of the hidden. 

In MubBrak's lexicon, one very often faces some metaphoric expressions 
of a general Sufi nature, emphasising the purity of the human heart, such 
as tlie 'pure heart' (dil-ipak or its Arabic equivalent qalb al-safi', which 
is the title of one of his works) as a symbol of the 'true believer', or 'pol- 
ish tlie mirror of your heart!' as a call for the realisation of and walking 
in 'the true' religious path. According to him, the mixtures of 'dust', 
which darkens the mirror of the human heart and separates it from the 
light of unity, are illusion, doubt and perplexity: 
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I said: "purify the mirror of our nature," 
He said: "do not doubt it! 
For if somebody perplexes and denies, 
He will be fired from the world." 

Admiring one of tlie Qur'lnic verses, most quoted by the Sufis ('it is 
not the eyes that are blind but tlie hearts', 22:46), Mublrak proceeds to 
describe the illusionary heart as a foolish one, which is divided into sec- 
tions accommodated by perplexity and doubt. This division deprives the 
lieart from the quest for itself and leads it towards strangers: 
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The heart should not be filled with illusion as it might become mad, 
Doubt and perplexity can lead the heart astray from itself. 



Thus, Mubarak emphasises the importance of the heart as parallel with 
the mind's locus of knowledge as the key element in his perception of 
the spiritual reality. He believes that only the heart is capable of under- 
standing one's inner meaning as it is the door to one's soul. But the heart, 
he believes, should be purified from illusion and perplexity before it can 
clearly 'see' inside oneself and perceive the vision of divine. 

It is evident from Mubiirak's works, as well as from local stories about 
him, that he did not have any particular Sufi master nor did he follow 
any particular Sufi @rigat, and that his mystical inspiration was merely 
subject to his belief in the spirit of 'All, as the true and eternal manifes- 
tation of the divine love embodied in the Ismii'ili context of the Imam 
of the Time. This is not to say, of course, that his entire mysticism is 
based on lsm2'ili esotericism. For there are certain elements in his ideas 
that are strongly influenced by the great pillars of Persian and Arabic 
Sufism, such as SanHci (d. 1 1 3 I ), ' Attiir (d. 1 220), Rilmi (d. 1273), Hafifiz 
(d. 1 389), Bidil (d. 1 720), Mansir al-Hallaj (d. 922), Biiyazid Bistami 
(d. 875), and Ibn al-'Arabi (d. 1240). Generally speaking, Mubarak's 
works are very much composed in the light of the pre-modern Persian 
Sufi literary tradition, in both the poetic forms and textual implications. 
An examination of his works shows that they are strongly nourished 
by Riimi's philosophy of love, al-Hallaj's applied asceticism, 'AtPr's 
mystical symbolism, and ibn aLCArabi's concept of the unity of being 
(wddaf  al-wujiid). Likewise, while reading his poetry, especially the 
ghmals, one can appreciate the beauty of the language on the one hand 
and its simplicity on the other, inspired by the master of ghazal. Hafifiz, 
and the sahk-i Hindi of Bidil. All these points are obviously manifested 
in MubBrak's works and discussed accordingly in the appropriate parts 
of this study. 

HOW far, however, are his arguments supported by and derived from a 
particular Sufi-poetic authority. To answer this question one has to concen- 
trate on the specific references made by Mubiirak to the aforementioned 
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Sufi sages. He does directly employ in much of his works some ideas 
from pre-modern Persian sages, either in the form of full quotations or 
brief references, to explain or, more correctly, justify his points on the 
basis of a solid authority. From the academic point of view, on the other 
hand, Mubiirak seems to be very honest, genuine and accurate when it 
comes to citing the work of a particular poet. Yet, of course, he occa- 
sionally fails to mention the name of a quoted book and tlie relevant 
page number. The Sufi most often referred to and quoted by Mubiirak is 
Mavliinii Jaliil al-Din RGmi, particularly his Mathanvi. Before discuss- 
ing Riimi's influence on Mubiirak, two main reasons should be given 
for this. First, there is tlie unquestionable authority of Riimi as the great 
Zrif(gnostic) and 'iishiq (lover) in the history of Persian Sufism. His 
Mathnavi-yi Ma'navi is regarded as tlie i liner meaning or even the trans- 
lation of the Qur'iin in Persian. As Cooper comments: "Mathanvi became 
for subsequent generations an eloquent encyclopaedia of Sufi teaching 
from which they would mine tlie gems of its verses down to tlie present 
day".* Second, there is the importance of Riimi's image as associated 
with Shams-i Tabrizi (d. 13 10) in tlie Pamiri religious tradition. In other 
words, Riimi is known by tlie name of liis teacher and beloved Shams, 
to whom he not only dedicated liis poems, but whose name, Shams-i 
Tabrizi, he also used as his 'pen-name' ( n i ~ b a ) . ~  

It is worth giving an example of a Patniri traditional point of view 
concerning Shams in order to determine the significance of the meaning 
applied to liis role in the local religious context, as explained in Mubiirak's 
works. The summary of a traditional legend about Shams, wliicli starts 
wit11 al-Halliij's execution, is as follows: when Mansiir al-Halliij unveiled 
his divinity (Alta a/-Haqq), he was hoisted up on a gibbet and executed 
the following morning. His body was burned and his ashes scattered into a 
river. However, as the story continues and slowly transforms into a myste- 
rious legend, tlie aslies swain through tlie oceans and rivers until it reached 
a stream (jliyblir) in a royal garden, fro111 which the king's daughter drank 
Some of the water containing the ashes and became pregnant with the 
future Shams.I0 The story then goes into more details about Sham's magical 
birth, resembling that of Jesus, his extraordinary knowledge during early 



childhood and his subsequent travels. In the end, it creates an imaginary 
Shams in the person of an Isml'ili Imam, Shams al-Din Muhammad, the 
contemporary of Shams-i Tabrizi and the son of the last ruler of Alamit, 
Rukn al-Din Khurshlh (d. 1257), who was overthrown by the Mongols. 
It should be noted that the obscure nature of Shams al-Din Muhammad's 
life, which was due to the Mongol massacre of the IsmB'itis and the fol- 
lowing chaotic milieu of the post-Alamiit period, is probably one of the 
reasons for the later emergence of such legendary stories among the com- 
munity. Although the historical irrelevance of the story is beyond doubt, 
it is still valuable in explaining the strong historical and doctrinal rela- 
tionships between Sufism and Isml'ilism, and their common perception 
of religion as the inner experience of human existence, as the meaning of 
life. Likewise, the image of Shams is symbolised as the manifestation of 
the human hope for which al-Halllj sacrificed himself and of the divine 
justice, which was established in the person of Shams. From the historical 
perspective, for the Ism8"iis oppressed and devastated by the Mongols, 
the appearance of Shams al-Din Muhammad was indeed a new hope as 
well as a manifestation of divine justice. 

Now, tracing the influence of Riimias Shams on MubBrak, it is important 
to consider the direct references and certain quotations in his major works, 
and then seek to explain the pretexts for them. In Kashf al-Salawril, when 
exsplaining the esoteric meaning of the SGra al-lkhliis (Q, 1 12: 3) concern- 
ing God's nature of being free from and giving birth to anyone, Mubgrak 
admits that the meaning of this SGra can be found in Riimi's MathnavT: 
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The meaning of the following, 
May be found in the Mathnavi: 
'He is not begotten', but full of light 
His 'non begetting' is God's 'non begotten'. 

Similarly, a reference is made to Riimi's idea of the sorrow of separation 
(bd@I') from the divine source and the desire for the return (bizga.~ht) to 
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it. In his RisLfla-yi Chihil Dunyi, Mubiirak quotes the prologue (the first 
two lines) of RUmi's Mathnavi in order to support his argument concern- 
ing the necessity for tlie recognition of the human soul's innermost long- 
ings and the importance of the soul's quest for its divine origin (asl)." 
In the following couplets addressing the 'inattentive' (ghtsjo reader, he 
stresses that tlie soul's existence between past and present (the moment 
of separation) is meaningless and illogical unless it is truly awakened 
and fully aware of its ultimate longings. Likewise, he wishes to persuade 
the reader to realise the inevitability of tlie soul's return on tlie one hand, 
and the unrepeatable nature of tlie human body on the other: 

(MSS 08, 16) 

What is your past and present, just existence 
You are neither logical nor meaningful. 
Ever since the rose-bud of your link was cut, 
Why do not you try to find your essence? 
Every kind is keen towards their equivalent, 
And make effort to follow their gender. 
You body will never resurrect again, 
Why do not you look for your soul? 

Developing the last point that each entity desires to return to and achieve 
llllity with its equivalent, lie supports his argu~iient by referring to another, 
colnparatively recent Dari-speaking poet and mystic of the eighteenth- 
century India11 subcontinent, Mirzii 'Abd al-Qiidir Bidil.Iz In an example 
of a drop, whicli returtis to a river and then finally constitutes an ocean, 
he asserts that eventi~ally everything returns to its origin: 
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A drop's return is to the sea, 
As Bidil explains in the following distich: 
"The sea is a drop which has reached the sea, 
Nobody except ourselves can reach us".I3 

Likewise, there are several other indirect references to Bidil in MubBrak's 
works, especially in Satan and Adam's Dispute (Mujidila-yi Iblis va 

Adam), where the traditional story about Satan's disobedience of God's 
command to adore (or pay tribute to) the newly created Adam is dis- 
cussed. By referring to Bidil, Mubarak aims to justifL his point about 
the importance of the vulnerable submission to and the extreme state of 
adoration before God. 

Mubarak also quotes HBfiz in the Chihil Dunyi, when discussing the 
traditional Pamiri Ismii'ili version of the story of the Prophet's ascent 
(Mirij) in which the divinity of 'Ah is the main subject. Here the main 
point of MubBrak's reference is the doctrinal significance of Hiifiz's 
expression concerning the mysterious nature of the divine secret (sirr-i 
Khudi). He attempts to justify the traditional IsmB'ili anthropocentric 
view of God in which the divine attributes are embedded in the persona 
of 'Ali. The following two distiches, the last of which belongs to Hiifi?, 
express the Prophet's perplexity about the true nature of the divine secret, 
which was unveiled to him upon his return from the Miriij by 'Ali: 

Whatever conversation that took place on the Ascent, 
He exclusively disclosed to the Prophet. 
There is a distich from H B f i z  that provides an explanation, 
0 ignorant one, remember to refer to it: 
"I am amazed at how the vintner knew the secret of God, 
That the gnostic sojourner revealed to none. 
An  unornamented treasure is being ornamented, 
Look prodigiously from the depths of your heart from whence it 
came". l 4  
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As far as Mubarak's indirect references to the great Sufi authorities are 
concerned, they are not simply used as supporting ideas, but also as mod- 
ified and developed points in their own right. For instance, al-HallTij's 
famous ecstatic expression 'I am tlie Truth' (Ana al-Haqq) is used as a 
prime example of one's strong sense of self-certainty and belief in one's 
inner extraordinary spiritual power: 
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You will certainly reach the destination of unity, 
If you take a step towards the path of love, 
Your ana '1 haqq will not withdraw from your tongue's submission, 
If you surely want to lose your head under the gibbet. 

It is evident here tliat the phrase ana al--haqq-at is derived from al- 
Hallftj's expression, but tlie added suffixes a t  (implied as 'yours') makes 
it literally read 'your ana a/--haqq', which symbolises tlie state of com- 
plete certainty in the chosen path. In other words, lie argues that the true 
lover of God must follow the example of MansOr, which involves being 
entirely certain of himself and firm in tlie chosen path of love despite any 
dangers on tlie journey. This kind of derivation is very common in Per- 
sian Sufi literatore, for instance the famous expression, rrir-i alast (the 
day of alast), standing for the day of divine-human primordial covenant, 
is derived from the aforementioned qur'ftnic passage Alastu bi Rabbikum 
(Am I not your Lord). 

Likewise, and even Inore metaphorically, Mubiirak elaborates on 
BistBmi's famous expressio~i tliat: "When tlie ego is gone, then God is 
His own mirror for me".I5 Describing love as a mirror, whose reflection 
is nothing but tlie soul, Mubiirak argues that the soul, however, is not 
entirely free from tlie ego, its opponent (raqib), which exists within that 
lnirror but on tlie opposite side, leading in the opposite direction: 
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Love is a mirror if one looks at it, 
One can see naught, but the image of the soul. 
1 fear, however, that the opponent holds two face to face mirrors, 
If you look straight, he stares backwards. 

In the previous chapter, I examined Mubiirak's spiritual state and 
addressed some issues concerning the role played by love in his poems. 
The question that presents itself at this point is what does love mean to 
MubBrak, and how does he explain this important subject of Sufi theoso- 
phy in his works? When examining his major works, especially Diviin-i 
Kufliyyiit, Tiilib al-Matlib and Hajat va Munijat, one can observe a gen- 
eral Sufi tendency towards the application of the term muhabbat or 'ishq 
(passionate love), which dominates Mubiirak's lexicon, in a multidimen- 
sional spectrum. 'Ishq, as a key word and essential theme of his poetry, 
is described in a triangular form of the three actors separate in role but 
unique in meaning: love itself ('ishq), the lover (Zshiq) and the beloved 
(ma'shiq). It is said that the non-Qur'Bnic term, 'ishq, which was first 
employed by a seventh-century Sufi from Basra, 'Abd al-Wiihid, to 
describe human-divine relationship, is derived from the Arabic word 
'ashaqa (Persian labiilab), a type of vine that by winding itself around 
the tree, dries it up, just as love does to the human body.I6 It is unsurpris- 
ing that MubBrak, like the other Islamic mystics, does not give an exact 
definition of love and agrees with them, especially Riimi, that the best 
way of knowing love is to have a personal experience of being in love." 
The love. to which he refers, is, of course, divine love, a love of the crea- 
ture for its creator and vice versa, which, contrary to human erotic love 
('ishq-i shahvani), whose ultimate point is the satisfaction of sexual lust, 
aims to become like the beloved. The divine lover desires his soul to flee 
into the Beloved's embrace (as it is said in the Qur'Bn: 'hasten ye then to 
God', 5 1 : 50) and be annihilated in His essence. 

The platonic idea of spiritual love or love of the soul (in Sympo.~ium), 
derived from human erotic love or love of the body, was well developed 
and applied in the context of Islamic mysticism and even went far beyond 
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that when tlie ninth-century female saint from Basra Rgbi'a al-Adawiyya 
(d. 801) for the first time made a distinction between the selfisli and self- 
less dimensions of spiritual love and gave priority to tlie latter as the only 
way to reach the court of the beloved without asking Him for anytliilig but 
love.Is MubFirak's definition of love also expresses tlie selfless desire for 
unity witli God, addressed as Love as well as tlie Beloved, disregarding 
tlie two essential dogmatic tlieological concepts of reward (paradise) and 
punishment (hell) promised to be fulfilled in tlie hereafter as the means of 
divine justice. Tlie following verses explain MubFirak's general didactic 
purpose in defining love's aim as the meaning of his spiritual quest: 
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Why do I need paradise witli its garden and gardener? 
I t  is enough, 0 Lord, when you have given me love! 

For it is only love tliat fulfils his desire and makes his spiritual quest 
so valuable. The lover's superior position is, however, burdened witli 
spiritual aspiration (niurijd), and MubFirak, in asking tlie aim (magsad) 
of one's wish, states tliat it is to find fidelity (wafi'): 
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What is the aim of the spiritual aspiration? Attaining devotion, 
And finding enternity algonside with the people ofjustice. 

Such lines are addressed to tlie believers who take tlie Qur'gn too liter- 
ally; for their desire has a physical connotation based on tlieir own intent, 
that is, to find paradise in the hereafter. On the contrary, MubHrak's aspi- 
ration, as lie himself thinks, goes beyond tliat; for him divine love is 
Inore than enough: 
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We seek naught, but the love of God, 
A step of our desire will not be wasted for nonsense. 

Addressing God as the mighty saviour of all those in need, Mublrak 
begs God to give him only His divine majestic love: 
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You are the redresser of the world's compassionate people, 
Grant me your divine love and it is enough for me. 

Long chains of similar admiring rhetorical verses are used to stress 
God's omnipotence and His divine love for which Mubarak was ready to 
exchange everything, including God's grace and kindness: 
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I have no goal save love, 
Naught but love and affection suit my temper and desire, 
If you bestow grace and kindness evenly, 
I shall not have anything, except your love and mercy. 

At the heart of MubBrak's concept of love lies a fundamental principle 
that underlies the significance of the realisation of being in love with and 
loved by the object of spiritual desire. He asserts that when in love, how- 
ever. the meaning of real love remains incomplete until it complies with 
the beloved's faithful response. In  short, the true essence of real love is 
embedded in the harmony between the state of being in love with and 
the state of being loved by the beloved. Concerning the nature of love, 
as it is manifested in the lover, he stresses that it is a divine gift (did-i 
buqq) implanted in the hearts of the chosen human beings through the 
wish (khwihish) and grace (IuCf) of God. It is God, who first falls in love 
with His creatures and then they fall in love with Him, as is articulated 
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in the QuraZin: He loves them, they love Him (554) or God guides to His 
light whom He pleases (24: 3 5): 
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Love's essence is beyond one's creativity, 
Unless it is entrusted by God. 
It is God's mercy to mediate, 
And enable one to become His follower. 

But the questio~i tliat arises at this point, and of course from the mysti- 
cal point of view, is how does the lover know tliat lie is loved by his 
beloved, who is invisible even to the eyes of the heart (chashm-i dil) in 
the first stage of spiritual discovery. MubZirak's answer to this question 
is that there are three abodes (manliril) of love's progression in tlie sec- 
ond phase (intoxication) of the three above discussed spiritual states 
(awareness, intoxication, and annihilation): attraction to (jazba), appre- 
ciat ion of and inclination towards (girGyish) tlie divine beauty (jawdl) 
wliich is the cause of love and the essence of God, wlio indeed "is beau- 
tiful and loves beauty"." It is tlirough divine inspiration (tabid) that 
one obtains knowledge in tlie true sense that the seeker of God becomes 
fully aware of and attracted to the core meaning of the divine revela- 
tion and tlirough tlie faculty of imagination (khayil) that this beauty 
appears to him/her. It, then, according to Mub~rak, leads tlie seeker to 
banish every attachment to physical beauty and appreciate the divine 
beauty and finally fall in love with it. When love captures tlie liearts of 
the seekers (tGIib6n) of God, wlio according to MubZirak are the true 
walkers (mardGn-i r ih)  on the straight path (sirit  al-wzistaqim), their 
status changes to the next, but higher level; that is, the status of lovers 
(martuba-yi 'cishiqdn), and they then embark on a long, irreversible 
(bi-brizgasht) voyage in order to determine the source of love, namely, 



God, in order to be adequate to and unify with Him. As is said in the 
Qur'iin: "Say if ye do love God, follow me and then God will love you" 
(3:3 1 ). Hence, Mubgrak affirms that God loves those whom have true 
knowledge of Him, appreciate His real beauty and exchange the tem- 
porary love of the material world for His eternal love. Before discuss- 
ing Mubiirak's definitions of the lover and the beloved and the ways 
of maintaining relationships between these two agents of love, it is 
important to comment on the nature of love itself from his theosophical 
and poetic-imaginative points of view, which sometimes goes beyond 
the doctrinal boundaries of the Ismg'ili as well as the Sufi orthodoxies. 
For instance, in referring to God as Love, which of course is not an 
innovation in Islamic mysticism, Mubiirak occasionally tries to draw 
attention to rather a reverse reading of this phrase, that is, 'Love as 
God'. Although there seems to be no great grammatical difference cre- 
ated by reversing the word order, it is obvious that the applied meaning 
in both cases has slightly different connotations regarding the context 
of a particular argument. As for the first argument, it is sufficient to 
quote Lings' definition of 'God as Love', which summarises almost all 
of the best definitions ever produced concerning this: 

When it is said that God is Love, the highest meaning this can have 
is that the Archetype of all the positive relationships-conjugal, 
parental, filial and fraternal-are indivisibly One in the Infinite 
Self-sufficing (as-Samad) Perfection of the Divine Essen~e.~' 

Here, the emphasis is on the word 'God' as the subject of the sentence 
as well as the main point of the argument. It is if someone had asked a 
complicated question in a very simple way: 'What or who is God?', and 
received a very subjective definition: God is Love. All the positive rela- 
tionships that this description defines linguistically tend to belong to the 
realm of the physical world from which ascetics like Mubiirak sought 
to divorce themselves. On the contrary, when Mubiirak says that Love 
is God, the stress, both grammatically and logically, is clearly shifted 
from 'God to 'love': 'God' is no longer the subject of the question, but 
rather the answer obtained or the definition derived from the word 'love'. 
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From the tlieological point of view, botli arguments tend to overlook 
tlie essence of God, wliich is beyond love and, in Ism~'iIi theology, even 
far beyond being and non-being. However, Mubarak, by changing tlie 
word order, not only stresses the importance of tlie subject-matter of 
his spiritual quest, tliat is, love, but also attempts to accolnlnodate the 
tlieological arguments concerning the divine essence and attributes. 
Mubarak understands tliat, when God is directly associated witli other 
beings, His divinity is restricted and His Oneness exhausted. Nonetlie- 
less, Mub2rak's point is tliat, since God is everywhere ("whitliersoever 
ye turn, tliere is the Face of God", Qur'gn, 2: 115) arid tlie source of 
everything, He accordingly is the source of love and affection. TIie afore- 
mentioned Qur'iinic verses and prophetic ahGdllh implicitly suggest tliat 
God loves and wants to be loved and, therefore, love in its very nature is 
an attribute of God, just like Mercy, Will, Power, Knowledge, Life and 
several other divine attributes. Hence, when it is said tliat love is God, it 
is Him wliom the lovers are really seeking. Love as one of God's most 
ilnportant attributes is the intermediate link between tlie two. It is the 
ollly way to reacli Him: 
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Except you, let tliere be no love and affection for us, 
Except your pure unity, let there be no cheek and face. 
You are my Lord, so bestow by tlie divine grace, 
On Mubiirak's soul naught, but love. 

Referring to God as the ollly aim of his spiritual quest in both worlds, 
Mubsrak believes that God's grace and mercy will reacli those who seek 
Hiin constantly wit11 weeping eyes: 
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You are the sought of the seeker in both worlds, 
Nothing, except you, is expected from the universe and place. 
If you want generosity and mercy to be bestowed upon you, 
Look with two weeping eyes towards Him. 

Now, while Mubgrak accepts that love is one of the attributes of God, 
he nonetheless wants to regard it as the most important divine attribute 
maintaining the world, as the essence of human existence and its ulti- 
mate destiny. Love is the cause of the creation, the creator and the deco- 
rator of all beauty, which the world possesses. Emphasising the famous 
aforementioned prophetic hadith that God created the world out of His 
love, Mubiirak says: 
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If there were no love, the image of the universe would not 
existed, 
Nor would there be time, continents, countries and cities. 
Existence was entirely completed in love, 
Which ornamented the image, colour and appearance of the 
universe. 

Since love is the decorator of all beauty and causes all the right and 
beautiful actions (ihcrin), it is definitely associated with men's morality 
(akhliq) and courtesy (adab) and, therefore, is regarded as the source 
of all goodness. Riimi even describes adab as the inner meaning of the 
entire qurD8nic verses: "Open your eyes and look at God's Word! Cour- 
tesy is the meaning of each and every verse of the Q~r'iin".~' It should be 
remembered that in Taji k-Persian literature, both religious and secular, 
the ideas of courtesy and righteousness have always been central to the 
poetic discourses and the art of literature is even called adahinit.  It 
is, therefore, unsurprising that the theme of love, even in the sense of 
sexual desire, has moral connotations. When Mubiirak defines love as 
men's meaningful destiny, he seeks to separate not only human beings 
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and animals that are closely related biologically, but also l~utnan beings 
themselves. He argues that those humans, wlio are unable to appreci- 
ate the beauty of love and cannot feel its real pain, are indeed animals, 
just with two legs (hapiin-i dupa). In the following quatrain, the entire 
essence of humanity is embodied in love as a sign of sagacity (fkisat): 
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If there is no love, then there would not be sagacity. 
A two-legged animal is short even with two hundred legs. 
Do not regard everybody in the line of righteousness, 
A human being is the one who seeks love and pain. 

In the next rubiici, MubHrak aims to persuade his readers about the neces- 
sity of walking in tlie path of love as one of tlie conditions of righteous- 
ness, but warns about its consequences, such as sadness and pain, with 
which not everyolie is able to cope. Sadness and pain will continue until 
the journey to the intermediate world of grave is completed and love 
flies to the abode of eternal happiness: love. 
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Walking in the pat11 of love is a rule of righteousness, 
Manifestation of love, however, is not easily guaranteed. 
When sadness and pain, anguish and lamentation arise, 
Then the trusty way of reunion with love is found. 

The idea of love in MobBrak's poetic imagination has a sylnbolic mean- 
ing, symbolising, as he believed, the ultimate truth rather than consti- 
tuting an exact representation of it. Describing love in metaphorical 
language, therefore, represents the fusion of his thoughts and feelings. 
It is tlie sensible way of seeing tlie unseen reality and its interpretation 
through spiritual lierme~ieutics. In the following quatrain, the analogies 



of 'love' and 'lover' are simply based on the observation of the real facts 
of the material world, the creatures, in which the creator makes itself 
known to the humans, but, quite apart from its value in helping to explain 
the true meaning of love, the didactic purpose of the quatrain is to stress 
the lover's importance as the main agent of love: 
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Love is like the moon and the corona is in love with it, 
Lightning is like love and the hail is in love with it. 
It is the wine house of unity, if you drink, 
Love is like wine and the cup is in love with it. 

In the next description, where love symbolises the soul and the lover 
stands for the body, an argument concerning the selfishness of human 
nature as a self-destructive factor is justified on the basis of the story 
of Adam's creation where Satan refused to bow to the newly created 
human being. One of the didactic purposes of this story is that Satan's 
arrogance did not allow him to appreciate the divine will of the soul's 
incarnation in the human body and consequently the 'leader of the 
angels' (wdr al-mali'ik) was expelled from God's court and banished 
forever. Here, Satan symbolises the actual state of the human ego (nafs), 
which is potentially capable of distracting love and creating a barrier to 
the soul's perfection: 
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Love is like the soul and the lover appears as its body, 
As they united together, Satan became jealous. 

Satan's jealousy of God's love for human beings deprived him of the 
realisation of his ultimate destiny and infected him with the passion and 
greed for the material world. This infection is so strong that even the 
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lovers of God in tlie first stage of love feel jealous when the beloved 
deliberately ignores them: 
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As love progressed into the world of the soul, 
The lover was in awe after eyeballing: 
"You took my heart, but amorous with others, 
It is not what the Prophet's revelation says. 
0 oppressor, be just in this matter!" 

In order to find an answer to his question, Mubarak engages in a dia- 
logue with the beloved and attempts to find alternative ways of main- 
taining the relationship with Him. He asserts that there is no better way 
to deprive one's own Satan and preserve God's love than to keep tlie 
heart constantly alert on the path of love: 
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I said: "what shall I do for love so that it does not leave my soul? 
He said: ''If you are not negligent, 
I f  tlie heart is constantly awake for love, 
Then it becomes a thread of the soul". 

111 addition to the previously discussed forms of spiritual meditation, 
such as remembrance (dhikr), supplementary prayer (du'd'), ritual prayer 
(nam&), fony days of extreme meditation (chilla-nishini) and devo- 
tional music (qa@'id-khwdni), he asserts that one of the most important 
techniques of keeping the heart constantly alert is to weep so that the 



lover's eyes can see nothing but the image of the Beloved perceived by 
the heart: 
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I said: "What is the remedy for the lovers?" 
He said: "to have wet eyes and wet eyes". 
I said: "How to walk in the path of the Beloved?" 
He said: "Walk as if your head were legs!" 

'Walking in the head' generally symbolises one's great effort and desire 
to achieve a pre-formed aim, despite any circumstances that may arise 
during the progression towards the target. In the mystical context, in 
terms of the state of complete commitment to the path of love, the lover, 
in order to reach the court of love, uses all of hislher physical and mental 
capacity to be worthy of the Beloved. 

Being worthy of the Beloved, however, demands far greater effort 
from the lover than simply crying. Mubsrak is convinced that, in order 
to test the sincerity of the love for the Beloved, the lover has to weep 
until blood emerges out of the eyes rather than tears: 
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I asked: "How can I increase my love for God?" 
He said: "Cry to Him, 
When an eye of blood pours forth from your heart, 
Then it is filled with affection". 

After being convinced by the solutions given in the self-articulated 
dialogue. he realises the symbolic significance of weeping as the original 
technique for the preservation and enhancement of the divine love in the 
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human heart since its physical birth. Crying, as the first sign of physical 
life in a newborn baby, is the first sign of the human soul's sorrow at the 
separation from its origin; it is the first sign of God's remembrance in 
the human heart. Mubarak, therefore, insists that weeping is one of tlie 
essential ways of easing the sorrow of separation and purifying the heart 
to receive nothing but God's love. Contrary to some Islamic mystics, 
like Khayyiim, who regard love as a silent process of human spiritual 
experience that need to be kept secretly in the Mubiirak argues 
tliat love has to be loudly wept over and expressed, and that silence is 
not the symbol of a lover: 
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If you have a desire for love, then clamour, 
Let flow tears from the river of your eyes! 
Silence is not the symbol of the lovers, 
Compose a book in the praise of the lovers. 
Love accepts naught, but groaning, 
If  you want the beloved's satisfaction, 
Then gain it with the heart. 
If you want to water His doorway, 
Let tears flow from each of your eye. 

It is wort11 recogl~ising tliat there is a dualism in Mubiirak's tllougllt~ 
regarding tlie role of tlie beloved, His names and attributes. On the one 
lland, it is tlie language and sytnbolisln of Sufism that enables Mubarak 
to express his deepest thouglits and emotions regarding the dearness of 
the beloved as well as his ow11 commitment to being a lover in the path 
to God. It is only tI1roug11 the poetic language of Sufism that the whole 
essence of the Almighty, as the essence of the universe, is describable 



and His extraordinary beauty, as the beloved, can be seen. On the other 
hand, it is the Ismii'ili anthropocentrism that provides Mubiirak with a 
concrete idea of the eternal manifestation of the divine light in the con- 
cept of the lmam of the time, where his object of love can perfectly be 
inserted. Before discussing this, however, it is important to emphasise 
that Ismii'ili theology alone, even with its esoteric concept of God, will 
not, in ideological terms, permit Mubgrak to go beyond what can pos- 
sibly be said about one's spiritual experience, and about the wholeness 
of the divine presence in one's heart. Sometimes MubLak talks to his 
beloved in a very romantic manner rather like he was flirting with a girl 
for amusement or pleasure. For instance, in the poetry explored below, 
he passionately describes how the first amorous look of the beloved sub- 
jugated his heart. For the beloved's graceful movement he offers not 
only his eyes as the footsteps, but also his life as a reward. 
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Walk gracefully and let me die for your coquetry, 
For the secret of your affection, let me die, 
In the tune with your ecstasy, let me died, 
So as you may say, 'he died for us'. 

Mubiirak employs several Arabo-Persian names well known in the Sufi 
context for the beloved (ma'shfiq), such as 'the King of the kings of 
love' (shiihan-shB-i 'ishq), soulmate (jrirajcin, ydr), friend (dtist), idol 
(mum),  joyful (shfikh), the possessor of the heart (dildzr) and sweet- 
heart (nigir). Nonetheless, from a different perspective, all of these 
symbolic nicknames tend to refer to the indirect but concrete object of 
his love, the lmam of the Time (Imdm-i Zamdn), of whose love he is 
very cautious of speaking directly. There are at least two main reasons 
for his caution about unveiling the true name of his beloved. Firstly, as 
MubHrak himself asserts, it is not customary for lovers to reveal the true 
name of their beloved publicly, preferring, rather, to recite His name 
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silently (khaf i). He, however, suggests that those lovers who are keen to 
determine the true 'deity of the world' (ma'bud-i jahin) should recog- 
nise the Imam referred to as 'the unity of time and age' (wddat-i 'ar-u 
zarnan) : 
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Negligence does not have any relation to the lover, 
And it is not appropriate to unveil the beloved. 
Remembrance has to be silent as God says in the Qur'in, 
So make it with each hair of your head. 
If you are a seeker of the deity of the world, 
Then look at the unity of age and time! 

Hence, while arguing for a veil to cover the beloved's face as a pre- 
cautionary means of observing the custom of lovers, at the same time, 
he does not hesitate to insist on one's effort to discover the ob-ject of 
love not only as an abstract mystery existing in the lovers' imagination, 
but also as a concrete reality embodied in the persona of the Imam of 
the Time. Secondly, the dichotomous nature of the Ism5lcili theology is 
based on the esoteric (balin) and exoteric (Mhir) principles that auto- 
lnatically deprives MubBrak of a direct reference to the Imam as the 
source of love as well as the beloved. According to the IsmB'ili exoteric 
principle, the Iniim-i Zaniiin, who is believed to be the direct descendant 
of the Prophet Muhammad through his cousin and son-in-law 'Ali, also 
referred to as 'our Lord' (Mawlini), is regarded as the preserver of the 
spiritual sense of the divine revelation. In IsmB'ili thought, humankind 
is always in need of a divinely guided individual drawn from their midst 
sod, therefore, there is always an Imam from the Prophet's family (ahl 
a/-bayt) available to provide his followers with a path to God and bridge 
the gap between the two. In the esoteric realm, however, the personality 
of the Imam is idealised and many attributes of God are embedded in 



him. Likewise, each lmam is regarded as the continuous chain of divine 
light that was embedded in 'AIi after the Prophet. In short, it is believed 
that each lmam is actually the 'Ali of his time ('Ali-yi Zamdn-i Khwish) 
in the spiritual realm, but in a different body. The Imam's physical death 
is literally interpreted as 'the changing of cloth' (jiima badal kardan). In 
some remote Ismi'ili communities, like Pamir, where the Imam 'physi- 
cally' (jismiini) had never visited until the last decade of the twentieth 
century, he was regarded as God Himself.23 This idea is clearly expressed 
in MubBrak's works, especially in the Chihil Dunyii, discussed in the 
next chapter. He not only indirectly refers to 'Ali as the manifestation 
of divine light, but also makes very strong and direct claims about 'Ali's 
divinity and transcendary power. There is a theoretical justification in the 
IsmicilT doctrines of its various historical periods for the love of lmam; 
it is sometimes described as one of the key duties of the believers. Like- 
wise, the lmam shows both paternal and maternal love towards his spiri- 
tual children. For instance, al-QBdi al-Nij'min, the famous Fitimid chief 
missionary (ddci al- ducdt) and chief judge (qd@ al-qudiit), in 'Code of 
Conduct for the Followers of Imam', while interpreting the following 
Qur'inic verse, "I do not ask for any remuneration excepting love for 
my kith and kin" (42: 23), asserts that the love of God means love for 
the Prophet's ah1 al-bayt and that "those who love the Imams should be 
sincere in their love towards them and should pay them their dues. It is 
the duty of the lover to love his beloved with ~inceri ty" .~~ 

Nonetheless, as argued throughout this study, MubBrak's love is far 
stronger and more spiritually passionate than the love that the lsrniicili 
teaching requires from a faithful believer (mi'min), who already knows 
hislher lmam in the realm of physical attributes, but aims to have a 
visionary spiritual meeting (dddr) with the lmam. For MubBrak, the 
Imam, as the realm of divine unity, is the source of love as well as the 
beloved. His love is a Sufi type of selfless devotion towards becoming 
like the beloved and being annihilated ( fund') in His divine essence. For 
lovers like him, who are merely concerned with the realm of spiritual 
dimensions. the quest for the true essence of the beloved does not end 
until the court of 'the King of the kings of love' (shdhan-shdh-i 'ishq) is 
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discovered and spiritual liappiness is attained. To achieve this, the lover 
has not only to get rid of his body, but also be ready to subdue his soul 
for 'the soul of the soul' (jGn-i jGn). He argues that the reason why some 
of the lovers of the Imam are confused by the dualist nature of the gihir- 
bitin principle is because they do not have the courage to maintain tlie 
balance between their words and their deeds: 
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The kingdom of the King of the kings of love is very high, 
If you want to reach Him, then get rid of your head and soul. 
But your eyes are confusingly misleading because of dualism, 
Your feet are slipping because of illusion and doubt. 
When you faithfully merge your tongue with your deeds, 
Then you will see both the gihir and the ba'tin. 

When the seekers reacli the supreme King of love, their hearts are 
cliarged with an extraordinary spiritual power (himmat) which allows 
them to experience love as tlie manifestation of the divine in the material 
realm. In other words, divine love gives the lovers, who are also known 
as 'the possessors of tlie lieart' (*bib dilGn) in Persian Sufi literature, a 
tlleophanic vision to see and feel beyond seeing and feeling, and gain an 
illtilnatio~i of tlie ultimate truth: 
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When the footstep dust of the beloved was applied as eye makeup 
All the hidden secrets were unveiled. 
The heart perceived him to an extent, 
That a look of the eye, such as the sight had never seen. 

The idea of being attracted to the divine beauty tlirougli the look of the 
heart involves a deeper imagination of tlie Beloved's response to the 



lover's attention. Sometimes it makes the lover lose patience and even 
the taste of love before the Beloved's response: 
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Ever since a bud blossomed from the cypress of your height, 
It caught my eyes and made the heart to cry. 
No matter how much my heart was burning for Him, 
His lips smiled not until I lost the taste. 

Let us now consider who initiated MubBrak to the Sufi path towards spiri- 
tual happiness, and ask how he regards the role of a guide in the way 
towards spiritual progress (suliik). An examination of his works reveals 
that he did not have a living or physically present guide in the sense of a 
Sufi pir or shaykh to initiate him into the mystical path of gnosis (macrifar) 
and love (muhabbat). It is true that there were several pirs important in 
Pamir during the time of MubBrak, as discussed in chapter 1 .  Nonetheless, 
thesepirs were IsmB'iA regional religious leaders, whose supreme obliga- 
tion was to teach the particular community (jamiicat) under their super- 
vision the basic principles of the lsmii'ili faith and interpret the Imam's 
instructions WrrncSlts), rather than to initiate them into the Sufi path. It 
is said that MubBrak, as a learned man of his time, was greatly respected 
among the local IsmP'iS pirs of WakhBn and ZebBk. He was the bright 
of their sessions (shornc-i rnah@l), yet as far as his personal quest for the 
ultimate truth was concerned, none of these pirs were directly associated 
with his Sufi tendency. Likewise, MubBrak never mentions any of them as 
guides in his Sufi spiritual progression. His concept of a spiritual guide. 
therefore, has a dichotomous meaning and application regarding the par- 
ticular religious context in which he existed. On the one hand, there was a 
physical pir (YBqiit Shah, and later his son, Shih-dda Lays from Zeb2kk) 
appointed by the Imam, of whom MubBrak, as an IsmBcili fellow, was a 
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murid (disciple). On the other hand, however, as a Sufi devotee, his source 
of spiritual inspiration (ilham) tended to be an obstruct plienomenon from 
his own world of spirituality: a mysterious (ghaybi) messenger resem- 
bling Kliidr, who updates his knowledge of God and through love, leads 
Mubsrak towards eternity. This perception of a guide resembles that of the 
Uvaysi Sufis, who unlike tlie other Sufi orders, do not have living guides 
and whose source of initiation are the spirits of the Prophet, any of tlie 
four rightly guided caliplis (al-khulafi al-rcshidin, i.e., Abubakr, 'Umar, 
'Uthmsn and 'Ali), a deceased Shaykh or Khidr.2S 111 tlie followi~ig rubGci, 
Mublrak, while addressing a novice, asserts that walking in the path of 
love without a guide is like walking on a dark night without a light; the 
ruby red colour of tlie beloved's lips, tlie source of life, would be dark if 
there is no Khidr to illuminate the world: 
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The garnet of the beloved's lips is the source of life, 
But the house of darkness is obscure at the night. 
I f  you want Khidr to show you the path to the beloved, 
Then purifj the mirror of your heart from the rusty dust. 

The purity of heart, which MubHrak defines as the condition for guidance, 
symbolises one's strong co~ii~nit~nent to and awareness of tlie chosen 
path. Khidr here, therefore, does not represent only a mystic Propllet, who 
appears from nowhere (ghayb) in order to guide a lost believer towards 
the right path, but also stands for one's own innermost consciousness, 
itself activated by tlie intellectual power (himmat) of tlie heart: 
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We search for the image of the beloved in the world, 
But we find the beloved's solitude instead. 



Except the heart and soul nothing is aware of oneself, 
The secret, therefore, lies between the heart and the soul. 

He always seeks guidance from his inner consciousness whenever there 
is a need for him to find an answer to a particular question concerning 
his spiritual quest. Sometimes, during his spiritual sessions, he engages 
in a faithful discourse not only with Khidr, but also even with the high- 
est power of the suprasensory world: God, the supreme guide and the 
source of guidance. He argues that one's own inner consciousness 
becomes aware of divine knowledge only through the grace and 
will (khwcisr) of God, whose lesson (sabaq) and guidance (hidciyar) then 
becomes more specific in the form of a divine revelation and through 
the divine light manifested in the Prophet Muhammad, 'AIi, and conse- 
quently in the never ending chain of the 1sm~'iIi Imams. In the exoteric 
realm, the lsmiifli Imams believed to be as the only legitimate guides, 
whose religious authority is authenticated through the Prophet Muham- 
mad as the messenger of the divine revelation, and 'Ali as 'the gate-way' 
of knowledge." In the following musrazcid, articulated in the form of 
an active expressive dialogue, Mubarak finds an answer to his question 
concerning the guidance from God, who directs him towards the Prophet 
as the true knower of the esoteric and exoteric qualities: 
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I said: "For the sake of union, how can I follow you?" 
He said: "be certain!" 
I said: "I am not able to accomplish it at this stage alone". 
He said: "Look for a guide!" 
1 said: "Who knows the attributes of Mhir and bitin?" 
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He said: "The Prophet, 
Nobody apart from him is qualified, 
He is the discoverer of the universe. 

Accordingly the Propliet is seen as the first discoverer and interpreter 
of both tlie exoteric and esoteric meanings of the divine revelation. Yet, 
the true master of tlie science of certainty (Mhib-i 'ilm-i yaqin) and tlie 
provider of tlie divinely graced knowledge (ta'yid) is 'AIT. In tlie Chi- 
hi1 Dunyii, referring to tlie Propliet and 'AIT by their most famous nick- 
names, Mustafa and Murtadii, Mubgrak attempts to demonstrate the 
superiority of 'Ali in the spiritual sense by describing hiin as the soul or 
tlie inner meaning of the religious life, and the Propliet as tlie body or 
symbol of tlie religious rules and customs. Likewise, the Prophet's role 
is restricted to being the knower of the divine secret while 'AIT's impor- 
tance is defined as the divine secret itself: 

(MSS 08,37) 

Murtadii is the soul and Mustafi is the body, 
Murtadii is the origin and Mustafi is the name. 
Mustafa knows the origin of the tradition, 
Murtadi is known, but only to God. 

It is 'AIT, who, Mubsrak believes, knows the secret of divine knowl- 
edge and shares it precisely with the two categories of the believers, 
namely the lovers ('iishiqiin) atid the gnostics ('iirijiiin), who are keen to 
recognise tlie true meaning of the divine revelation through ma'rijar and 
muhabbat. In the Chihil Dunyii 'Ali is described as the sinless (ma'szim) 
deity and is presented as tlie only true guide on the path to Truth (riih-i 
haqq) : 
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He is free from sin in any account you look for, 
He is the unique God without any doubt and suspicions. 
His science of ta'yid is the lovers' lesson, 
For they are the seekers of the path to Truth. 

Hence, it is true that the spirit or the light of 'Ali was the source of mysti- 
cal initiation and spiritual inspiration for Mubgrak. His concept of a guide 
tends to be very close to that of the Uvaysi Sufis, just as his main object 
of the divine inspiration theoretically resembles that of the numerous Sufi 
orders, whose chain of spiritual guides commences with the name of'Ali.?' 
Nonetheless, it would be wrong to dismiss some of the fundamental dif- 
ferences between his approach to the role and importance of a guide and 
that of either the Uvaysis or the 'Ali-oriented Sufi orders. As for the lat- 
ter, it is sufficient to note that, in addition to the fact that they have a very 
strong idea about the position of a living guide in the initiation of a novice 
to the path, there are two key elements in the IsmB'ili esoteric concept of a 
guide that distinguishes these two. Firstly, contrary to the IsmB'ili principle 
of guidance, strictly based on the premises of the Prophet's ah1 al-bay, 
any Sufi who possesses sufficient knowledge of the path and successfully 
passes through certain procedures of spiritual progression can be a mur- 
shid. Secondly, although many Shaykhs claim to connect their family line 
to some of the Prophet's relatives, companions and the Shfi Imams, the 
Ismi'ili idea of the continuous chain of guidance, based on the hereditav 
principles, has no doctrinal significance for them. 

In order to determine the technical difference between Mubarak's 
understanding of the initiation inspired by the spiritual presence of a 

certain guide and that of the Uvaysis, one has to make a clear distinction 
between the notions of a physically absent Imam and a deceased Shaykh, 
whose spirits apparently serve as the means of guidance. In both cases, 
the guide is not physically present to lead his novices, but unlike the 
Uvaysi Shaykh, Mubarak's guide is a living person. The Ismii'ili Imam is 
regarded by him as the manifestation of the divine light and the embodi- 
ment of the spirit of 'Ali in the realm of spirituality. Moreover, the differ- 
ence between MubHrak's spiritual guide and the Uvaysi murshid is that 
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the latter is supposed to lead his aspirant (murid) to tlie ultimate truth 
while the former, while leading to tlie truth, is himself regarded as tlie 

From tlie IsmBfili esoteric point of view, the Imam is believed to 
be tlie 'speaking' (nafiq) Qur'iin, whose significance even goes beyond 
the 'silent' (Mrnit) Qur'gn (i.e., tlie scripture). Accordingly, unlike tlie 
Sufi murshids, described as the passive receivers of the divine revela- 
tion, the Imam is regarded as the active master of tlie Qur'anic ta'wil 
(spiritual exegesis) and tlie true liolder of tlie divine secret.29 The Imam 
is described by Mubiirak as tlie source of true knowledge ('ilm al-yaqin) 
and tlie object of love; he is tlie knower (dGnG) as well as tlie beloved 
(ma'shuq), whose spiritual vision (didcr) lie attempts to gain. In  the fol- 
lowing ghazal, dedicated to one of tlie first two Imams of his time, Sliiili 
'Ali Sliiih (the first Aga Khan d. 188 I ) ,  Mubarak describes the Imam 
as source of knowledge, the treasure of religious mystery and tlie pole 
(qibla) of tlie men of art (hunar): 
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The manifestation of being and non-being, the custodian of the 
Tablet and the Pen, 
The point of secrets and comprehension is Shah Sayyid al-Hasan. 
The manifestation of the divine sea of certainty and the mine of 
religious mystery, 
The discoverer of the world of certainty is Shih Sayyid al-Hasan. 
The substance of the Sun and the Moon, the pole of men of art, 
The owner of the 'double edged sword'30 is Shah Sayyid al- 
Hasan. 

Thus, Mubiirak's concept of guidance is a two-dimensional mystical 
Perceptioli of discoverilig a decisive way for attaining spiritual liappi- 
lless, based on the Is~nii'ili esoteric principle of spiritual guidance, and 
ilnplemented in tlie Sufi manner of a quest for meaning. 
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1950), 23. 

25. For the concept of a guide in Uvaysi Sufism, see Johan G. J. Ter Haar, ''The 
Importance of the Spiritual Guide in the Naqshbandl Order" in The Heri- 
tage of Sujsm, ed. Leonard Lewisohn, vol. 2 (Oxford: One World, 19991, 
311-321. 

26. This refers to one of the famous Shfi versions of the Prophetic tradition, 
where Muhammad says: "I am the city of knowledge and 'Ali is its gate. 
I f  anyone wants to visit the city, he must first enter through the gate". See 
Kulayni, 135. 

27. According to the accounts of Nasr, almost all Sufi orders regard 'AIi as the 
first master of their path. See Sayyed Hosain Nasr, Islamic Spirituality: 
Manflestations (London: SCM Press LTD, 199 1 ). 

28. A!-TGsi in 'The Paradise of Submission' puts it as follows: "The devotees 
of the rightly guided mission (i.e., Ism87lis) consider him to be the truthful 
master (muhiqq). Truth without him is infidelity (kufr), and [to recognise the 
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truth] besides him is to ascribe partners to God (shirk)". See Badskhchani, 
119. 

29. This claim is usually justified on the bases of a Qur'anic passage ( 1  1 :27), 
which is believed to be addressed to the lmam of the Time: "And over 
every man of knowledge there is the one who knows". 

30. It is traditionally believed that 'Ali's sword, called ZulJiqir, was a double 
blade weapon of magic nature. 





The full name of the poem is Risdla-yi Chihil Dunyd (Treatise of tlie 
Forty Worlds), whose original version, together with the Qarrat al-Bahr, 
constitutes an otnliibus of the MSS.008 and is preserved in tlie private 
collection of Hasan Abdulatklionov from Yamg. Unsurprisingly, the trea- 
tise was copied several times and, tlierefore, manuscripts can be f ~ u n d  
in various private collections isn different parts of Badaklislian. I found 
three earlier copies of the manuscript, probably made by MubBrak's S ~ U -  

dents for tlieir personal use. Tliere is little difference between the origi- 
nal manuscript and the copies, except for variations in the calligrapliic 
styles and a few gram~natical errors that appear in the later editions. 
The subject of our examination, therefore, is the original work, wliicli 
was co~npiled in tlie lunar year of 1320 ( 1  890), as its concluding para- 
graph suggests. It is a relatively sliort treatise, consisting of 747 bayls 



(distiches)'. The language of the poem, although it employs a sophisticated 
Arabo-Persian vocabulary, is closely related to the Badakhshani dialect 
of the Tajik language with its specific vernacular form of story narra- 
tion in which the grammatical rules of standard Persian are sometimes 
challenged and several archaic words are employed. Doctrinally, never- 
theless, the poem is predominated by Sufi-IsmTi'ili terminology. In the 
expressive mood, the author addresses his message through three main 
speakers as the three essential points of view about this articulated dis- 
course: namely, himself as the narrator; the characters (the six law giv- 
ing prophets) from whose perspective the myth is told; and the main 
hero (i.e., 'Ali), who narrates the story in the first person. 

The treatise is a didactic narrative poem (distin) composed in a 
panegyric (madha) form, whose rhyme-pattern resembles that of the 
mathnavi(a a, b 6, c c, etc.). The subject matter of the poem is a historical 
person of Shfi significance: 'Ali b. Abi TTilib, whose spiritual function 
is commendably exaggerated beyond the human essence and capacity 
through allegorical depictions, but within the religious context of the 
historic development of Islam. As its stylistic features indicate, the poem 
is, thus. an argumentative religious discourse, in which the sanctity of 
'Ali as a primordial as well as perpetual divine figure is justified and his 
absolute religious authority is postulated on the bases of a general mono- 
theistic theological discourse. 

The text of the Chihil Dunyi is very well organised in the sense of the 
structural division of its chapters and their thematic implications that 
logically suit the arguments provided. It consists of six subchapters, 
referred to as 'testimonies' (shahidat), numbered from one to six respec- 
tively. four chapters and two concluding parts (qism) each of 
which deals with a specific topic but flows as a continuation of previ- 
ous ideas. By dividing the poem into three different categories. Mublrak 
draws a fundamental distinction between the importance of the conveyed 
messages and the styles of the literary expressions. For instance, the 
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language of tlie first part, containing tlie testimonies of the six prophets 
with resolutions (anbiyii'-i ul-u al-'azm) or the masters of divine rev- 
elation (Mhib-i wahy), is a demonstrative monologue, in which each 
speaker testifies to the main argument proposed by tlie author. Thus, the 
six eminent prophets give personal evidence to authenticate the sanctity 
of 'Ali as tlie King of Sainthood (Shiih-i Wiliiyat). As was mentioned 
in chapter 1 ,  the tenn wiliiyat, which is derived from the Arabic word 
wali, has various terminological implications in this work. I n  tlie first 
five subchapters and tlie chapters, tlie discourse is mainly focused on 
tlie esoteric (batini) dimensions of the subject and tends to represent 
"the divine kingdom of 'AIi" in which he is the king (shah). In other 
words, tlie literal translation of the word wiliiyat, whose root is tlie verb 
waliya (to govern), perfectly matches MubBrak's application of it as the 
spiritual kingdom of 'AIi. Nevertheless, in the prologue to subcliapter 6 
and the remaining chapters with an exoteric (ZLfhir) agenda, the term 
stands for tlie ShT'i concept of the lmamate (Imdmat) as the second (after 
nubuwwat or prophethood) and eternal phase of the cycle of occultation 
(dmr al-satr) in the religious universe ('alanz-i din). Here, therefore, 
the terminological application of the term wiliiyat is based on tlie Chihil 
Dunyii 's perspective. Tlie chapters are mostly composed in tlie form of 
allegorical tales in which an expressive discourse is centred on a single 
theme-the ascent (Miriij) of the Prophet Muhammad to the mysterious 
f o q  worlds. The verbal communication in the final part of the treatise, 
nevertheless, is evocative, as the author aims to persuade tlie reader of 
the righteousness of his articulated arguments; that is, the significance of 
the lmamate as an eternal institution of human guidance. These points 
will be discussed later, but for now it suffices to present a list of contents 
as they occur in the poem: 

1 .  Tlie first testimony (Adam) on tlie kingdom of 'Ali (1 7 distiches) 
2. The second testimony (Noah) on the kingdom of 'Ali (8  distiches) 
3. The third testimony (Abrahatn)on tlie kingdom ofrAli(l 3 distiches) 
4. Tlie fourth testimony (Moses) on tlie kingdom of'Ali(1 2 distiches) 
5. Tlie fifth testimony (Jesus) on the kingdom of 'Ali (36 distiches) 



6. The sixth testimony (Muhammad) on the kingdom of 'Ali (92 dis- 
tic hes) 

7. Chapter 1 : on the revelation brought by Gabriel from the Almighty 
Lord to the Prophet, may peace be upon his mentioning, and the 
Prophet's journey towards the mountain of Qiif through the per- 
mission and blessing of God and the company of Shah-i Wiliiyat, 
and discovering the advantages of the forty worlds with the help 
and power of the 'Ali of the time, the most remembered one 
(7 1 distiches). 

8. Chapter 2: on the response of the Prophet, may God's peace be 
upon him and his family, to the ring [of 'Ali], and completing a 
thousand-year journey instantaneously, and the Prophet's meeting 
with S&h-i Wilifyat over there (1 56 distiches). 

9. Chapter 3: Shah-i Wiliiyat unveils the mysteries of the other thirty 
nine worlds to the Prophet, and the Prophet's wondering around 
those worlds (1 44 distiches). 

10. Chapter 4: Shah-i Wiliyat commands the wind to take the Prophet 
back to his state (maqam), and the Prophet, upon his return, deliv- 
ers the ring to Fgtima al-Fgtir and dreams about Shah-i Wiliiyat 
(89 distiches). 

1 1 .  The Prophet (nabi) said: "If the world were devoid of an Imam, 
even for a moment, it would perish with all its inhabitants" 
(7 distiches). 

12. The Prophet said: "Whoever dies without recognising the Imam of 
the Time, his death will be that of an ignorant one and the place 
of the ignorant is hell" ( 1 02 distiches).* 

As far as the allusion to the Chihil Dunyii is concerned, one can observe 
three types of direct and indirect references in the work, each of which 
aim to support Mubiirak's argumentative discourse. These are the Qur'gn 
(3  direct quotations), the ShTi version of the prophetic tradition (4 famous 
a k d t h )  the Sufi authorities (Rumi, Hlfiz and Bidil), and indigenous 
Pam iri stories, which are discussed in the following chapters. 
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Although the Chihil Dunyif is composed in a mystical spirit and touches 
upon several Sufi themes, it is tlie Pamiri religious dimensioli of 
IsmTiCilism that is most clearly illuminated through tlie form and contelit 
of this treatise. At tlie lieart of this dimension lies the common IsmBCili 
esoteric doctrine of the six days of the creation of the religious universe 
('darn al-din), manifested in tlie six periods of the cycle of occulta- 
tion (dawr al-satr) on earth, represented by tlie six law-giving propli- 
ets, namely Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus and Muliammad, and 
its completion on the seventh day (i.e., the day of resurrection) by the 
Imam of the Resurrection (Qa'im al-QiyGmat). MubTirak proposes, how- 
ever, that 'Ali, as the symbol of Imamate, is not merely the representa- 
tive of the seventh day, but also the core substance (jawhar) of the entire 
cycle of prophecy and the celestial man of the preceding cycle of tlie 
epiphany (dawr al-kashf) in heaven. Likewise, he stresses tlie esoteric 
significance of the Imamate (Imamat) as the eternal period in the reli- 
gious universe tliat was concealed in tlie temporary phase of the prophet- 
hood (nubuwwat) until tlie time of Muliammad and unveiled after tlie his 
death. Although each of the six eminent prophets testified to the sanctity 
of x i ,  it was Muliammad who, through his ascent (Mi'rij) to the forty 
worlds, realised the true essence of 'AIi as the symbol of the divine secret. 
This argument explains MubBrak's didactic purpose in assembling the 
Chihil Dunyii as a Panj-Taniliandbook and persuading the reader to con- 
ceive the esoteric meaning of tlie Prophet's ascent as well as the superi- 
ority of 'Ali in the realm of spirituality. 

A cohesive examination of tlie Chihil Dunya indicates tliat four 
major themes emerge in the poem tliat do not in any sense violate its 
wholeness as a treatise. Initially, then, the work is a long treatise, that 
is, a relatively lengthy poem on a specialised subject with narrative 
elements characterised by considerable unity and compression in all 
of its parts, namely tlie theme, plot, structure, character, settings and 
mood. The discourses that are elaborated around tlie four main themes 
provide tlie titles of the following subcliapters of this study. 



4.4. THE TESTIMONIES OF THE SIX EMINENT PROPHETS 

The framework for the discussion in the six subchapters of the poem is 
mainly built upon the general Islamic understanding of the Abrahamic 
religious discourse, in which the idea of the origination, continuation and 
completion of the divine revelation is approached from a mystical angle. 
Nevertheless, the content of the discussion has quite a different connota- 
tion to the Pamiri IsmBcili agenda that deploys the general framework for 
the particular sectarian purpose: the elaboration of a polemic discourse 
concerning the divinity of 'Ali. Each of the six eminent prophets testifies 
to the unity of the divine unique manifested in the person of 'AIi as the 
light (nzir) or the spirit (jiin) of God, preserved in the paradise until the 
creation of the human being in the form (jism) of Adam, as well as one 
of the most sacred divine names (niim) first taught to Adam. Mublrak 
argues that it was the divine light of 'Ali, the Lord (Mawlii) that made 
Adam manifest himself (padid iivard) in human form, and that it was 
because of this light that the angels paid tribute to him. Importantly, the 
word mawlii in the Ismlcili context mainly is applied either to 'Ali b. A M  
Tllib or the other Imams and, therefore, throughout the Chihil Duny4 
this term is applied respectively: 

There was a light of Mawli's Wiliiyat, 
From which the Pure Adam emerged. 
Bowing to that light became obligatory, 
When the angels first saw and followed it. 

Theorising the traditional approach to the issue of creation, Mublrak 
firstly emphasises the light of 'Ali, sometimes referred to as the light of 
Abi Tllib13 as the source of spiritual illumination that is, paradoxicallyl 
exchanged with the common Islamic idea of the light of ~uhammad 
as the first creature of God.4 Although Muhammad, as the messenger 
of God (rasulull~h), as described in the shahiidah ("There is no God, 
but Allah. and Muhammad is His messenger"), does play a significant 
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role in bringing down (nuzul) tlle divine revelation (wahy), a function 
which also contradicts the mainstream idea concerning Gabriel being 
a mediator between God and the Prophet, and delivering (rasanidan) 
it to h~rnankind,~ liis position has secondary importance, after 'AIT, in 
Pamiri religious discourse in general and in the Chihil DunyG in particu- 
lar. This will be further discussed in relation to the Night Ascent's (Shab- 
i M X j )  denouement and the second Miriij of the Prophet Muhammad. 
For now, let it suffice to discuss Mubarak's point concerning tlle light 
of 'A17 as the symbol of submission to the divine power (qudrat-i ilihi) 
and to the institution that implements it: the Imamate. In the following 
verses quoted by Mubarak from, as he believes, the gnostics ('iirrfin), 
he attempts to justify his argument concerning the reason for the angels' 
submission to Adam: 

The angels' bow to the mortal Adam became mandatory, 
For the light of 'Ali b. Abi Tiilib manifested in his forehead. 
If the Wiliiyat did not possess the shining rays of unity, 
Why would the proud angels bow their heads to this body? 

Secondly, he briefly mentions the process of mystical emanation in which 
there is God, whose light causes the creation or more correctly appear- 
ance (padid h a d a n )  of Adam as a symbol of the physical world or the 
commencing point in the aforementioned six days of creation of the 
religious universe ('dam-i din) during the cycle of occultation (dawr al- 
~ a t r ) . ~  The light itself, however, as the essence (zit) of God, is described 
as beyond creation or existence. This is because, lie claims, these factors 
are inapplicable to tlie divine essence, but depend solely upon the divine 
will (khw~hish) and command (amr); that is, in tlie words of the Qur'gn: 
66 our command is but a single [act] like the twinkling of an eye" (54:SO). 
Nevertheless, as Mubarak argues, there are six levels of emanation from 
the appearance to the perfection of the religious universe represented in 
the six eminent prophets until its completion in the time of the Imamate. 



Proceeding to this, it should be noted that although Adam, in the 
context of the Chihil Dunyii, is not specified as any of the three known 
Adams in Ismii'ili gnosis, namely, the first prophet of the cycle of 
nubuwwat, Adam the Pure (Adam-i gfi Alliih), the universal primor- 
dial Adam (Kdam al-awwal al-kulli), and the spiritual Adam (Adam-i 
Ruwhiini) or the angel of humanity, rather, it generally refers to Adam as 
the first prophet as well as the first human being created by God out of 
divine love and for the purpose of divine recognition.' In his testimony 
(shahiidat), therefore, Adam, as the first apostle of God, demonstrates 
his ( I )  knowledge (diinish) of the divine names (asmii') among which 
'Ali (lit. the highest) is the most significant; (2) recognition (shiniikht) of 
the uniqueness of Mawlii (Lord) and Mawliinii ('our Lord' or 'Ali); and 
(3) submission (i.tiCut) to the divinity of the divine name ['Ali]. Mubarak 
applies these three points in Adam's testimony throughout his work. 
According to traditional accounts, each of the six eminent prophets were 
qualified in a particular area of divine names. Adam, for instance, was 
most distinguished in knowing them. Mubarak claims that, of the ninety- 
nine names of God, the most beautiful (zibi) and the most real (haqqinq 
is that of 'Ali. Thus, Adam first learned this name from the Almighty and 
testified to its primordial essence (ziit-i qadlm): 

I swear to the wise God of eternity, 
That the origin of 'Ali is pure and primordial. 

Although Mubarak does not explicitly refer to any source for his mysti- 
cal inspiration. one can see the implicit application of some ~h7iohiifith 
as the key point of his argument because 'Ali is believed to have said: 
"We are the most beautiful names of God and his majestic attributes. 
I am the supreme name and superlative attribute of God, hypostatised 
and individualised.. . l had known God before the creation of the heavens 
and earth".8 

The second crucial argument in the Chihil Dunyii and a core prin- 
ciple of lsm8'ili doctrine to which Adam testifies is the recognition of 
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the divine lordship of 'All as the Mawlii (the Lord) or Mwliinii (lit. 'Our 
lord') of mankind. Of course, in the Islamic context, the application of 
the term mawlii, derived from the Arabic verb walii (to govern or to be 
near to), has various connotations depending on the particular histori- 
cal, religious and cultural  circumstance^.^ The Isml'ilis, however, deploy 
these terms only to refer their Imams, whose line commences with tlie 
name of 'Ali. In the Chihil Dunyii, the term is more explicitly applied as 
the name of God and, theoretically, it is justified by certain passages from 
the Qur'iin and the sayings of the Propl~et.'~ Adam's testimony, therefore, 
is fundamentally important to Mubiirak's debate on the divinity of 'A17 in 
the realm of spirituality, since tlie creation of the physical world. 

Now, when Mubiirak clarifies Adam's knowledge of the most significant 
name of God and his recognition of Mwlct as the true lord of humankind, 
lie is attempting to enact a doctrinal foundation of submission to the divin- 
ity of that divine name. As explored above, the only reason for Mubiirak 
to offer the angels' bow to the newly created Adam was the manifestation 
of the light of 'Ali that they saw in him, a divine light, wl~icli caused not 
only Adam's creation, but also itself became the superlative essence of 
humanity." He, therefore, argues that, since the time of Adam, this light 
has existed transcendently in all the prophets (in the realm of @hir) until 
the end of the period of the nubuwwat was sealed by Muhammad, and 
eternally exists in the Imams (in the realm of biitin). Hence, what Mubiirak 
attempts to establish is that the divine light, as the sign of the divine pres- 
ence in human form, was incanlated in Adam and then passed on to Noah 
and that, after him, the light was encircled in the other prophets as it was 
simultaneously in the 1 smii'ili The constant manifestation of God 
was, therefore, inevitable in the Hhiri (exoteric) and the bitini (esoteric) 
realms of the religious universe, as represented by the prophets and tlie 
Imams. In others words, the parallel representation of the divine light 
in both realms, which by themselves are two of the ninety-nine names 
of Allah (a l - ah i r  and a[-Biitin), is a sign of the eternity of the divine 
light, being constantly enhanced by the transformation from one body to 
another. Thus, Mubiirak's argument implies that sub~nission to God is 
meant to be a submission to the divinity of the divine name, that is, 



Mawli or Mawlini, which, in the Isml'ili context, is applied to the Imams 
from the family of the Prophet Muhammad through his cousin and son- 
in-law, 'Ali. 

Submission is also a key element in Noah's testimony in which, con- 
trary to Adam's testimony, the main character acts as the main speaker 
of the subchapter. The significance of the issue of submission in his tes- 
timony is probably justified by the fact that, in the general Islamic con- 
text, Noah and his ship symbolise human obedience to the divine will. 
The ultimate consequence of this obedience is the salvation of the soul. 
Noah, who is usually referred to as 'the apostle of God' (Nabi-u Allih), 
accepts the divinity of the kingdom of 'Ali and, like Adam, testifies to its 
primordial essence, while, in addition, he affirms the uniqueness of 'Ali's 
omnipotence (kardgir) and His mercifulness: 

Your omnipotence is unique and primordial, 
Your choice is mercy and compassion. 

In the testimony of Abraham, 'the friend of God' (Khalil-u Allih), 
Mubirak, for the first time in the poem explicitly mentions the importance 
of what is understood in the Ism8'ili context as spiritual hermeneutics 
(ta'win, one of the prophetic qualifications of Abraham. As mentioned 
earlier, each of the six prophets was qualified in a particular aspect of 
the divine names; accordingly, Abraham was aware of the inner mean- 
ings of the divine names and their interpretations. Abraham's testimony, 
therefore, is doctrinally significant because of the idea of spirituality, 
which is associated with his name in the Qur'in and in the Muslim tradi- 
tion." This is the basic point upon which Mublrak tries to build his argu- 
ment concerning the implied names of God in the realm of spirituality. 
What, according to Mubirak, Abraham has witnessed-from 'the veil of 
concealment'-was the existence of the kingdom (wiliyat) of the king 
(shrih) of the spiritual world, on whom human souls depend, and who 
himself is the necessary being (wrijib al-mawjfid) because of the so~l's 
dependence. Abraham, thus, witnessed ' AIi's being as the mysteries of 
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the heart (asrrir-i dil) and its secrets (riiz), which can be disclosed only 
through the science of the lieart ('ilm al-quliib) and by the processors 
of the heart (Shib-diliin). Hence, the application of these previously dis- 
cussed Sufi terms slowly harmonised with Isma'ili ideas, and tliis fusion 
constantly dominated the process of discourse in the poem. In the follow- 
ing verses, Abraham confirms his service to the divine kingdom of 'tlie 
wise and pure' lord and the secrets of the human heart: 

Abraham is among your few devotees, 
0 you are the Pure and Wise patron! 
You accept, 0 Lord, our indigence and begging, 
0 you are the secret of the heart and its mystery! 

Apart from the clearly intended allegory, however, one must acknowl- 
edge the liistorical-as viewed from the Abrahamic religious perspective- 
implication of Abraham's testimony in the poem and his role as the 
father of all monotheistic religions (Judaism, Christianity and Islam) as 
it is understood in the context of Islam. It is claimed that the chief impact 
of Abraham's death was tlie division of his religion between the lineages 
of his sons Isaac (IshBq) and Ishmael (IsmHTI), who became tlie forefa- 
thers of the later Jews, Christians and Muslims respectively. Likewise, 
Isaac and Ishmael are regarded as tlie representatives of God's revelation 
in tlie realms of Mhir and britin as well as tlie breaking points in the 
religion of Abraham. Although Mubarak admits that the unbelievers, the 
Zoroastrians, tlie associators (n~ushriktin)'~ and tlie Christians (farsd), 
cannot accept tlie wildyat of 'Ali, he insists that tliey are all under the 
ulnbrella (or protections) of tliis kingdom and that tliey are all the ances- 
tors (aslaJu sdifin) of the Muslims. Likewise, it sliould be noted that, 
tllroughout the poem, Mubarak seeks to preserve his positive reputation 
for being tolerant towards other religions, as was discussed in chapter I .  
He is keen to leave room for inter-religious discussions, and accepts tlie 
diverse ways of approaching and understanding God, who, lie believes, 



is one and has sent many messages but with a unique purpose: to guide 
human beings to His light through His various prophets who constantly 
seek His unity. A quotation from the poem will suffice to illustrate this 
last point: 

Each prophet whom he had guided, 
Sought the light revealed in the Wiliyat. 

As shown by these analyses, many illusions in the poem about wiliiyat 
are derived from and addressed to the general Muslim traditional belief 
in the pre-Islamic historical development of a monotheistic religion that 
later took on a more precise form (i.e., Islam) under Muhammad. Yet 
the origin of religion (ad-i fin), according to MubBrak, was Moses, the 
first prophet, who acquired the knowledge of the divine kingdom of 'Ali 
through the divine revelation (wahy-i ilihi) in the form of a divine book 
(Torah)! The fourth testimony in the poem, therefore, discusses Moses' 
admiration of 'Ali's divinity within the frame of the traditional story 
about Moses' receipt of the divine revelation on the mountain of Tgr. Its 
argument, however, is confined to the Isma'ili traditional legend, in which 
Moses prayed to God: his munijit, consequently, turned into a dialogue 
(muniiara) with the 'occult voice' (iviz-i ghaybi) of 'Ali. In the poem, 
Moses is the speaker as well as the main addresser of the discourse. 
There are three main points in Moses' testimony that Mubarak deploys to 
formulate his whole statement concerning the essence of Muhammad's 
M i r i j  (ascent). The impact of the M i r i j  on Muhammad's further under- 
standing of the divine essence-as argued in the poem-will be discussed 
in the next two subchapters. But for now it suffices to discuss the three 
main points in Moses' testimony in order to trace Mubarak's argument 
on the Mirij: ( 1 )  each concealed voice heard by the prophets was that 
of 'Ali; (2) everything is reckoned in a manifested Imam; and (3) 'All 
is the chosen (mujtabi') name by and for God to be recognised by all9 
the privileged as well as the common people (khispu 'iimm). What is 
paradoxical about the first point is that it slightly softens Gabriel's role 
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as mediator between God and the prophets during the transmission of 
the divine revelation, as is believed in the general Islamic context, and 
implies a monistic idea to 'AIi's essence by combining in him both the 
roles of the creator (khiliq) and the direct speaker of the divine revela- 
tion. Mubiirak, thus, suggests tliat for Moses-being tlie first receiver of 
the divine book-there was no mediator, but the direct imperative call 
(nidcf') of 'Ali, whose face Moses was not allowed to see: 

"You will not see me" was the Lord's call, 
Who revealed the divine revelation from the occult. 
Whatever voice he heard from the occult, 
Was, undoubtedly, the voice of 'Ali. 

It would be wrong to assume, however, that Mubsrak totally ignores 
Gabriel's role in transmitting (tanzil) God's revelation. Rather, lie 
sopliisticatedly employs the religious status of this mystical character to 
convey his message to tlie liearts and minds of the faithful readers. This 
argument is clearly expressed in Muhammad's testimony, to wliich we 
will return later. What lie attempts to argue, then, is that Gabriel, like the 
aforementioned mystical prophet Khidr, is one of tlie vocal but unseen 
attributes (srfit) of 'Ali, tlirougli wliotn lie speaks to tlie prophets. In 
other words, Mubiirak sticks to one of tlie Qur'lnic verses most quoted 
and accordingly reinterpreted by tlie Shi'is, especially by tlie Isml"ilis, 
on the basis of wliich they usually justify their core doctrinal principle 
concerning the divine nature of tlie Imams: "We reckoned all things in 
a manifested Imam" (36: 12). Mubiirak, therefore, argues tliat Moses as 
'the possessor of the divine book' (Kalcfrn-u A l l i h ~ l i i s  most honoured 
nickname in the Islamic context-was the first to realise and accept tlie 
unity of the divine through 'Ali's occult voice (iviz-i ghoybi) and 'tlie 
manifest' (cfshkir) divine book (Torah). Here Mubarak makes an interest- 
ing theological point of a qiyirnat?7 nature, claiming that 'the occult voice' 
will remain hidden and the books (i.e., all monotheistic revelations) will 



serve as instructions (dastiir) for the believers until the cessation of the 
period of the nubuwwat and the commencement of the eternal period of 
the Imamate, during which 'every thing' (kull-u shay'in) will be reck- 
oned in a manifest Imam (Imam-i mubin). 

In the fifth testimony presented on behalf of Jesus Christ, Mubirak 
explicitly elaborates on the esoteric (bitin) aspect of the issue, especially 
the creative role of 'Ali as the holy spirit (ruh al-qudus), whose 'blessed 
breath' (dam)I8 caused 'the spirit of God' (Riih-u Alliih), the most popu- 
lar title of Jesus in the Islamic context, to manifest himself in the form of 
a human being in the physical world by being born of Mary: 
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When Jesus was born of Mary, 
With the breath of Murtadi in this world, 
He said: "You are the beginning and the end, 
You are the bitin and the qihir". 

Thus, as seen at the outset of the fifth testimony, the core contribution of 
Jesus Christ to Mubfirak's argument on the sanctity of 'Ali's kingdom 
(wilwat) is to strengthen its esoteric agenda by providing a historical jus- 
tification. In other words, the mysterious personality of Jesus Christ, who 
is even described in Christian mysticism as 'fully god and fully man', 
logically suits Mubfirak's point in highlighting 'Ali's role in the Pamiri 
Ism87 li tradition as the divine supreme authority (in the realm of batin) as 
well as a human being, the first Shfi Imam from the family of the Prophet 
Muhammad (in the realm of Mhir). Likewise, according to the l s m ~ ~ ~ i  
doctrine of the Alamut period, Jesus Christ is regarded as the possessor of 
esoteric exegesis ( t a ' ~ i l l ) . ~ ~  

Before considering the testimony of Jesus Christ, a word of caution 
should be issued concerning the Chihil Dunyii's perception of this fig- 
ure, which, in some respects, differs from that of the general Islamic view 
of him as one of the eminent prophets of It is true that Mubarak. 
implicitly referring to the Qur'ln (3:39),22 admits that the status of Jesus 
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in the physical world is similar to that of Adam; in the following verse 
speaking on behalf of Jesus, he says: 

Hundred and thousands like me grow forth from the hearth, 
Wherever you wished to lay your footprint. 

Nevertheless, the core of liis argument, in even sharper contrast with the 
Christian doctrine of Jesus as the Son of God, inclines towards the recog- 
nition of Jesus Christ beyond his status as a prophet. He is regarded as the 
spirit and tlie physical manifestation of God in the hearth until his return 
to the origin, that is, God.24 Yet some allusions in the poem to tlie divin- 
ity of Jesus Christ are mainly derived from the traditional Ismii'ili ~nonist 
belief of hama ;st (all is he) according to which, in the realm of biitin, al I 
of tlie prophets and Imams are the same, that is 'AIi of their times, but in 
the realm of Hhir or tlie physical world, they act in accordalice with their 
human names and times ( n h - u  zamiin). Furthermore, it is claimed by 
several Ismii'ili qiyiimati writers, especially in tlie Kaliim-i Pir, that there 
is no difference between God, the prophet and Imam and that, in reality, 
there is only one divine substance that appears to be three in the eyes of 
the ignorant: 

Allah, Muhammad and 'Ali are one and the same substance, 
Though to those whose vision is imperfect they appear as three. 

For Mubiirak, who also bases liis argument on the traditional accounts, 
'Ali--either explicitly (jali)  or implicitly (khaf i b i s  the sign (raniz) of 
the manifestation of that divine unity in the form of divine light (nlir). 
Accordingly, this transcendent light has been shining in tlie world of 
religion since tlie time of the prophethood to the time of the Imamate: 



Know that, since Adam until this time, 
The king of religion has been the manifestation of unity. 
Each time there is the light of him to manifest, 
From the illuminating face to the Imamate. 

Here, the king of religion (Shah-i dln), 'Ali, is described as the sign of 
divine unity that has been manifesting itself in the prophets and the Imams 
(i.e., the lsmiifh Imams) since the time of the prophet Adam. Constant light 
has been transmitting from 'Ah to each prophet who came after Adam, 
until it illuminated the face of the Imamate. Hence, Mubsrak believes that 
'Ali, as the transcendent divine light, is the essence of the religious world 
('darn-i din), the core substance (jawhar) of its motion (gardish) and 
the principle of its existence (rnawjudijyat). In other words, 'Ali (Imifm-i 
Zarniin) is the manifestation of both the divine (lahut) and human (nisut) 
natures of God. All the prophets and the Imams, therefore, possessing that 
divine light, are the representatives of God in the physical world through 
whom God makes himself known to humans, and through whom God 
expects to be ~ o r s h i p p e d . ~ ~  Accordingly, Jesus, as a manifestation of divine 
unity, was the Man of God of his time who possessed the light of 'Ali and 
his extraordinary power (qudrat). Derived from a famous biblical story, 
where Jesus Christ brings a deceased person to life, the following argument 
concerning Jesus' source of divine supremacy and the secrets behind his 
miracles is put forward as the central point of the sixth testimony: 

My pride is the breath of ' AIi, 
Otherwise a dead would not be brought to life, 
His breath is kept in my soul. 
I give the water of life and he is the cupbearer! 

In the fifth testimony, Mubgrak, for the first time in the treatise, creates 
a polemic argument against those who deny the divinity (ilihiyyat) of 
'Ah and regard him as a human being. Through Jesus' words, he tries to 
explain how, in the realm of the physical world, the divine substance had 
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a name and was regarded as the son of Abi Tiilib, but that, in fact, he is 
tlie creator (ii,arinanda-gar) of the world and the key-possessor of the 
world's affairs (kalid-i qtifl-i kirdgiir). One may assume that Mubiirak's 
presentation of this polemic argument in the testimony of Jesus is closely 
linked to Jesus Christ himself, who, according to the Christian doctrine, 
was the Son of God, but, for tlie followers of the Old Testament, appeared 
as Jesus of Nazareth and tlie son of Mary. Furthermore, Mubiirak argues 
that, if the recognition of 'AIi is limited only to the realm of his physical 
attributes such as 'tlie commander of faithful' (amir al-mzi'minin) in the 
religious sense and 'tlie lion of God' (shir-i khudi) in the military sense, 
then tlie true divine knowledge (ta'yid) is not obtained and so, conse- 
quently, it is a symptom of infidelity (kup): 

If anybody regards 'Ali as a human being, 
He would truly remain an infidel. 
Because his essence is primordial, 
He is the pure and intelligent patron. 

The conclusion of the fifth testimony is the ilnportance of the recogni- 
tion (shinikht) of God tlirougli the science ('ilm) of ta'yid, whose pos- 
session, according to Mu biirak, identifies one's fidelity and opens one's 
eyes to actually see tlie vision of God. For Mubiirak, tlie master of this 
science and tlie sign of the unity of tlie divine unique is 'AIi and the 
pupils of the ta'yid are, of course, tlie lovers ('ishiqin) and tlie gnostics 
('irfin), who, tlirougli love ('ishq) and blessed knowledge (nla'rijat), 
perceive tlie true vision of tlie beloved. 

The vision of God (didzr) is ultimately tlie main gaol of Mubarak's spir- 
itual quest for salvation and the highest stage of his mystical imagina- 
tion, explored in tlie sixth testimony where tlie Prophet Muhammad is 



represented as the last witness to testify on the divinity of 'AIi. Unlike 
the testimonies of the preceding prophets, where the evidence is based 
on what the prophets heard and learned from the 'occult voice' (iviiz-i 
ghaybi), Muhammad's testimony is firmly supported by the visual sub- 
stantiations of his own spiritual experience obtained during his Night 
Journey (Isri') and Ascension (Mi'rij). The myth about the Prophet's out- 
ward journey, which is believed to have happened on either the twenty- 
seventh night of Rajab or the seventeenth night of Rabr' al-Awwal in the 
year before the Hijra, for centuries has been a popular genre in Islamic 
mystical literature, especially in Persian poetry.27 Mubarak also employs 
this theme to justify his argument concerning the manifestation of the 
divine sign to the Prophet Muhammad, although from a different per- 
spective. Firstly, his recounting of the Mi'rij is rather a consequence of 
the Prophet's spiritual experience in heaven than an actual case of the 
M i r i j  narrated in the traditional Muslim stories. Secondly, he narrates a 
new story about another ascent of the Prophet, which we may refer to as 
the second Mirij ,  but, this time, it was to the mysterious Forty Worlds 
(Chihil Dunyi), as the title suggests. Here, not only has the Prophet's 
itinerary changed (from Masjid al-Harim to Masjid ~ I - A q s i ) , ~ ~  but also 
the vehicle of his ascent has changed from al-Buriq (a heavenly mount) 
to the angel Gabriel himself.29 The issue of the Prophet's journey to the 
Forty Worlds will be discussed further in the next subchapter. For now, 
let it suffice to examine the denouement of the Prophet's first Mi'rij and 
its doctrinal significance for the Panj-Tani faith, as viewed in the sixth 
testimony. 

The commencement of the sixth testimony has the didactic purpose 
of conveying a message of doctrinal importance to the faithful readers 
where. in the realm of physical attributes, 'Ali b. Abi THlib is presented 
as the first sign of the Imamate's unveiling during the prophethood of 
Muhammad. The fact that the issue of the imamate after the death of 
the Prophet became a key point in the Shri, especially the lsm8'ili, doc- 
trine of religious leadership is what Mubarak uses as the substructure for 
his argument to further elaborate on the inner side of the Imamate. For 
he believes the Imamate is deeply rooted in the divine essence of 'Ali. 
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as was discovered and recognised by the Propliet Muhammad after his 
return from the Miri j .  The belief that 'Ali unveiled himself and revealed 
the mysteries of the divine secrets in tlie time of and to Muhammad is 
a well-known concept of the Ism8'ili esoteric agenda, especially in the 
qiylimati l i t e r a t ~ r e . ~ ~  What Mublrak does here, however, is to systema- 
tise the idea into a framework of the traditional indigenous narrative by 
providing it with a sustainable doctrinal background. 

The testimony is articulated in the form of a story narration, in which 
each episode develops because of its preceding involvement with the 
tliree main characters, tlie Prophet, 'All, Gabriel and the author. The unity 
of tlie testimony's episodic structure may well be segregated into three 
stages in the Prophet's post-Ascent spiritual state: ( 1 )  the Prophet's return 
to reality and perplexity about his unreal experience; (2) tlie angel Gabriel 
and the awakening of the Prophet's inner consciousness; and (3) the depri- 
vation of his illusion and submission to the divinity of 'Ali. As mentioned 
earlier, the themes of Isrii' and Miriij, as traditionally narrated and dis- 
cussed in tlie Islamic context, are not the concerns of tlie sixth testimony, 
but the author's purpose in raising them initially is merely to support the 
key argument of his entire treatise; that is, to prove the divine essence of 
'Ali in every possible way. For this reason, the testimony begins by stress- 
ing the significance of the Imamate's unveiling at the commence~nent of 
Muliammad's proplietliood to the name of 'Ali, as it is perceived in the 
realm of its religious universe ('dam-i din) and its pliysical reality. This 
reality alone, however, as the author argues, was insufficient to convince 
the Propliet about the essence of 'Ah and tlie importance of the i~istitution 
of the Imamate. He, thus, needed to be shown the signs of divine truth 
in the Isrii' and Miriij through liis personal spiritual experience. This is 
what Mubarak focuses on in the testimony; he, then, exclusively concen- 
trates on Mulia~nmad's post-Ascent state, the first of which is the state 
of perplexity (hayraf) that occ~lrred immediately upon his return to the 
earth. His perplexity tended to be caused by the outcome of his initial 
expectation of the Miriij, which was to be shown tlie signs of the divin- 
ity, as promised in the Qur'gn." Instead, in heaven, he saw a familiar 
face: the face of liis own cousin and son-in-law with whom lie interacted 



almost every day and who first received and cheered him after the ascent. 
Furthermore, the Prophet is surprisingly impressed when he hears the 
whole story of his Isrii' and Mtriij from 'Ali. Here, MubBrak quotes a 
verse from Hlfiz, in which he questions how it is possible that the mys- 
tery of the divine secret, known only by a spiritually progressed (silik) 
gnostic ('iirif), could be known to a wine seller (bGda-f~rush).~~ Wine, in 
general Sufi thought, usually symbolises divine love and ecstasy, and the 
wine seller or cupbearer (siiqi) the guide. Although one cannot dismiss 
the possibility of different interpretations of this question in particular 
and the whole ghazal of Hiifiz in general, the reason for Mublrak's cita- 
tion of it appears hidden by the very nature of his mystical discourse 
about 'Ali's divinity. As he argues, not only the ignorant (jiihio refused to 
accept the divinity of 'Ali, but even the Prophet Muhammad himself was 
unaware of it before his second Mirij .  It, therefore, stands to reason that 
MubBrak, attempting to conceptualise his argument by an authority like 
Hiifiz, metaphorically uses the verse in which Muhammad, in his view, 
represents a spiritually progressed silik and 'Ali, on the other hand, a 
wine seller, until the Prophet decides to discover the ultimate truth behind 
'Ali's essence. Hence, the first question the Prophet himself asks regard- 
ing God is whose face he saw when entering the divine presence and, if it 
was that of God, then why is it the same as the face of 'Ali?33 

He said: "0 Lord, who is that person, 
The one I saw in the glorious heaven? 
I am seeing him again in this location, 
My heart starts to palpitate". 

Through questioning the essence of the one whom he saw in either 
location. the next stage in the Prophet's personal spiritual experience 
begins. This is the stage of awareness in which his will to determine 
the true mystery behind the divine secret is activated. The main epi- 
sodes occur consequentially in the world of Muhammad's imagination, 
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where the angel Gabriel symbolises and gradually awakens his inner 
consciousness. Here, while talking to 'AIi soon after the MiCrGj, the 
Prophet is provided wit11 the answers he could not obtain from the world 
of physical reality. In  a dialogue between Muhammad and Gabriel, two 
important questions arise: How could 'Ali be a man and God at the 
same time? And how does he differ from the angel Gabriel? In order to 
answer the first question, Mubsrak uses the argument that 'AIi' is fully 
a man in the realm of Mhir (or in Shari'at) and fully God in the realm 
of ba@n (or haqiqat) while elaborating a dialogue between tlie Prophet 
and the angel-mediator. Gabriel, therefore, provides Muhammad with 
an explanation in order to overcome his confusion about the essence 
of 'A li. 

One of the given explanations is that God is not an unimaginable dis- 
tant mystery, but very close to human piety, who possesses a human 
form in the realm of the material world in order to be accessible to and 
directly addressable by human beings. Thus, a reference is made to the 
Qur'iin and the haditW4, where the two are remarkably integrated as the 
two evidential parts of a verse: 

"Say thou, I am a man like you", 
Is written in the book of revelation. 
He resembles the Wise Person; 
He is the Absolute Creator and the Lord. 
This is what "man is created, 
In the unique image of God" means. 

Thus, this verse suggests tliat the recognition of God in liuman form, 
as 'Ali, is justified by the Qur'sn and hadith, and is a sign of the divine 
manifestation in tlie physical world. In one respect, 'Ali's divinity was 
a mystery of God tliat was first explicitly unveiled and demonstrated 
to the Propl~et Muhammad in both heaven (during tlie Mi'raj) and then 



on earth (in Mecca). On the other hand, however, it is argued that the 
manifestation of God in the person of 'Ali was the only possible way in 
which the Prophet Muhammad could perceive the beauty of the divine 
form; otherwise, the image of God is beyond description. Hence, when 
the angel Gabriel denies the Prophet's illusion about the divine image, 
he seeks to convince Muhammad that the image that he saw in heaven 
and on earth was divine beauty manifested in human form: 

The one, whose beauty the eye perceived, was 'Ali. 
You clearly saw that 'Ali is full of majesty and glory. 

The question now arises: why did the Prophet need to be shown the mys- 
tery of the divine secret in the form of his own cousin and son-in-law, 
'Ali? To answer this question, one should bear in mind one of MubBrak's 
clear doctrinal arguments in this treatise, that, justifying the significance 
of the Imamate, a divinely established institution of the human guide, 
which historically commenced with the name of 'Ali. MubBrak, therefore, 
provides Gabriel with another alibi to present to the Prophet Muhammad 
in order to convince him about the superiority of 'AIi. The Prophet is 
made aware of the fact that, following his death, the chain of religious 
guidance will continue through the genetic line (nasl-i dhurrI)Iat) of 'Ali. 
The angel also counsels the Prophet that his role as a Warner (mundhir)" 
of God's instructions (dasturrir) will cease and that divine guidance will 
directly flow from the family (kunyar) of 'Ali until the day of the resur- 
rection (rrir-i qiyrimat). Furthermore, it is recommended that ~uhammad 
should pass this message on to his community, as this was the key condi- 
tion to the completion of his prophetic mission." This statement, thus. is 
intended to provide a very obvious, but strong justification of the general 
Shfi doctrinal argument concerning the inevitability of the end of the 
prophethood as an intermediate God-human link and the continuation 
of divine guidance through the Imamate, which will then bridge the gap 
between divine-human relationships. 
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Now, while the Prophet is altered in terms of the ending of the 
nubuwwat as well as his position as the seal of the prophets (khatam 
al-anbi~i'),~' Gabriel proceeds to inform Muhammad that his own 
duty, as the mediator between God and the Prophet, in bringing down 
(nuzul) the divine revelation (wahy), will also cease with the explicit 
emergence of 'Ali's Imamate. To solve this complicated issue, Mubiirak 
deploys the aforementioned monistic doctrine of 'All is Him' (hama- 
ust) to argue for Gabriel's retirement. Before exploring this argument, 
which explains the uniqueness of Gabriel and 'Ah's essence, however, 
it is worth clarifying two points which Mubiirak makes in order to dif- 
ferentiate between 'Ali and Gabriel as well as highlight their similarity. 
Firstly, in the sense of creation, it is suggested that Gabriel is the ideal 
architect (sunc) on whose symbolically chosen palm of clay (musht-i 
khGk) the human body was initially created, and 'AIT signifies the true 
power of creation. Secondly, it appears that Gabriel, as a bodiless 
angel of divine power, evoking the sense of the Prophet's imagination, 
stands for the power of the soul (qudrat-i j in)  and its will (irida) to 
receive, understand and transmit tlie divine message indirectly during 
the cycle of occultation (dawr al-satr) represented by the six propliets 
with authority. For, in this cycle, the nubuwwat is originally intended 
to be a temporarily testing period in the world of religion ('dam-i din). 
Yet 'Ali, as tlie physical manifestation of God on earth, represents the 
harmony between tlie power of the body (qudraf-i fan) and tlie power of 
the soul (qudrat-i jcin), which directly endows the community of Mus- 
lims (urnmar) with the divine presence as well as guidance during the 
external period of the Imamate. It is, therefore, evident in this light that 
Gabriel in tlie poem is tlie means of God-Prophet communication but 
in a restricted form (vocal) and a temporal sense (during the nubuwwat 
ollly), while 'AIi, on the other hand, as the symbol of the Imamate, is the 
direct, unlimited and eternal God-human link which does not require a 
mediator to establish divine-human relationships. Gabriel for Mubgrak 
is 'Ali  but the verbal representation of divine speech. And vice versa 
'Ali is Gabriel but the physical manifestation of divine guidance; as the 



aim of the divine revelation is to guide human beings on the straight 
path (Sirat al-mustaqim). The amalgamation of Gabriel and 'Ali's func- 
tions is a logical way of harmonising the divine unity. Thus, one can 
easily see that Mubarak emphasises the importance of the transforma- 
tion of divine revelation. He highlights the Ism8'ili doctrinal fact that, 
with the end of the period of the nubuwwat, there will be no further 
need for Gabriel to act as the agent of divine revelation and guidance 
and that everything will be reckoned in the Imam of the Time (Imam-i 
Zaman). Along the following lines, in the poem, the angel attempts to 
convince the Prophet that, if he wants to believe, then there is no reason 
to make a distinction between himself and 'Ali: 

He was for me and I will be for him, 
If you do not take me wrongly, then I am him. 
The one who is and will always remain, 
Is him, currently present in front of you. 

When the inner consciousness of the Prophet is awakened, he has returned 
from the angelic realm to the realm of reality to see 'Ali and confess his 
unawareness. Here one can clearly observe Mublrak's strict emphasis on 
the superiority of 'Ali to all other beings, even to the Prophet as depicted 
in in the local Isml'ili context; an argument that contradicts almost evety 
ascension story, in which the superiority of the Prophet Muhammad is 
the first major theme.lR The last stage in Muhammad's post-ascension 
spiritual state. therefore. is the stage of repentance (tawba); he admits his 
ignorance about and submissions to the divinity of 'AIT in the physical 
realm. The denouement of the last episode is altruistically remarkable in 
Muhammad's testimony. In one respect, it is an episode of a panegyric 
nature. in which the importance of Muhammad's position as the Prophet 
of Allah as well as 'Ali's father-in-law is intentionally reduced during 
his conversation with 'Ali'. Employing the first word (Ii) and the last 
phrases (ilh ANih) of the first part of the shahidat ('there is no God, but 
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Allah7), the author refers the Prophet as la-a symbol of the negation of 
any other God, but 'Ah. 011 the other hand, he is described as notliing in 
comparison with God: 

He gracefully strode towards His Highness, the King, 
Like lii he headed for but Alliih. 

The Prophet declares 'Ali as the sun of the world of the soul (iifiiib-i 
'dm-i jin), the creator of the creatures (khiiliq al-khaliiq) and the bless- 
ing giving maintainer (riiziq al-razziiq). In other respects, neverthe- 
less, this argument implies the moral conviction that true knowledge is 
capable of reducing selfish human attributes like egoism and arrogance 
regardless of one's social position. 

The most remarkable point in Muliammad's confession, nevertlie- 
less, is the Prophet's desire to know and discover the secrets of divine 
mystery, its surprises ('aji'ib) and peculiarities (gharii'ib). He asks 
'Ali to unveil both to and through him to the community of the Muslims 
the secrets of God and the means of His true guidance. This stage in the 
Prophet's spiritual state can be regarded as a short break between the 
first, traditionally perceived Isri' and Miriij, and second, described by 
Mubirak as the Prophet's journey to and discovery of the Chihil-Dunyii, 
ascents of Muhammad. 

The Prophet's journey to the Chihil-Dunyii and discovery of its forty 
worlds, each of wliicl~ represents a secret (sirr) of the divine mystcry, is 
what Mubirak passionately calls the true moment (lahp) of divine inspi- 
ration (ilhim), leading one to imagine oneself in the divine presence. It is 
a moment in wliicli the Prophet finally finds God in human form, a very 
familiar (iishnii) form to identify, but startlingly hard to understand. In 
this connection, when Mubarak speaks of the 'true moment7, he probably 
refers to one of the famous prophetic ahiidith,39 mostly quoted by the 



Sufis where the idea of time (waqt) is used to accommodate the duration 
of the divine presence within oneself and one's spiritual power to be able 
to live in and gain inspiration from that moment. Such a moment for the 
Prophet, MubBrak maintains, occurred during his journey to the Chihil- 
Dunyi and his meeting with its inhabitants, the Chihil Tanin (forty men). 
Before discussing this, it is essential to present a brief etymological 
account of the number forty, its applications and religious significance 
in the local Pamiri context, and, consequently, to determine the reasons 
behind MubBrak's use of it. 

The Number Forty 
Numbers have long been held as sacred among almost all civilisations 
throughout the world; they stand for various elements in the nature and 
culture of human existence and constitute a system of values for par- 
ticular societies. In the context of mysticism, each number has its own 
attributes and applied meaning that is almost universal in the Judaic, 
Christian and Islamic religious traditions. The number forty, which 
sometimes signifies 'preparation and completion'," is a very special 
omnipresent number in the sacred scriptures as well as popular cultures 
of the Abrahamic religions. For instance, it is believed that Moses spent 
forty days in the wilderness before God appeared to him in a cave on 
Mount Horeb. Forty was the number of days that Jesus was tempted 
in the desert by Satan, and it was the number of hours that his body 
remained in the tomb before his resurrection. Likewise, it is held that 
Buddha sat under the bodhi tree for forty days to attain enlightenment. 
Lastly, in the cycle of the prophets. forty was the number of days dur- 
ing which Muhammad undertook khilvat (retreat or chilla in Persian) 
to the mountain of Hira to receive divine revelation at the age of fort)'. 
Chilla. as a prophetic tradition, then, became a mandatory example for 
Islamic mystics to undergo a retreat of forty days, including meditation 
and prayers. in order to obtain spiritual f~lfilment.~' Thus, the number 
forty is clowly associated with the ideas of the preparation. purification. 
maturity and completion of the human soul and its growth to the stage of 
the true understanding of the divine essence. 
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In relation to the Pamiri 1sm~'ilT tradition, there are several cases in 
which tlie general Islamic symbolism of the number forty is applied in 
various contexts. Firstly, forty is distinguished as an intellectually sound 
stage (sinn-i kamal-i khirad) in human life in which tlie human brain is 
believed to function to its full capacity in making rational decisions. I n  
addition to the example of Muhammad's age of prophecy, the best exam- 
ple in the local context is that of Niisir-i Khusraw, thepir of Badakhshan, 
who at the age of forty converted to Ismii7lism or, as traditionally held, 
was guided in his dream to choose 'the right faith', that is tlie faith of 
'the rightly guided summons7 (al-da'wat al-hiidiyya). Likewise, Mubiirak 
himself, as discussed in chapter 2, determined and chose the path of mys- 
ticism at tlie age of forty. Secondly, forty as the duration of the afore- 
mentioned spiritual retreat (chilla-nishini) is seriously taken to be the 
period of asceticism in which one loses one's selfish soul (nafs) and 
obtains the vision (dfdir) of God. It should be noted that the performance 
of the chilla-nishini demands that one obeys certain technical rules and 
regulations, which strongly depend on one's physical and spiritual capac- 
ity to cope with them. For instance, one has to have sufficient knowl- 
edge (ma'rifar) of religious science and devotional love (muhbbat) for 
the creator and deny the physical aspect of hislher life in terms of self- 
indulgence. Moreover, it is recommended to perform the chilla during the 
forty cold days of the winter, which is also called the chilla, and to eat 
very little. This is probably to ascertain whether the seeker of God is truly 
ready to sacrifice hislher physical health for the sake of the creator or is 
just pretending. In order to test the seeker's moral and psychical strength, 
the chilla must be taken in a mountain cave far from human inhabitance, 
so that nothing can scare (e.g., jinn) or stand between (human internup- 
tions) the seeker and the Sought. Hence, it is believed that, if the rules are 
strictly followed, the seeker's meditation and prayers will be accepted on 
the fortieth day and God's vision will be achieved. 

Thirdly, the number forty is connected to the Persian calendar which 
has its particularities in the Pamiri context. Above all, it specifies the 
length of days in the four seasons of the year characterised by each 
season's normal weather conditions (i.e., temperature, humidity and 



dehydration) and agricultural possibilities. For instance, chilla-yizimistin 
(the forty days of winter), is regarded the coldest period of the year, in 
which the cold may cause human death. The winter chilla is divided 
into the chilla-yi kaliin (the great chilla, December 2 1-January 30), and 
the chilla-yi khurd (the little chilla), which is the continuation of the 
chilla-yi kaliin and twenty days shorter than the former, as its name sug- 
gests. On the other hand, chilla-yi tGbistGn (the forty days of summer, 
June 21-July 26) is the hottest period in Pamir.42 In addition, the tradi- 
tional Pamiri calendar employs the term chi1 (a short form of chihil) in 
relation to the spring, by stressing forty days (chill-i bahiir) as the most 
convincing period in which to commence the agricultural works, which 
starts with the Persian New Year, Navriz. 

Fourthly, the number forty is associated with the name of several 
shrines and even entire villages in the region, especially in the Wakhiin 
valley, where it stands for a special group of hidden saints consisting of 
forty men (Chihil-Taniin), whose 'footsteps' (qadamgfih) are symboli- 
cally enshrined in the villages of Dirch, Chil-Taq and Vnukut (here the 
shrine is called chil-murid, i.e., 'forty disciples'). Although all the afore- 
mentioned cases of the employment of the number forty are essential 
in determining Mubarak's inspiration in creating a supersensory chain 
of 'the forty worlds', the last case tends to have a huge influence on his 
creative imagination. For Mubiirak, the Chihil-Taniin are, after all, the 
inhabitants of 'the forty worlds', the worlds of divine secrets, to which 
the Prophet Muhammad is taken on a magical tour. Who, then, are the 
Chihil-Taniin, and where are 'the forty worlds' located? Before answer- 
ing this question, in the case of Mubiirak, it is necessary to examine the 
issue in the broad context of Islamic mysticism in order set in its d o h -  
nal context. 

AS far as the Persian term chihil-tan is concerned, there is no wide 
doctrinal employment of it in the broad context of Islamic mysticism. 
Nevertheless, forty as the number of the special category of the hidden 
Islamic saints. sometimes referred to as 'hidden men' (rijfil al-ghayb), 
is categorically mentioned in the Islamic mystic literature. For instance. 
al-Hakim al-Tirmizi (d.912). who is regarded as one the earliest Muslim 
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thinkers to employ the term wali in relation to the concept of friendship 
with God, in his Khiitm al- Wiliiyah (The Seal of Sanctity), asserts that 
there is a special category of saints called abdiil (substitutes) alhong tlie 
4000 'hidden saints' in the court of God.43 In Persian mystical tradi- 
tion, al-Tirmizi's idea was later developed by 'Ali b. 'Uthmgn al-Hujwiri 
(d.1072) in his famous Kashf al-Mahjub, in which he describes the hid- 
den saints as the superior (najib) or the (divinely) chosen category of 
saints who live among ordinary people and solve their earthly prob- 
l e m ~ . ~ ~  Thus, the believers merely need to seek help from the rijiil 
al-ghayb by performing a special process of meditation which involves 
the recitation of certain prayers (du'ii') and silent dhikr; well-focused 
concentration at the entire process is strongly required.45 The famous 
medieval Sufi authority and biographer 'Abd al-Rahrngn Jgmi (d. 1492), 
in his Nafahiit al-uns rnin Hadrat al-Quds, further elaborates on the 
issue. While examining the 4000 saints, lie distinguisl~es the forty abdiil 
as one of the most important groups among the sixth special categories 
of the hidden saints (1 qutb, 3 atqiya, 4 awtiid, 7 abriir, 40 abdiil and 
300 akhyiir). He argues that all forty of the abdiil live among humans, 
but their presence is not physically observed or even noticed.46 Hence, 
in the general context of Islamic mysticism, the Chihil-Taniin or Rijdl 
al-Ghayb, as a very special group, blessed wit11 the divine power of the 
hidden (ghaybl) saints, is assumed to constitute the court of God and to 
act as his special agents among ordinary people as the angel-guardians 
to help and protect God's faithful. 

The myth about the Chihil-Taniin, as the angel-guardians, is signifi- 
cantly strong in the popular imagination of the Central Asian Muslims; 
it constitutes the core principle of popular religious belief in the hidden 
saints and their miraculoi~s power to be in the right time and place for 
those in need. It  is remarkable that all of the Turkic and Persian etlinic 
groups of the ma-jor Sunni and ~ninor Shfi backgrounds have a similar 
belief in and perception of the Chihil-Taniin. They even use tlie com- 
mon Persian term chil-fan (a shorter version of chihil-tan) to refer to 
the hidden saints. An introductory study to tliis area was done by the 
Russian scliolar, Andreyev, who visited different parts of tlie region in 



the earlier twentieth century. Although Andreyev's article is short and 
restricted in content, it provides an important account, of particular eth- 
nographic value, about this popular belief among the inhabitants of Mus- 
lim Central Asia.47 According to his observations, in some valleys of the 
region, such as Mastchiih (in modern Tajikistan), the Chihil-Tanin are 
described as the assistants of Khidr, the eternal living mystic prophet, 
who is believed to be everywhere at all times to help those in trouble. 
For the Tatars, the Chihil-Tanin, also known as the ghayb-yirin (the 
hidden friends), are the guides of those lost in the desert. The Kyrgyz, 
regarding the Chihil- Tanin as one person resembling Khidr, ironically 
double the number conveyed by this term (due to the language differ- 
ence) and call them qirq shil-tan; namely, 'forty (qirq) forty men' who 
are the friends of the faithful. In contrast to the positive image of the 
Chihil-Tanin however, there are some places in the region where they 
have a negative image. For instance, in the Yakhsu valley of the Eastern 
Bukhiira, they are referred to as the chil-tan-qaraqchi (the forty thief 
men), who claimed to steal infants in order to replace their deceased 
family members. Although, in the general view, the Chihil-Tanin are not 
regarded as 'thieves', this hypothesis is a common belief about how they 
make up their numbers and maintain it at forty. 

One of the interesting stories that Andreev quotes in his article con- 
cerns the origin of the Chihil-Tanin, which is common to Central Asia. 
He recorded it in the Chandaran village (in Hindukush) of ~fghanistan.'" 
I was told a similar myth about the emergence of the Chihil-Tan8n in 
the Dirch village of Wakhiin, which is associated with a shrine (in the 
form of a sycamore tree, chinir) referred to as chil-tan-i bwurgvir (the 
sacred forty men). The myth relates how the Chihil-Tanrin were first 
born as humans. in a king's house, and then mysteriously disappeared 
to serve the divine court as 'the guardian angels' of mankind.'' The 
religious moral of the stoiy is that the king's arrogance, resulting from 
his ignorance. did not allow him to understand and accept God's grace, 
that is. the birth of the forty babies, although he was desperately 10%- 
ing for a child. Consequently, his ingratitude led not only to personal 
punishment. but also communal tragedy, as it was peoples' judgment of 
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which the king was ashamed. Nevertheless, the ultimate message that 
the story conveys is that God's grace and mercy are not limited by nor 
depend on human beliaviour. For God is entirely good and from good 
only good may result (az dzist har chi rasad nakzist). God, therefore, 
not only forgave the king and his people, but also established an eter- 
nal divine agency from among his closest friends (Chihil-Taniin) on tlie 
earth to help and protect his believers. Specifically a religious genre, this 
story is, in a deeper sense, a myth concerned with the timeless reflection 
of morality. Its moral philosophy is governed by the opposition between 
human hope and its true intention, as tested by divine power. 

It is, thus, perceived in the popular religious belief of tlie Central 
Asian Muslims that the Chihil-Tanan constitute a secret society of hid- 
den saints, very close friends of God, who are blessed with super~iatural 
power and divine knowledge to assist those believers who sincerely call 
on them in tlie times of confusion and lielplessness. 

When the popular story about the Chihil-Taniin is establislied, it is nec- 
essary to discuss Mubgrak's own perception of their role in filling tlie 
vacuum of secrecy in divine-human relations. I n  other words, a line 
needs to be drawn between the traditionally held assumption about tlie 
Chihil-Taniin as tlie 'hidden' saints and Mubiirak's deterin ination to 
unveil tlieir so-called true nature as tlie inhabitants of tlie world of divine 
secrets, towards which the Prophet traveled. Altliougli tlie material at 
our disposal is multi-faceted and often contradictory, tlie common belief 
in the Chihil-Taniin as being very close friends of God can be observed 
througliout MubBrak's treatise. What then makes his approach different 
from the traditional ones is tlie way in wliicli lie employs tlie very idea of 
the chihil-ran in the Patniri Ismii'ili context and, accordingly, establishes 
a doctrinal framework for it. Contrary to traditional accounts, Mubarak 
at first discloses the secretive nature of tlie Chihil-Taniin and unveils 
the secret behind tlieir mission by making them approachable to human 
beings tlirougli the example of the Prophet Muhammad. Moreover, he 



precisely defines some of the basic religious functions of the Chihil- 
Tanin which explain the reason for their holiness as well as the Proph- 
et's meeting with them. Firstly, it is held that the chihil-tan is 'the family 
of people in the quest for meaning' (qawm-i dar pay-i ma'ni). It is in 
this deeper sense of the Chihil-Tanin's essence that the Prophet enters 
the world of divine secrets and determines the meaning behind his pro- 
phetic mission. Muhammad's quest for meaning, which is probably one 
of the differentiating factors in and reasons for his second Mi'riij, starts 
by questioning the consequences (i.e., surprise and confusion) of the 
first Ascension and Night Journey. It is, therefore, a quest for truth about 
the mystery behind the divine essence (dhit) manifested in a human 
form (i.e., 'Ali) that prompted the Prophet to accept Gabriel's invitation 
to the tour of the Chihil-Dunyi, the divine wonderland of the Chihil- 
Tanin. Secondly, Mubarak refers to the Chihil-Tanin as 'the lovers of 
the Wiliyat or family of 'Ali' (muhibiin-i khindin), who truly recog- 
nise 'Ali's divinity (ilihi'at) in the realm of the spiritual world. Thus, 
for the Prophet to understand the truth of the divine secrets and achieve 
the ultimate goal of his prophetic mission-to establish an institution of 
human guidance (the Imamatekit was essential to travel to the divine 
wonderland and meet its inhabitants. 

Part of the picture is that up to the Qiif, a mystical mountain range in 
Islamic cosmology, surrounding the terrestrial world,*O 'Ali 'in person' 
accompanies the Prophet and then gives him his ring, as a symbol of 
trust, to discover the four summits of the first world of the divine won- 
derland, namely Turh-Jii'h (the place of enjoyment), Darviza-yi Shah 
(the gate of the city), Biziir (the market) and D i r  al-Salim (the world 
of peace). 

Before discussing the summits of the Prophet's journey, it is worth 
explaining Mubiirak's emphasis on the concept of trust (tawakkul), a 
confident and unconditional belief in God and His power, which was 
assumed to grow naturally in the faithful. Here, the idea, as interpreted in 
a mystic sense, designates the reliability of Muhammad in understanding 
and accepting God's secrets revealed to him in the divine wonderland by 
'Ab. his cousin and son-in-law in the realm of the physical or sensory 
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world. In return, the Prophet is honored with 'Ali's ring, which literally 
becomes his talisman and entry proof in each and every corner of the 
forty worlds. When 'AIi gives tlie ring to Muhammad, he ensures tliat 
the Prophet will have a pleasant journey to tlie Chihil Dunyii, as well as 
a safe return home, where he was to return it to Fstima. The importance 
of the ring is described as follows: 

The entire universe is in the vicinity of my kingdom, 
I t  is all under the command of the gem of my ring. 

Hence, the main drama occurs in tlie first of the forty worlds which is 
located beyond the mountain of Q2if. The Prophet's point of departure 
and return, that is, his home in the sensory world, where lie was given 
tlie ring arid where he was supposed to return it, remains, more or less, 
on tlie geographic map. But it is the place in tlie middle of tlie journey, 
tlie suprase~isory world, to which our topography cannot be applied in 
the material sense. It is a kind of spiritual space tliat Corbin, one of the 
greatest authorities on Slii'i mysticism and theosophy, calls tlie mundus 
imaginalis (or 'iilarn al-mithd), an intermediate world of Images which 
stands between tlie empirical world and tlie world of abstract under- 
standing; it is "a precise order of reality corresponding to a precise mode 
of perception" obtained by our imaginative consciousness or cognitive 
Imaginati~n.~' It is this 'precise order of reality' tliat the Prophet aspires 
to attain on his journey to tlie Forty Worlds. It is this 'precise mode of 
perception' witli wliicli one has to follow Muhammad's adventure in tlie 
divine kingdom of 'Ali. Tlirougliout his jour~iey, the Prophet is accom- 
panied by 'Ali, either in person or in 'other forms' (e.g., an old man, 
Gabriel, Kliidr, etc.), in order to discover tlie reality of 'Ali. In other 
words, it is a journey from 'Ali witli 'Ali and to 'Ali. 'Ali is tlie one who 
motivates the Prophet to make a journey to the divine wonderland for 
the sake of gaining a deeper understanding of the divine truth. At tlie 
same time, lie is the Prophet's personal internal guide and the source of 
llis spiritual inspiration. 



Thus, in the Turfa-Jii'h, the Prophet is shown the natural beauty of 
the spiritual world (rose gardens with aromatic scents, peaceful riv- 
ers of milk, golden mountains, etc.) before he progresses toward the 
divine. The beauty of spiritual reality, described as if it were perceived 
in the sensory world, indicates that, in Islamic mysticism, the spiritual 
or the world hereafter is far better than the physical world. Through the 
gate, the Prophet enters the city market, a place full of food and com- 
modities, with the active presence of human beings. This is the first and 
only time in the treatise that the Prophet, during his heavenly voyage, 
encounters human beings, who later turn out to be the Chihil-Taniin. 
Then follows the Prophet's hunger for the food displayed on the market 
shelves; he tries to snatch some but someone takes his hand and asks 
who the stranger is. It is in this moment of anxiety that the conversa- 
tion between the Prophet and the Chihil-Tanan begins. They accuse the 
Prophet of being a stranger who tried to steal 'Ali's property; on the 
contrary, the Prophet strives to prove his family relationship to 'Ali. 
The dispute finally brings both groups to Dar al-Saliim, the court of 
'Ali, to see whether the Prophet was telling the truth. But the truth that 
the Prophet was about to uncover overlaps his main argument with the 
Chihil-Taniin; it is true that he was 'Ali's relative and that the food that 
he was about to snatch was also 'Ak's property. But the one on the throne, 
whom the Chihil-Tanan referred to as 'Ali, was the face of God that he 
has seen in the Mcrii: 

As the Prophet looked at the beauty of the Guardian Lord, 
It appeared to him the almighty God, whom he saw on the 
Ascent. 

The anxiety of the Prophet is combined with his joy at seeing the face 
of 'Al i  in 'the world of peace', from where the light of the wil5yat was 
shining from its king (shiih) 'Ati. After a moment of repentance and con- 
fession, which was followed by the did& with 'Ali, the Prophet was 
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advised not to concentrate on the image (Mrat) he saw, but to follow tlie 
aim of his original mission; which was to continue his quest for meaning 
(ma'nii). This is probably why, throughout tlie story, Mubgrak presents 
'Ali in different personae (as mentioned earlier) to talk to tlie Prophet, 
but with the same message to understand the reality of 'Ali. Although tlie 
Prophet had heard this message from the angel Gabriel before embark- 
ing on the journey to the Chihil-Dunyii, now it was time to hear it from 
'Ali himself. Moreover, the divinity of 'Ali is proclaimed from 'Ali's 
own tongue: 

I am 'Ali and my essence is unique, 
I t  is my attribute to perfect your religion. 
From me originates 'be!' and 'it is'53, 
For if I want to create a world. 
I am the Sublime Magnificent of the Qur'iin, 
I am knowledgeable, gracious and merciful. 

As we can see, several Qur'lnic expressions, which refer to God either as 
a name or attribute, are directly used in this verse to express the Pamiri 
Isml'ili ghuliit idea of 'Ali as tlie unique creator (khiiliq) of tlie universe 
and its centre (madiir).s4 He is called tlie Sublime Exalted and Magnifi- 
cent ('Ali-u al-'asm), Gracious (Rahmin) and Merciful (Rahim) one, 
whose existence is both necessary and possible because of his generosity. 
Here one sliould bear in mind tlie very fact of tlie classic Islamic pliilo- 
sophical discourse concerning God as tlie necessary (wiijib) and pos- 
sible (mumkin) existence (wujud) to which Mubtirak refers in tlie verse? 
Although lie does not go further into examining this issue, lie asserts that 
'Ali  as God is both the possible and necessary existence and that, being 
the cause of existence, all other beings exist only through him. He, then, 
is the one who, through desire, makes it possible for other beings to exist 
and guides them to know the reason for their existence. Accordingly, 



the Prophet Muhammad, as the last divinely chosen guide for humanity, 
had to determine the source of his existence and guidance through 
discovering God's mystery in the world of divine secrets. Hence, now, 
when the mystery of God's names and attributes is directly revealed by 
him, 'Ali sends Muhammad to the remaining thirty nine worlds to see 
and discover the custom (sunnat) of the divine world and the power 
(qudrat) of its king: 

Look at the custom that you have not seen before, 
Grasp the power that you have not heard before. 

As a result. Muhammad is engaged in a faithful dialogue with an angel 
(pari) surrounded by light (bd nur pichida) in the thirty-ninth world. 
From the conversation with the angel, he discovers that it was 'AIi, who 
told the inhabitants of the forty worlds that in three thousand years a 
messenger of God named Muhammad would arrive to complete the 
divine mission. Furthermore, the Prophet asks the angel some ques- 
tions concerning the creation and age of the world. The angel replies 
that the foundation of the world was launched (bunyrid guziisht) by God 
a thousand awtdd ago. The angel then explains that one awtiid is three 
thousand qarn and that one qarn is three thousand years. Consequently, 
the Prophet is shocked by this revelation and falls to the ground, uncon- 
scious. When he opens his eyes. he sees 'Ali holding a cup of wine and 
offering him a drink in order to understand the miracles he has seen and 
mysteries about which he has heard. For the source of the offered wine 
was the divine kingdom (wildyat) of 'Ali: 

As you drink from this cup all in all, 
You will be aware of all miracles at once. 
For this wine is from the wine-house of my kingdom, 
The Universe. including this world, is my kingd~rn.~' 
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Wine, in Islamic mysticism, symbolises spiritual ecstasy, which intoxi- 
cates the mystic soul to lose its individual consciousness and find its 
universal consciousness in the presence of a vision of the Belo~ed.~'  The 
Prophet is offered the wine of gnosis (may-i ma'rfat) to drink, in order 
to understand the miracles of the Chihil Dunyi and the true essence of 
its king. When tlie Prophet drinks the cup of wine, he directly witnesses 
tlie presence of God and makes confession about 'Ali's divinity: 

'Ali is the beginning and the end, 
To tell you in short; 'Ali is God. 

With this confession, which concludes the testimonies of all of the pre- 
ceding prophets, Muhammad's journey in the divine world comes to an 
end and he is sent back to the realm of pliysical reality, to Medina. Upon 
his arrival, he goes straight to FBtima's house, where 'Ali was also pres- 
ent but asleep, and gives her the ring that 'Ali gave him in the QiiJ Thus, 
the Prophet, by fulfilling his promise, realises the truth behind his jour- 
ney to tlie world of divine secrets in whicli 'Ali stands for both, the qihir 
(outer) and bitin (inner) meaning of tlie divine revelation. 

The Prophet's journey to the Chihil Dunyi is depicted by MubBrak as 
a moment (vaqt) of true spiritual experience in which Muhammad lived 
for a thousand years, passing through various stages of discovery (kashJ) 
in order to understand tlie esoteric (bitin) meaning of divine revela- 
tion. This allegory intends to provide basic support for MubBrak7s argu- 
ment concerning tlie divinity of 'Ali and liis role as the true interpreter 
of divine revelation. For this, the Prophet first had to see with his own 
eyes 'Ali in the realm of divinity then in tlie realm of the physical world 
convey tlie message to the community of Muslims to follow 'AIi and liis 
descendants as religious guides. The idea of the Prophet seeing 'AIi in the 
Miri j  and speaking to him as if God was speaking, frequently appears 
in most of tlie post-Alamut Nizari literature, such as the famous Kalim-i 
Pir.5R Mubarak's account of this mysterious event, however, tends to be 
more in the line with the ghulit belief than official Ism8'ilism; he is very 



keen to stress his fundamental argument that Muhammad actually saw 
and spoke to God and that he was 'Ali b. Abi Talib. The following bayt 
will suffice to illustrate this argument: 

As the Prophet reached the point of his Ascension, 
He saw nobody, but Murtadii, 
He saw no sign, but the essence of 'Ali, 
He said: "You are the Truth, 0 'Ali of the age!" 

One should bear in mind, however, that Mubgrak deals with the issue from 
the very principle of Isma'Tli doctrine of the esoteric (biitin) and exoteric 
(Hhir) interpretation of religious matters. His presentation of 'All over- 
laps both his physical and spiritual attributes while discussing the Proph- 
et's spiritual experience in the Chihil Dunyi. 'Ah is the one whom the 
Prophet meets before (as a human being), during (as the Lord) and after 
the journey (again as a human being). In other words, 'AIi here stands for 
the sublime manifestation of divine unity, the core principle of the @hir 
and bdtin of the religious universe. Likewise, as the king of wiliyat, 'All 
is the symbol of guidance and the embodiment of all guides. 

In conclusion of the Chihil Dunyi, Mubarak interprets two of the most 
frequent quotes by the Shiis ahid th  concerning the role and impor- 
tance of an lmam from the lsmii'ili perspective. Firstly, "If the world 
were devoid of the Imam, even for a moment, it would convulse with 
all its inhabitants". Secondly, "Whoever dies without recognition of the 
Imam of the Time, his death would be a death of an ignorant one and the 
place of the ignorant is hell". The issue of the lmam has already been 
explored in the previous chapter, when discussing Mubiirak's concept of 
the beloved and the guide.59 However, the question that now arises is to 
what extent Mu biirak's deployment of these two ahddth recapitulates his 
main arguments in the treatise. To answer this question, one should bear 
in mind that the poem has a didactic purpose, and that it addresses spe- 
cific audiences as a guidebook for the recognition of the essence ( d j i f )  
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and attributes (sifGt) of 'Ali b. Abi Tiilib. Therefore these two ahGdith 
in the treatise serve as tlie means of justification for what follows, if 
one recognises or rejects 'Ali and his Imamate. In other words, the mes- 
sage that Mubiirak seeks to convey is that there is a reward (thawlib) for 
what is recognised, and a punisliment ('iqlib) for what is rejected. One of 
the remarkable points in both interpretations is the stress on the knowl- 
edge (ma'rifat) of the Imam of the Time, whose recognition, as Mubiirak 
agrees witli the prophetic epistemology, begins with the recognition of 
oneself.60 Through the ma'rifat of the Imam, the seeker first recognises 
himself, his cause of existence and future destiny, and then he falls in 
love (muhabbat) witli the source of tlie macryat and desire to walk in tlie 
path (.@rigat) in order to determine tlie truth (haqiqat). 

Thus, Mubfirak presents the Prophet Muhammad, as a perfect exam- 
ple of tlie seeker, who through liis journey to the Chihil Dunyi-the 
world of divine secrets-finally found the source of divine knowledge 
and guidance. It was after this journey that the Prophet, on his final 
pilgrimage (haj~-i padrud) from Mecca to Medina, in the place called 
Ghadir-i Khunzm, proclaimed 'Ali as his successor and unveiled his 
Imamate in tlie realm of physical reality as the perpetual institution of 
a human guide. As a source of guidance, the Imamate will continuously 
enhance in 'Ali's progeny until tlie day of resurrection. 

Mubsrak-i Waklisni's i~nportance lies in liis ability to both incorporate 
the major elements of Islatnic ~nysticism as discussed by other eminent 
Sufi sages and also to present them in a context of tlie Ismii'ili beliefs 
and practices of a particular cultural tradition: Pamiri Ismii'ilism. In 
doing so, lie produced an elegant infusion of mystical tliouglits, wliicli, 
overlapping tlie fundamental points of Ismii'ili esotericism and Sufis 
~nysticism, make Mubirak's work original in its owti riglit. He, indeed, 
was a unique religious scliolar of that place and time, who sought to 
ilnplelnent liis quest for God tlirougli mysticism. Likewise, lie made 
a great co~itribution to tlie intellectual tradition of Niisir-i Kliusraw in 



Badakhshan, writing commentaries on the Qur'Bn and the Shfi version 
of the prophetic Tradition. Although MubBrak's manuscripts, a huge col- 
lection of poetry and prose, were never published, handwritten copies 
spread all over Badakhshan on both the Tajik and Afghan sides of the 
barer, where numerous of his students and disciples lived. 

In order to follow the text of MubBrak's works and their contextual 
implications, one has to bear in mind the historical and doctrinal set- 
tings in which IsmB'ilism developed in the region. The Islamisation or 
indigenisation of Islam in the Pamir principalities was a long process 
involving shifting identities, in which Nilsir-i Khusraw's dacwa played 
a pioneering role. This, of course, does not mean that the potential exis- 
tence of some kind of Islamic beliefs in the region prior to the Dacwat-i 
N i s i r  should be ignored, for there is insufficient historical evidence either 
to reject this hypothesis or prove the authenticity of the d a b a t  as the 
first mission of Islam to be launched in Pamir and Badakhshan. Never- 
theless, this study had argued that it was the Ismii'ih mission of Nisir-i 
Khusraw that embraced the various pre-Islamic beliefs and practices of 
the region in its doctrinal framework and later led to the establishment of 
the indigenous faith of the Panj-Tani. It is a faith which became a matter 
of the religious identity for the Pamiris. The development of IsmB'ilism in 
the region was divided into two historico-doctrinal periods: the Da'wat-i 
Nis i r  and the Panj-Tani, division of which is empirical rather than cate- 
gorical in nature. It was during the second period, especially in the post- 
Alamot era, that IsmB'ilism took shape in Pamir and, with the penetration 
of some elements of the Twelver Shf ism and Sufism brought by the new 
dZi asylum-seekers, obtained its unique form of Pamiri IsmilTlism. 

This study for the first time tried to compile MubBrak's biography as a 
Sufi, poet, astronomer, paper-maker and painter, who was born and spent 
his whole life during the nineteenth century in a remote mountain area of 
Pamir, which was geographically, intellectually and economically isolated 
from the rest of the world. Nevertheless, his intellectual capacity, as Ber- 
tels rightly notes, made him indeed 'the Avicenna of Badakhshan'. Apart 
from being a mystical poet, MubBrak was also a musician, astronomer, 
papermaker and painter. MubBrak's Baland-ntaqim, a musical instrument 
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to be used for the devotional songs, was an innovation in the cultural life 
of nineteenth-century Pamir. It later inspired the local rubisb masters to 
create various forms of rubisb with various means of deploy~iient based 
on the example of the Baland-maqism. MubBrak7s astronomical tools are 
still in use by his compatriots; they believe in tlie accuracy and appro- 
priateness of the Sang-i isftisb-bin, for tlieir geographic context, more 
than in the Islamic Shamsi-hijricalendar when it come to determine the 
Persian New Year (Navriiz). 

Producing paper was one of tlie challenging, but most remarkable 
tasks that Mubiirak Iiad to perform in liis economically disadvantage 
context. In  nineteenth-century WakhBn, paper was a very expensive 
imported commodity for the small number of tlie educated population 
who had to deal with it in tlieir everyday lives. There was no regular 
demand for paper and, therefore, local and foreign merchants were not 
interested in selling it. Tliis was probably the main reason why MubBrak 
produced liis own hand-made paper using a special local technique and 
mechanical tools. It is held that all of liis works are written on his own- 
made paper, wliicli tends to be of very high quality. 

Mubiirak's artistic ability was demonstrated in his calligraphy, book 
design and painting. Tlie Naqsh-i dislisn is Mubiirak's finest work of art, 
where he used various colours-very rare to find in his time in WakIiBn- 
in order to create a lasting masterpiece. In addition to calligraphy, other 
artefacts involved in tliat exhibition include paintings of various types 
of representational images of humans and animals, as well as images of 
unusual mystical objects. 

As a respected religious scliolar, artist and poet, Mubiirak is best 
remembered for his contribution to Pamiri Ismii'ili mystic tliouglit as a 
result of his enormous amount of poetic works. Altliougli poetry could 
have served him as a veliicle for tlie self-expression of liis personal mysti- 
cal experience, it was argued liere tliat his own experience had a strong 
relationsliip to tlie religious tradition to which he belonged and the cultural 
elivironlnelit in which he lived. In fact, his personal mystical experience, 
expressed through liis poetry, is a reflection of the religious tradition of 
the Ism2'ilis of Pamir. This work, therefore, aimed to establish Mubiirak's 



importance for scholarly studies as well as the Isml'ili community, not 
only as a mystic poet, but also as an intellectual representative of Pamiri 
Ismii'il ism in the nineteenth century. His theosophical arguments were 
not original in a sense of their doctrinal approaches, but the methods and 
religio-cultural context in which he deployed them were unique in them- 
selves. He elaborates on such philosophical and psychological issues as 
knowledge, love, unity, perplexity and illusion with a Sufi language, but 
in an Ism2i'ili religious framework. 

Knowledge for him promotes belief in God as well as assists the 
understanding of the divine revelation. Describing belief as a power 
(himma) of the heart, he asserts that it is a human response to the divine 
call and that there is no need to prove its authenticity, but merely to 
experience this spiritual aspect of human life through selfless love. 

Love ('ishq) is understood as the vehicle of belief in divine cause and 
the only possible way to see and accept divine secrets. For love, contrary 
to reason, does not need to question the unquestionable nature of divine 
majesty; it is neither the subject nor the object of ontology. Contrary 
to reason, whose location is the mind, the house of love is the heart. 
Mubarak agreses with the general Sufi concept that the heart is parallel 
to the mind as a locus of knowledge, and that love for God should be a 
thoughtful process of realisation (dark) and appreciation of the divine 
beauty and acceptance of its spiritual reality. In other words, he argues 
that, in order to fall in love with God, the seeker should begin by learning 
(khwinish) in the sense of physical reality to obtain sufficient knowledge 
(drinish) about the path ( Briqat) td God (in his case lsm8'ili ,briqd), 
before proceeding towards the knowledge of the divine (ma'rifar). The 
second stage is a stage of personal experience of travelling inwardly in 
which ma'rifat finally brings the seeker, whose status is now changed to 
that of 'lover', to the source of truth or the Beloved. The Beloved, who 
for MubPrak is the lsmfili Imam of the Time, is the object of the spiri- 
tual quest as well as the source of guidance. Thus, these two stages are 
crucial in finding God, or, as he puts it, the quest for spiritual happiness, 
in awakening the seeker's soul; for the human soul itself is 
aware of its origin, but needs to be motivated by knowledge. 
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Mubiirak's didactic narrative poem, the Chihil Dunyi, supports the 
tlieory that Ismii'ili doctrines in Pamir developed in harmony with the 
cultural diversity of the region and so obtained their unique indige- 
nous form. Naturally, this uniqueness, which is manifested in the ways 
in which Ismii'ili beliefs are observed, does not overshadow the core 
principle of Ismti'ili doctrine-the belief in tlie spiritual authority of tlie 
Ismii'ili Imam of the Time. In his argumentative religious discourse, 
Mubiirak theorises the popular Ism5'ili belief in the divine nature of the 
Ismii'ili Imam, whose spiritual representative is 'Ali b. Abi Tiilib. In fact, 
what Mubsrak argues for is tlie divinity of 'Ali in the world of divine 
secrets, referred to as tlie 'Forty Worlds'. By providing tlie testimonies of 
the six eminent propliets of tlie Abrahamic religions, each of whom are 
qualified in understanding a particular aspect of God's essence, Mubarak 
asserts that 'AIi is tlie manifestation of tlie divinity of tlie divine unique 
in tlie realm of spiritual attributes. His ultimate point, thus, is to establish 
the very Ism8'ih mystic argument that tlie light of 'AIi, as tlie source of 
spiritual illumination, was originally embodied in Adam and then began 
transmigrating through tlie six eminent propliets as the synibols of six 
levels of spiritual emanation from the appearance to tlie perfection of tlie 
religious universe. 

The consequelice of tlie Prophet Muhammad's Isrii' and Mi'rij is tlie 
main theme of tlie Chihil Dunyi. What is particularly distinctive about 
Mubiirak's approach to this mysterious event is tliat he is dissatisfied 
with the results of the ascent. For, as lie argues, it created confusion 
and perplexity in the Propliet Muliammad's mind concerning the divine 
nature; instead of God, whom lie wished to see, he saw tlie face of his 
own cousin and so11 in-law, 'Ali. That is why lie asserts that the Prophet 
had to be taken to tlie second ascent, a journey to tlie Chihil Dunyii, tlie 
intermediate world between the physical and spiritual worlds, in order to 
discover tlie secrets of God and determine tlie trutli about 'Ali. It is in tlie 
Chihi1 Dunyii that the Prophet's quest for trutli is fulfilled and the main 
gaol of his prophetic mission is defined. He realises that the Chihil Dunyci 
is the spiritual kingdom (wiliiyat) of 'AIi and tliat its physical manifesta- 
tion is tlie Imamate as tlie eternal period in tlie religious universe that 



takes over the temporary period of the prophethood (nubuwwat), which 
started with Adam and ended with Muhammad. Hence, for MubBrak, the 
Imamate, as the perpetual institution of the human guide, is more impor- 
tant than the prophethood and 'Ali, as a symbol of the Imamate, is more 
privileged than Muhammad. 

The poem Chihil Dunyi is a Panj-Tani handbook about the divinity 
of 'Ali in the realm of spiritual reality. Although the poem is a polemic 
discourse, where the personality of 'Ali is over exaggerated beyond his 
true human capacity, it somehow tries to disclose the human nature of 
God, and vice versa-the divine essence of the human beings as the only 
masters of the universe. It canonises the fundamental indigenous belief 
in God manifested in a human fonn. A significant point that Mubarak 
makes in the Prophet Muhammad's second Mi i i j  is to establish a close 
human-divine relationship; God is described as a close, imaginable and 
perceivable deity who possesses a human form and can be approached 
as well as addressed by the human beings. The manifestation of God in 
the form of 'Ali was the only possible way in which the Prophet could 
actually see the beauty of the divine face and experience a true moment 
of the divine presence in himself. 

Thus, Mubarak was an Ismii'ili Sufi, who employed the Sufi language, 
symbolism and methods in the Pamiri Ism8"ii esoteric context to elabo- 
rate his own mystical ideas. His case once again proves that Sufi forms 
of faith and worship are not separate from Islam in general or its various 
branches in particular, as some claim, but are rather the core principles of 
Islamic spirituality and amongst its most beautiful and peaceful forms of 
re1 igious expression. 
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ENDNOTES 

1 .  Of 747 distiches, five are given as quotations from Hifiz and Bidil. 
2. These two famous Prophetic ahidith of the ShTi version (see Kulayni, 

Al-Kifi, vol. 1, 332-34) are quoted by Mubgrak in the original Arabic and 
presented as the subtitles for this part of the poem. 

3. It is worth emphasising that, although AbiTilib, who brought up Muhammad 
and was very supportive of him during his Prophetic mission, is not 
regarded as a 'Muslim' in the general Islamic context because he did not 
officially convert to Islam. Yet in the Shi'i tradition, especially in Ismi'ili 
esotericism, Abi TZilib is portrayed as the primordial source of divine light. 
For instance, in one of the qagdas sung during the traditional religious cer- 
emony of madd, the light of Abi Tilib (nur-i Abi Tilib) is described as the 
source of the creation of the entire universe and the reason for its existence: 
"If there was not the light of Abi Tilib, Adam, the universe, and heaven 
would have not existed". 

4. Several Prophetic ahidith refer to this point. For instance, "The first creature 
of God was the light of Muhammad ... l was a Prophet when Adam was still 
between water and clay". See al-Bursi, Mashiriq al-Anwir al- Yaqin, 1 12. 

5. For this, refer to the Qur'in (5:67): "0 Apostle! Proclaim the message 
which hath been sent to thee from thy Lord, if thou didst not, thou wouldst 
not have fulfilled and delivered His message." 

6. According to some Ismi'ili sources, such as al-Tusi's Tasawwurit, the cre- 
ation of human beings from the physical angle is represented by the six 
eminent Prophets: Adam as semen, Noah as sperm, Abraham as blood, 
Moses as embryo, Jesus as bone and flesh, and Muhammad as the complete 
human form. See Badakhchani, 139. 

7. This esoteric argument is a fusion of the aforementioned badith-i quhZ "I 
was a hidden treasure, and I loved to be known, so I created the world", and 
a saying from the Fasl: "God, the Exalted created everything for the sake 
of mankind, and created mankind for His own sake". 

8. These ahidth attributed to 'Ali b. Abi Tilib are quoted in Kalim-i f i r ,  a very 
well-known and Panj-Tani source in Pamir, to which Mubirak undoubtedly 
had easy access. For further details on the book, see Wladimir Ivanow, ed., 
KaliSm-i Pir: A Treatise on lsmi'ili Doctrine, Also (Wrongly) Called Hafl 
Bib-i Shih S w i d  Nisir (Bombay, 1935),79-84. 



9. For a detailed account of the term, see The Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 6, 
s. v. "Mawl5". 

10. "God is the Lord (MawlS) of those who believe" (7: 1 I). "Grant us forgive- 
ness and have mercy upon us. You are our Lord (MawlSnS)" (2:286). Also 
see the other Qur'gnic verses, such as 6:62 and 10:3 1. As for the Prophet's 
sayings, there is a famous Shi7 hadith, which is also recognised by the 
Sunnis, believed to be said by the Prophet in Ghadir-i Khum (in his last 
pilgrimage from Mecca to Medina): "'AIT is the lord of all those whom I am 
their lord. 0 God, love him who loves 'Ali and hate him who hates 'Ali". 
See (for the Sunni source) Ibn Hanbal, al-Musnad, vol. 5, 41 9, and (for 
Shi7 source) al-Q5Qi al-Nuam5n, Sharhal-Akhbcr, vol. 1, 99. 

I I. There is a strong traditional belief among the Pamiri Ism5'TIis that human 
beings, as the most honoured creature of God, genetically possess a beam 
(shu'i') of divine light in their forehead, which symbolises the human intel- 
lect, enabling them to have superiority over other animals and jinns. 

12. According to Ismi'?lism, during the phase of the Prophethood, there were 
Imams or the &j~ats (proofs) for each of the six law-giving Prophets 
respectively; Adam-Seth (Shayth), Noah-Sam, Abraham-Malik al-Salim 
(some source like Kalim-i Pir name Zoroaster), Moses-Aaron (HZrin) and 
Joshua (Yusha bin Nun), Jesus-Sham'un al-Safa' or Simon the Rock (Simon 
Peter), Muhammad-'Ali. For more details refer to Ha8 Bib, Tasawwur~l 
and KalSm-i Pir. 

13. For the Qur'Zn, see 6:75: "And we showed Abraham the spirituality of the 
heaven and the earth so that he might be among the men of certitude". For 
IsmB"Ti authorities, refer to Nasir al-Din Tusi, Aghiz va Anjim; "Through 
the light of manifestation Abraham will witness all that which is issued 
of presence of the Almighty, in the smallest particle of his own existence, 
unveiled from the veil of concealment", p. 54. 

14. The term mushrik (i.e., a person who associates somebody with God as an 
object of worship), derived from the Arabic verb sharaka (to associate), has 
a complicated application in the Qur'in and the Muslim tradition. It refers to 
the pre-Islamic idolaters of Arabia as well as being polemically used against 
the Jews, the Christians and even some Muslim sects. For the relatively 
recent research on the subject, see Gerald R. Hawting, The Idea of Idolatry 
and the Emergence of Islam: From Polemic to History (Cam bridge: Cam- 
bridge University Press, 1999). Mubirak probably employs the tenn in rela- 
tion to those Muslims who deny the wilciyat of 'All or the Imamate. 

15. The Qur'in (28:44) "You were not [0 Muhammad] on the side of the west. 
when we decreed the command to Moses, nor were you a witness". 
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This phrase is from the Qur'in (7: 143), where Moses asks God: "0 my 
Lord! Show to me that I may look upon Thee. God said: By no means 
Canst thou see Me? But look upon the mount; if it abides in its place, then 
shalt thou see Me". 
It  should be noted that qljGmati here, refers to all those ideas that were 
put forward during the Alamfit period by Imam 'Alii Dhikrihi'l- Salim. See 
chapter I for more details. 
It  is traditionally believed in the popular religious tradition in Islam, espe- 
cially in Pamiri Ismi'ili rites, that the saints, according to their degree of 
'holiness' (buzurgr), posses a miraculous spiritual power called the 'blessed 
breath' (dam-i mubirak) which is capable of not only healing a sick person, 
but even bringing a person back to life. 
This verse is a direct reference to the Qur'in (57:3): "He is the beginning 
and the end, the manifest and the hidden and He is the knowledge of every- 
thing"; Mubirak replaces the third personal pronoun 'he' used in the scrip- 
ture with the second personal pronoun 'you' in order to address Jesus, as he 
testifies to the sanctity of 'Ali at the outset of his birth. 
Al-Tiisi, 13. 
For more details concerning Jesus' perception in the Islamic context, see 
the Qur'iin 3: 35-62 
"The similitude of Jesus before God is as that of Adam; He created him 
from dust, then said to him: 'Be!', and he was". 
Pit  is a short version ofpi-yi tu (lit. your leg). 
The Qur'iin recognises Jesus as the spirit of God and as the perfect man: 
"We sent Our spirit and it assumed for her [Mary] the likeness of a perfect 
man" (1 9: 17). 
Wladimir Ivanow, ed. and trans. KalGm-i Pir, 8 1 (76 English translation). 
Here Mubiirak is inspired by the aforementioned Prophetic hadith that says: 
"God is known only in the Man of God". 
There is no better way to describe how passionate the Persian poets were 
about the Prophet's Night Journey and Ascent than to quote Schimmel: 
"The poets, especially in the Persian and Persianate areas, have depicted 
his mysterious event through increasingly fantastic and grandiose image, 
using all their imagination to vie with one another in fanciful description 
of the Prophet's journey through sphere. Most of the great epic poems in 
Persian include, after the praise of God and eulogy for the Prophet, long 
description of the heavenly journey, in which every conceivable rhetorical 
device is used to give the reader at least a faint idea of this unique event." 
Annemarie Schimmel, And Muhammad Is His Messenger (Chapel Hill 



NC: The University of North Carolina Press, 1985), 165. For more refer- 
ences on the Ascension theme in Islamic mysticism, see Nazeer al-Azma, 
"Some Stories on the Impact of the Story of the Mi'rij on Sufi Literature" 
The Muslim World 63, no. 2 (1973): 93-104. Abul Ela Affifi, "The Story 
of the Prophet's Ascent (Mi'rZj) in Sufi Though and Literature" Islamic 
Quarterly 2, no. 1 (1955): 23-27. F Colby, "The Subtleties of the Ascen- 
sion: al-Sulami on the Mi'raj of the Prophet Muhammad" Studia lslamica 
44 (2002): 167-183. James Morris, "The Spiritual Ascension: Ibn al- 
'Arabi and the MiCr3j" Journal of the American Oriental Society 107, no. 4 
( 1987): 629-52. 

28. The commonly employed authentication hint to the MirZj is the Qur'in 
(17:l): "Glory to God, who did take His servant for a Journey by night 
from the Sacred Mosque (Masjid al-Harim) to the Farthest Mosque (Mas- 
jid al-Aqsi')". 

29. For a brief account on al-BurZq, see The Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 1, 
s. v. "Burak". 

30. For the akdith dealing with 'Ali's mystery and his secrets revealed to the 
Prophet Muhammad, see KalZm-i Pir (78): "0 'Ali, thou wert hidden with 
all the Prophets, and thou hast become manifest with me". "Thou art the 
book of God. Thou art the mystery of God because no one knows thy mys- 
terious substance except God. The mystery of God is revealed in his words, 
which all deal with the exalted position, both mine and thine". 

31. The Qur'an (4153) "We will show them Our signs in the horizon and in 
their souls, until it is clear to them that it is the truth". 

32. For all four lines of Hafiz's verse, see M. Bar?, ed., Kulliyit-i ShamsiddTn 
Muhammad HiSJiz-i Shirizi, (Tehran: Nashr-i Zamiin, 200 I), 142. 

33. There is a fasl (saying of the Shfi Imams), believed to be said by 'AIT b. Abi 
Tiilib in the battle of Jamal (656) between the two rows of soldiers, which 
is: "I am the face of God" referring to the Qurin (28:88): "All things perish 
but His face". 

34. For the Qur'an, see Sura 4 1 ,  verse 6: "1 am a man like you." For hadith, 
"Verily God created man in his own image." 

35. Here the reference is made to the Qur'iin (1 3:7), the second part of the verse 
"But thou (Muhammad) art a Warner only, and for every person there is a 
guide." 

36. It  is a direct reference to the Qur'in (5:67) "0 Prophet, proclaim the mes- 
sage which hath been sent to thee from thy Lord. If thou dost not, thou will 
not have fulfilled and proclaimed His mission." It is believed by the Shgs 
that the Prophet Muhammad actually did fulfil God's wish and proclaimed 
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'Ali as his successor (was0 in a place called Ghadir-i Khumm in his last 
pilgrimage. 

37. Islamic doctrinal belief that Muhammad is the last in the line of the mono- 
theistic Prophets and the seal of prophesy is usually justified through the 
Qur'gn (30:40). 

38. For Ascension stories in the Muslim tradition, see The Miraculous Journey 
of Mahomet: Mi'rij nimeh [translated from the Arabic by Mir Haydar]; 
introduction and commentaries by Marie-Rose SCguy; [translated from the 
French by Richard Pevear]. London: Scholar Press, 1977. 

39. For the hadth, see Kalim-i Pir, "I have a time with God to which even 
Gabriel, who is pure spirit, is not admitted". 

40. Annemarie Schimmel, The Mystery of Numbers (New York, Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1993), 245. 

41. For more details on the significance of the number forty in the Abrahamic 
religious context, see Schimmel, 245-253. 

42. For a general account about chilla in Persian folklore and Sufism, refer to 
Encyclopaedia lranica, vol. 5, s. v. "Cella". 

43. For a relatively recent account of al-Tirmizi's work, refer to Bernd Radtke 
and John O'Kane, trans., The Concept of Sainthood in Early Islamic Mys- 
ticism: Two Works by al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi (Richmond, Surrey: Cruzon, 
1996). 

44. Reynold Nicholson, ed. and trans., The Kashf al-Mahjiib. The Oldest Per- 
sian Treatise on Sujsm, (Leiden, London, 191 I), 2 14-228. 

45. For details about the types of prayer and forms of meditation concern- 
ing 'the call for help' from the rijil al-ghayb, refer to Sayyid Muzaffar 
'Ali Shih, Jawhar-i Ghaybi (The Hidden Substance) (Lucknow, 1886), 
664-667. 

46. 'Abd al-RahmZn Jgmi, Nafal~it a/-uns min Hadrat al-Quds (Kalkatuh: 
Matba'-i Lisi, 1 858 or Cairo, 1989). 

47. Mikhail Andreyev "Chiltani v sredne-aziatskikh verovanie," in Vasiliy 
Vladimirovichu Bartoldu: Turkestanskie ucheniki i pochitateli, (Tashkent, 
1927), 334-348. 

48. Andreyev, 344-345. 
49. The story was recorded from Alidodova Reza, who lived with her parents 

in the Dirch village until 1950s, in August 2004. She asserted that, as a 
child, she was told this story in front of the shrine by a local pir named 
MirjZn. The fusion of the story is as follows: "Once upon a time, there was 
a king desperately begging God to give him a son, the future successor to 
his kingdom, but his prayers were not fulfilled until he met a wandering 



darvish, who gave him an apple and suggested he shared it with his wife 
in order to have a son. The darvish nevertheless warned the king that the 
birth of his son would bring tragedy to the king and his kingdom. But this 
warning could not persuade the king to change his mind. Nine months, 
nine days and nine hours later, the queen gave birth to something extraor- 
dinary, resembling a large bird's egg. The king was angry and did not know 
what to do with this creature when suddenly he heard a voice telling him to 
crack the egg. When he did so, to his great surprise forty very small babies 
emerged and surrounded him. The king observed that, of the forty babies, 
one was pretty but the rest very ugly; in order to avoid public humiliation, 
he decided to hide the thirty-nine ugly ones in a secret place and keep 
the pretty one at court in order to show him off to his friends and offi- 
cials. But the tragedy that the darvish warned of happened; on the day of 
presentation, he could not find the pretty baby. He suddenly disappeared, 
like the other thirty-nine babies. The king went mad and his kingdom was 
destroyed; the villages and cities were devastated by hunger and plague. 
The only way to save the remaining survivors was to find the darvish and 
ask him for help. When the darvish was finally found, he prayed to God, 
and God sent those forty babies, who were actually the forty pure men, 
to prevent the people's sorrow and establish stability. Thus, since then, it 
became a duty of the Chihil-Tanin to act as God's agents in helping people 
in times of sorrow." 

50. For a detailed account of Qlf, refer to The Encyclopaedia ofIslam, new 
ed., s. v. "Klf'. 

5 1 .  Henry Corbin, Swedenborg and Esoteric Islam, trans. Leonard Fox (West 
Chester: Swedenborg Foundation, 1995),1. Corbin provides a very remark- 
able interpretation of 'ilam al-mithil as well as how to understand spiritual 
reality. A quotation from the aforementioned article will suffice to illustrate 
this point: "The existence of this intermediate world, mundus imaginalis, 
thus appears metaphysically necessary; the cognitive function of the Imag- 
ination is ordered to it; it is a world whose ontological level is above 
the world of the senses and below the pure intelligible world; it is more 
immaterial than the former and less immaterial than the later ... it is the cog- 
nitive function of the imagination that permits the establishment of a rigor- 
ous analogical knowledge, escaping the two terms of banal dualism: either 
'matter' or 'spirit', a dilemma that the 'socialisation' of the consciousness 
resolves by substituting a choice that is less fatal: either 'history' or 'myth' 
(Corbin, I I ). 
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52. This is a Qur'gnic phrase (5:3): "This day I have perfected your religion". It 
is used by Mubirak to argue that 'AIi, as the symbol of the Imamate, is the 
perfection of Muhammad's religion. 

53. This is a direct quotation from the Qur'gn (2:117), where God as the 
all-powerful creator is exalted: "To Him is due the primal origin of the heav- 
ens and the earth. When He decrees a matter, He says to it 'be' and it is." 

54. It seems obvious that several Ismi'ili authors wrote about 'Ali in a ghulift 
style, which, however, did not undermine their Ismi'ili approach to the 
issue. For instance, FidB'i Khurisini (nineteenth century), who was close 
to Aga Khan 111, has many poems glorifying 'Ali as God. For more details, 
see Aleksandr Semyonov, "lsmailitskay oda, posveshyonnay voplosheni- 
yam Aliya-Boga" Iran 2 (1 928): 1-24. Aleksandr Semyonov, "lsmailitskiy 
Panegirik Obozhestvennomu Aliyu Fidayi Khurasanskogo" Iran 3 (1928): 
5 1-70. For Ghulift see Tamima Daou Bayhon, "The Second-Century ShiTte 
Ghulit. Were They Really Gnostics?" Journal of Arabic and Islamic Stud- 
ies 5 (2003): 13-6 1. 

55. This metaphysical idea was first developed by Ibn Sing (Avicenna) in his 
QI-ShrJZi, lshifrift va Tanbihift and other philosophical works, where he 
describes God as the Necessary Existence (wifjib al-wujid) and the first 
cause of the very existence of the universe, whose existence is possible 
by virtue of itself, necessarily by virtue of another. This theory was later 
rejected by several Muslim scholars, the Sunnis, the philosophers and the 
ShT'Ts alike. Ghazili and al-Rizi, for instance, could not accept Avicenna's 
idea of the emanation. Ibn Rushd (Averroes), who misunderstood Avicenna 
from Ghazili's works, objected to the methodology of Avicenna's proof 
of the existence of God. Al-Shahristini, as an IsmB'ili theologian, claimed 
that the term wGjGd cannot be deployed analogically (bi'l- tashqiq) towards 
God; for God is 'beyond being and non-being'. Only Al-Tusi in his com- 
mentaries on lshifrift va  Tanbihift tried to defend Avicenna's theory of the 
emanation, that from one only one can emanate, by providing this philo- 
sophical theory with a theological justification. For more details, see David 
Herbert, Proofs. for Eternity, Creation and Existence of God in Medieval 
Islamic and .Jewish Philosophy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987). 
Godman Lenn, Avicenna (New York, 1992). 

56. It is probably an inspiration from "And their Lord will give them pure wine 
to drink" (Q.76:2 I). 

57. For more details on the theme of 'wine' in Sufism, see Annemarie Schim- 
mel, Mysrical Dimensions oflslam (New York: Chapel Hill, 1975), 288. 



William Chittick, "Jami on Divine Love and the Image of Wine" Studies in 
Mystical Literature I ,  no. 3 ( 198 1 ): 193-209. 

58. In Kalim-i Pir, however, this idea is softened by the claim that 'Ali is the 
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Riidaki, Abii 'Abd A1 Iiih, 

Tajik-Persian poet, 3, 28 
Riimi, Jalal al-Din (d. 1273), 8,24, 

87-89, 125, 129-130, 134, 140 
riiza (fasting), 77 

sabk-i hindi, Idian style of Persian 
poetry, 21, 85, 128 

Siilih, Khwiija, local pir, 38-40 
sadda, district division in 

Wakhan, 59 
sihib dilin (the possessors of the 

heart, i.e., Sufis), 149, 171 
Sgrnanids (872-999), Persian 

dynasty, 28,47 
SBmBni, Ngsr b. Ahmad (914-943), 

2 8 
Samarqand, 28,29 
Sang'?, Hakim (d. 1 131), 199 
sang-i iflib-bin (observation stone), 

94 
sang-i nishin (signpost stone), 94 
sarbadir (military chief), 39 
Satan (Iblis), 17, 125, 132, 142, 186 
Sayy id Siihrib-i Vali (Sayy id Alavi), 

12,25, 33, 34, 38,49, 70 
shadda. See 'ishziri 
Shigun (Navrfiz, i.e., Persian New 

Year), 92, 94 
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shathiyyiit (ecstatic expression), 83 
Shi'i Imams (Ithni'ashari and 

IsmB'ili branches) 
'Ali Zayn al-'Abidin (d. 714), 3 1, 

45 
Hasan b. 'Ali b. Abi Tglib 

(d. 669), 6, 26, 30 
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Ja'far al-Sgdiq (d. 765), 24, 
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MiisB al-KBzim (d. 799), 41 
Mustansir bi Allah (d. 1094), 49 

ShirBzi, al-Mu'ayyad fi'l-Din 
(d. 1078), Ism5'ili di'i, 32, l l l 

shrines, 30, 33,44-45, 188, 190 
sifar (attributes), 125, 21 2 
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Surkh-afsar, Fazl'ali-Bek, 14,23,26 
sul~ik (spiritual progress), 1 18, 150 
Symposium, 134 

Tabrizi, Shams (d. 1310), the beloved 
of Rgmi, 24,89, 129 

ta'lim-i dini (religious education), 64 
ta'wil (spiritual hermeneutics), 77, 

111, 117, 134, 141 
Tajik, 3, 10, 19, 30, 51, 55, 85, 162 
takhallus (poet's "pen name"), 

86,87 

ranjim. See nujdm 
tariqar (spiritual path), 17, 119, 128, 

199,201 
tarj?-band (return tie), poetry form, 

18,86, 125 
tarkib-band (composite tie), poetry 

form, 86 
Tasawwuf (Sufism), 64, 1 13 
ta'yid (divine inspiration), 137, 154, 

185 
Tirmizi, Hakim (d. 912), Sufi author, 
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Transoxiana, 7,27,28, 31-32, 36, 55, 
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'ulami', 28, 32 
'Umar-i Khayyim, Persian poet, 3, 

86, 145,258 
'urf va 'idat (custom), 78 
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Wakhan rulers (pre- and post- 
Islamic periods) 
'AIi MardBn, 59 
Mir Maska, 63 
Qah-Qaha, 30,47 
Sapikh-Chiipin, 30 
Zamr-i Atash-parast, 30 
Zangibgr, 30 

wali(saint), 37, 52, 163, 185, 
wabdat (unity), 38,67, 83, 1 15, 1 19, 

121, 128 
was1 (link), 67, 122 
wdly (divine revelation), 

116-1 17, 137, 147, 155, 164, 
166, 173 
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wiliyat-i 'Ali, 1 17, 163, 166, zihid (ascetic), 74 
170-174, 192,203 zihir (exoteric), 17, 147, 152, 163, 

169, 198 
yaqin (certitude), 77, 125, 153, 155 zakit (religious taxation), 54, 77 
Yir Bek (d. 1707), Badakhshani ziyiratgih (the place of pilgrimage), 

ruler, 55 45,48 
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